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New Gear, Rules Pump Up Radio 
LAS VEGAS For radio, NAB "96 was 
all about the future. 
Throughout the show — whether on the 

exhibit floors, in the conferences or busi¬ 
ness meetings — the focus was on how 
the changes in ownership rules, Wall 
Street’s rediscovery of radio and the fur¬ 
ther integration of digital technology is 
affecting the industry. 
This year’s National Association of 

Broadcasters convention, April 14-18, 
drew more than 92,000, up some IO per¬ 
cent from a previous record in 1995. 
While attendance was more than ever, 

the size of the show was a record, too. 
Not only did NAB fill the Las Vegas 

Convention Center and Hilton, exhibits 
and sessions expanded to the Sands Expo 
Center where NAB MultiMedia World 

and the new internet©NAB.96 were held. 
In the audio hall, it was clear radio is 

undergoing as much change and evolu¬ 
tion as the other sectors of the telecom¬ 
munications industry. 
There is a continuing trend toward 

smaller, more efficient, more powerful 
and less expensive equipment. 
From the Roland VT-l, for approxi¬ 

mately $400, with its clever voice pro¬ 
cessing ability to the Shortcut, the high¬ 
speed broadcast editor from 360 Systems 
priced at $2,995, buyers are getting more 
and more for less and less. 
In parallel, the relaxation of the owner¬ 

ship rules and resulting buying and trad¬ 
ing of stations is driving the develop¬ 
ment of delivery systems and 
application of technologies that allow 

DAB Field Tests Inch 
Closer to Start Date 
by Lynn Meadows 

LAS VEGAS If anyone expected to 
see dramatic propagation coverage 
maps from digital radio field testing 

will originate its test material from a 
New Mexico location and uplink it to a 
satellite over the Pacific. 

continued on page 10 ► 

owners and operators to take advantage 
of efficiencies of scale now possible. 
The Internet is a great example of how 

technologies blend together. Information 
on the Internet could not be avoided. 
Broadcasters are setting up web pages 

for profit and fun. At the same time, non¬ 

broadcasters want to add audio and video 
to their web pages. 
Radio broadcasters also came to find 

out about EAS. DAB, DARS and a slew 
of other acronyms. 
The switch to the Emergency Alert 

System was a super-hot topic. “There is 
nothing like a government mandate to stir 

Charles Osgood (I) keynoted the NAB '96 
Radio Luncheon and Don Imus (r) was 

inducted into the NAB Broadcast Hall of Fame 

i 

Rad jo Stars 
At NAB ’96 

presented during NAB. they were dis¬ 
appointed. 
“It’s probably going to be a few months, 
still, until we actually get out on the 
street taking tests,” Bert Goldman of 
Patterson Broadcasting told the crowd 
attending a digital audio broadcasting 
seminar during the convention. That cal¬ 
culates to mid-July. Tests originally 
were scheduled to begin in September 
1995. 
Goldman is helping coordinate the 

DAB field tests. He said he hoped to 
have pictures and documentation of the 
exciting things happening in the field 
tests. Instead, he admitted he was 
embarrassed the DAB field tests have 
not yet begun. 

Joint project 
A joint committee of members from 

the NAB National Radio Systems 
Committee and the Electronic 
Industries Association is coordinating 
the field tests. The NRSC will test in-
band, on-channel proponents. The oth¬ 
er DAB proponents — in-band, adja¬ 
cent-channel, satellite and Eureka 
L-band systems — will be tested by 
the EIA. 
Most of the testing will take place from 

the Mt. Beacon transmitter site in San 
Francisco. The VOA/JPL satellite system 
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Change Is 
Hot Issue 
In Radio 

LAS VEGAS Rapid change is the 
biggest issue facing radio broadcasters 
today, according to an unscientific survey 
conducted at the RW booth during NAB. 
Other hot issues broadcasters noted 

include satellite stream programming, the 
upgrade to digital audio broadcasting, the 
effect of monopolies on independent sta¬ 
tions, the diffusion of advertising dollars 
and a lack of diversity. 

Optimistic for AM 
Respondents were generally optimistic 

about the future of AM. A majority said they 
had listened to an AM station within the past 
week, with several writing they listened dai¬ 
ly. Asked if AM radio can survive in the face 
of coming competition, most said yes. 
Pete Schartel, president of KCXL(AM) 

in Liberty, Mo., wrote that costs are lower 
for AM stations so AM broadcasters are 
able to produce unique programming. Jo 

continued on page 13 ► 
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Newswatch 
ESPN Buys Spanish NBA Rights 

DALLAS ESPN Radio Network became 
the first official National Basketball 
Association rights holder for national 
Spanish-language radio broadcasts in the 
United States. 
The network also obtained the rights for 

English and Spanish radio broadcasts of 
NBA games outside of the United States 
and Canada. The agreement extends 
through the 1997-1998 season. 
In addition to domestic English-lan¬ 

guage broadcasts. ESPN Radio will 
broadcast NBA games in Spanish to the 
United States, Mexico, Central America, 
South America and Spain. English 

broadcasts will go to markets in Europe. 
Asia and Australia. 
“The growing socioeconomic and audi¬ 

ence demos for the Spanish market com¬ 
bined with the NBA’s high product pro¬ 
file make this a tremendous opportunity,” 
said Bart Catalane, executive vice presi¬ 
dent of ABC Radio Networks, which 
markets and distributes ESPN Radio. 

SFX Swallows Multi-Market 

NEW YORK When SFX Broadcasting 
announced the purchase of Liberty 
Broadcasting in November 1995. the idea 
was to turn around and sell 11 of the newly 
acquired stations to Multi-Market Radio. 

But SFX recently announced it now will 
acquire Multi-Market Radio Inc. outright. 
According to BIA Publications, including 
stations with local marketing agreements, 
SFX will own or operate 77 radio stations 
in 26 markets after completion of the 
Multi-Market deal. 

Radio Trade Announced 

CLEVELAND OmniAmerica Group 
and Nationwide Communications Inc. 
announced an agreement to trade radio 
stations in Cleveland and Orlando. Fla., 
resulting in what they called the first-
ever, three-FM station clusters in each 
market. 
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audio switching and routing, automatic time¬ 
adjustment of commercial breaks, scheduling, 
logging, and a whole list of other tasks...and its 
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The PhantomLite is a trimmed down version of 
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operators over the past few years. The 
PhantomLite system has features that others 
would have you believe are either impossible, or 
are only available in the highest price range. For 
example, a single PhantomLite system can 
handle manual or automatic recording, network 
transfers, scheduling, logging, and other tasks 
all while it remains completely functional on 
the air, making you sound great. 

Call Harris today to find out how easily you 
could be "up and running" with a system that 
has already proven itself to be simple, reliable, 
and great sounding. And now, with our special 
lease rates available, it could be the best deci¬ 
sion you've made all year. 

TEL: 1-800-622-0022 
FAX: 1-317-966-0623 
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You know the world is crowded with digital 
audio systems. When you are faced with 

making a decision, it can be a confusing mess of 
features, reliability, and cost considerations that 
would frustrate any broadcaster. If you're 
looking for an answer that has the flexibility to 
give you total control, a gleaming track record to 
calm your nerves and a payment plan that won't 
break your checkbook, Harris and RDS have 
made it easy with the PhantomLite. 

NCI is getting WMJI-FM and WMMS-
FM in Cleveland from OmniAmerica. In 
return. OmniAmerica will get WOMX-
FM in Orlando and $43.5 million in cash. 
OmniAmerica also announced it would 
soon sell WHK(AM) in Cleveland for 
$6.5 million. 

Renewal Procedures Updated 

WASHINGTON The Federal 
Communications Commission adopted 
the section of the Telecommunications 
Act that eliminates comparative renew¬ 
al hearings and directs the commission 
to grant broadcast renewal applications 
if statutory renewal standards are met. 
For broadcast renewal applications filed 

after May I. the statute eliminates com¬ 
parative renewals and establishes a two-
step renewal procedure in their place. ® 
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Compatibility No. 1 MPEG Goal 
by Alan R. Peterson 

LAS VEGAS Efforts are under way to 
enhance compatibility and interoperability 
of products using the MPEG data com¬ 
pression algorithm. 
Representatives from 

several digital audio 
companies participated 
in an audio interest 
group meeting at NAB 
to discuss the process. 
A number of issues still 
need to be studied and 
resolved, but by the end 
of the meeting, many of 
the proposals were agreed upon and a 
name was selected for the enhanced 
process: MPEG BIF. for Broadcast 
Interchange Format. 
The meeting was moderated by Cate 

Cowan of Cowan Communications. The 
main speaker and presenter was Gerhard 
Stoll, head of audio production and repro¬ 
duction systems of the Institute for 
Broadcasting Technology (IRT). The IRT 
is one of the three developers of 
ISO/MPEG Layer II technology. 

on .WAV and AIFF.” 
In order to ensure compatibility across a 

number of platforms, a number of stan¬ 
dards and proposed standards have been 
examined and tentatively included in the 
new definition. 

Among them, it was proposed that the 
J.52 recommendation be included. J.52 is a 
standard proposed by the International 
Telecommunication Union for digital tele¬ 
vision and sound transmission using one, 
two or three 64 kbps channels per mono 
signal, with up to six per stereo signal. 
Tom Hartnett of Comrex voiced the need 

to examine this standard further. 
"J.52 is computationally complex and 

does not follow the MPEG frame,” he said. 
“There are lots of products that do not have 

largest base. The overriding concern is that 
all codecs be able to talk to each other." 
Steve Church of Telos Systems made a 

proposal that J.52 be made mandatory on 
decoders only, making the J.52 compati¬ 
bility issue optional on the encoding end. 

A codec that 
detects J.52 will 
switch into that 
mode; otherwise 
it will default to 
the de facto 
standard. 

Gerhard Stoll Because the 
IRT issue could not 

be resolved at 
this meeting, the decision was made to cre¬ 
ate a subgroup to study the J.52 issue. 
Findings should be available, but not 
adopted, by the time the Audio 

Engineering Society meets in Copenhagen 
this month. 
By the end of the meeting, the group 

agreed to adopt the proposals and create 
the new name MPEG BIF for the benefit 
of broadcasters and their audio needs. 
An amendment was made to one propos¬ 

al. The standards that were to be in the new 
definition included the IEC958 standard. 
The original document stated, “The profes¬ 
sional mode (AES/EBU) is considered not 
within the scope of this document.” 
In order to be accepted in the professional 

community, the IEC958 standard must 
include AES/EBU, so the draft went back 
for amending. A proposal was also made to 
include 5.1 channel audio specifications. 
Stoll said that next, the group will consider 

MPEG compression as a new standard for 
Internet audio. “We will begin examining 
this about six months from now,” Stoll said. 
Stoll suggested that people interested in 

contributing to this effort should contact 
him via his e-mail address: stoll@irt.de ® 

DCI , Arbitron Form 

Information Network 

By doing this, we are not trying 
to stifle competition but are looking 
to enlarge the marketplace. 

Objectives 
The objective of the group discussion was 

to encourage and enhance interoperability 
and compatibility across a number of digi¬ 
tal audio formats and to encourage broader 
implementation of MPEG Layer II into an 
emerging mass consumer market. 
“We are not a standards maker,” said 

Stoll. “We are doing this to educate con¬ 
sumers and facilitate choice. By doing this, 
we are not trying to stifle competition but 
are looking to enlarge the marketplace.” 
Indeed, the marketplace is poised to wel¬ 

come a new set of enhancements. Among 
them, Sveriges Radio (SR, or Swedish 
Broadcasting Corp.), whose head of devel¬ 
opment, Lars Jonsson, wrote to address the 
interest group. 
“We support the new file format,” 

Jonsson wrote. “We have a problem with 
different file formats. Thus, SR welcomes 
your work for a file format standard based 

a lot of computer power, and there is no 
advantage on embarking on anything that 
large.” 
Manufacturers of PC plug-in cards also 

noted the additional work necessary to 
incorporate J.52 into the new MPEG defin¬ 
ition. Among the concerns is the need for 
bits to be “put aside” for transmission if 
J.52 is adopted. 

Solutions 
Two possible solutions were offered. First 

was to record audio at a lower bit rate. 
Stoll suggested the possibility of transcod¬ 
ing “by removing some bits.” 
Digigram’s Phillipe Girard-Buttoz point¬ 

ed out that real-time transmission of audio 
on the PC platform is not a real concern for 
him. 
Stoll agreed with the concerns, but point¬ 

ed out, “Complexity will become less and 
less an issue, even though the broadcaster 
will want a codec that can talk to the 

by Christopher Nicholson 

LAS VEGAS Digital Courier 
Internationa] (DCI) and The Arbitron 
Co. announced during NAB that the 
two signed a letter of intent to jointly 
develop Radio Exchange, an informa¬ 
tion network for the radio broadcast 
industry. 
Radio Exchange will provide a high¬ 

speed link between broadcasters and 
advertisers that will allow both to 
instantly access information such as 
ratings, avails, traffic instructions, etc. 
The system will be designed to cut 
down dramatically on the amount of 
time and paperwork required in the 
buying and selling of radio advertising. 
Jay Guyther, general manager, new 

ventures, Arbitron, explained that while 
most of the radio industry has been 
advancing rapidly on the technical side, 
the process of buying and selling adver¬ 
tising still requires a tremendous 
amount of paperwork and back-and-
forth interaction between ad agencies 
and stations. 

Al Kozak, president of DCI, noted the 
high chance for error that still remains 
in scheduling advertising campaigns 
because of the amount of manual entry 
required. Radio Exchange will elimi¬ 
nate much of that risk because all of the 
necessary information is entered by the 
advertiser and will already be in the 
system. 
DCI Marketing Vice President Remy 

Kozak added that with the rise in group 
ownership and the decrease in middle 
management, Radio Exchange will be a 
benefit by allowing groups to consoli¬ 
date all of their traffic information, sim¬ 
plifying the ability to collect and view 
all of the data. 
Guyther also noted the “overwhelm¬ 

ingly positive reception” he received 
when he approached industry represen¬ 
tatives with the idea. 
“Each party sees different applications 

that will provide for a more efficient 
sales process,” Guyther said. 
A formal agreement between DCI and 

The Arbitron Co. was expected within 
60 days. (J) Summing Up the Show 

► continued from page 1 

interest,” said one distributor. 
The deadline for EAS equipment at 

radio stations is Jan. 1, 1997. 
Vendors fielded repeated questions 

about a possible deadline extension. 
There is nothing to indicate that 

will happen, how¬ 
ever, and manu¬ 
facturers are con¬ 
fident they can 
meet the equip¬ 
ment demand. 
Last year, the 

talk of the show
was a live demonstration of digital 
audio broadcasting from USA Digital 
Radio. This year, after six and a half 
hours of DAB paper presentations, 
someone asked if this was one of the 
darkest hours for U.S. DAB. 
Anyone walking the floor would 

have to conclude it was. In an odd 
public relations move, neither USA 
Digital Radio nor AT&T/Lucent/ 
Amati had booths. 

Meanwhile, the Federal 
Communications Commission is 
ready to move on satellite digital 
audio radio services (DARS). 
Commissioner Susan said the FCC 
will not stand in the way of new 
technology. She and Commissioner 

Rachelle Chong 
indicated that 
DARS probably 
will provide 
niche program¬ 
ming not avail¬ 
able on terres¬ 
trial radio. 

Discussion of the 1996 
Telecommunications Act primarily 
was limited to implementation. 
Panelists at a broadcast ownership 

session predicted regional radio 
groups will grow in popularity. 
In the future, they also predicted 

more and more stations will be 
swapped as group owners jockey for 
better position in their respective 
markets. ® 

I Regional radio groups will grow 
in popularity 
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Thinking about DAB and Road Left to Travel 
WASHINGTON Last week’s NAB '96 
proved to be fertile ground for DAB, with 
a day-long seminar devoted to it, equip¬ 
ment on the floor devoted to it, and heat¬ 
ed discussion surrounding it. 
For those of you who did not attend, 1 

thought I’d share 
some DAB news 
with you. 
Essentially, I see 

four main areas of 
interest in DAB: 
• progress of the 
U.S. DAB field 
tests 
• status of the in-
band, on-channel 
proponents 
• Eureka-147 roll¬
out throughout the rest of the world 
• DARS regulatory update 
The DAB field tests are progressing. 

Slowly. There were some at NAB who 
felt that in-band on-channel DAB is tra¬ 
versing its darkest hour. Even as Eureka-
147 gathers speed in the rest of the 
world in pilot projects in Germany, 
France, Sweden, Poland, England, 
Canada, etc., Bert Goldman from 
Patterson Broadcasting told us that field 
tests won't even be starting, before the 
end of summer. 
What happened? First of all, all the pro¬ 

ponents need to sign contracts sent to 
them by the E1A in order for the outfit¬ 
ting of the test vehicle to begin. Bert told 
me that EIA was to have sent out the con¬ 
tracts late last month. That gives the pro¬ 
ponents 30 days to sign and return the 
contracts. Only then can equipment from 
the different proponents be loaded into 
the van. 
Bert believes that after the signed con¬ 

tracts are returned, it will take another 
30-60 days before the tests can begin — 
provided of course that there aren’t any 
other unforeseen developments. 
One of the delays has stemmed from 

radio’s deregulated stature. The two sta¬ 
tions originally in partnership with the 
test group that were to transmit the digi¬ 
tal signals were sold (The Shamrock 
Broadcasting stations, now Chancellor). 

The new owners have no interest in par¬ 
ticipating in the testing. New stations are 
being sought; in fact, Bert said they had 
two strong contenders they were talking 
to, but no one had signed on the dotted 
line as of late April. 

Optimistic esti¬ 
mates for the onset 
of the field tests 
range from mid¬ 
July to sometime in 
August. 
•Perhaps the 
gloomiest moment 
came during Tom 
Keller’s presenta¬ 
tion. A consultant 
to the EIA, Tom 
reviewed some of

the DAB lab test data. Specifically, he 
reviewed the AT&T/Amati and the 
USADR FM-1 dual sideband systems 
and their perfor¬ 
mance in the digi-
tal-to-host and the 
second adjacent 
channel tests. 

The systems 
pose significant 
degradation to the 
host FM and to 
the second adja¬ 
cent channels. He 
deemed the sig¬ 
nificant degrada¬ 
tion of the second 
adjacent channel 
by the two IBOCs 
as “probably a 
solvable situa¬ 
tion.” 
The more dificult fix, he thinks, is the 

degradation to the host signal. 
Jeff Andrew, USADR project manager, 

assured the gathered audience during the 
Q&A session, that the modified FM-I 
system that USADR is going to field test 
— which has not yet been tested in the 
lab — addresses these problems. 
An interesting aside — during that same 
question and answer session, Glynn 
Walden, Group W Radio director of engi¬ 
neering, stood up and delivered an 

impassioned speech underscoring 
Westinghouse’s commitment to finding 
an in-band solution to DAB for this coun¬ 
try. It was highly believable in light of 
Westinghouse President and CEO 
Michael Jordan’s personal unveiling — at 
NAB ’96 — of the first over-the-air 
broadcast of high definition television 
(HDTV) using a solid-state silicon car¬ 
bide transmitter. 
• Eureka-147 has garnered terrific sup¬ 
port from countries around the world. As 
I mentioned earlier, pilot projects 
abound. In fact, our neighbor to the 
North has begun issuing DAB licenses, 
and, some equipment manufacturers are 
developing gear for Eureka-147, includ¬ 
ing: Quincy, Ill.-based Harris, Orvieto, 
Italy-based Itelco, Chelmsford. England¬ 
based GEC-Marconi, Dallas-based 
Continental through its German sub¬ 
sidiary Telefunken Sendertechnik, 

Louisville, Colo.-based Larcan-TTC and 
Fairburn. Ga.-based CCA. CCA built an 
in-band, on-channel HBOC) DAB trans¬ 
mitter for AT&T, but did not display it at 
NAB ’96 —the unit is currently in San 
Francisco for the upcoming field tests. 
What is lagging behind, at the moment, 

is the production of DAB receivers. 
• On the DARS front, the FCC expects to 
finalize the specifics of digital satellite 
radio broadcasting. As you may recall, on 
June 14 of last year, the commission 
adopted a Notice of Proposed 

NAB '96 was the setting for some thought-provoking DAB 
discussion with updates from around the world. 

Rulemaking which initiated considera¬ 
tion of service and licensing rules to gov¬ 
ern what is generally referred to as 
DARS. Reply comments closed on Oct. 
13, 1995. 
In Sept. 1 of last year, the FCC granted 

a waiver to Satellite CD Radio Inc. to 
begin construction of a satellite that 
could eventually bring DARS service to 
the public. 
• Perhaps the most controversial develop¬ 
ment of NAB ’96 was the news that there 
might be a way to implement a Eureka-
147 solution in the United States. 
As you know, broadcast assignments 

here traditionally are made on the basis 
of providing service to a specific commu¬ 
nity. While each Eureka-147 multiplex 
has the inherent capacity to carry several 
programs, each of these programs has 
identical coverage. 
By forcing coverage parity, broadcasters 

would be put onto equal ground, cancel¬ 
ing years of efforts in tailoring their pro¬ 
gramming and advertising to their com¬ 
munity — hence the resistance of U.S. 
broadcasters to Eureka-147. 
There exists a new possibility of 

enhancing the Eureka-147 standard in a 
way that would protect existing coverage 
areas and communities of service. This 
can be done by introducing the idea of 
Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) 
to the Eureka-147 international standard 
(see Scott Wright’s Guest Commentary, 
page 5). 
• NAB’s David Layer made it clear to the 
assembly that the association staunchly 
supports an in-band solution for DAB in 
the United States. And, that NAB is will¬ 
ing to wait for the solution. He argued 
that the disappointing lab test results are 
but another step in the evolutionary 
process of IBOC DAB and not a reason 
to abandon the idea. 
He makes a good point. Eureka-147 is 

going on its 11th year of existence — 
IBOCs have only been around for three 
or four years. NAB’s message is clear, 
give the IBOCs time to mature. 
This last point is especially important if 

you realize that there is no great and 
urgent consumer demand for DAB. 

ARC 16: the logical choice for LMA and duopoly transmitter control 
The ARC-16 is available through 
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Readers Forum 
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GUEST COMMENTARY 

A Eureka-147 Solution 
For the United States 
by Scott Wright 

KOKOMO, Ind. In recent months, 
much has been said regarding the per¬ 
formance and application of various dig¬ 
ital broadcasting systems within the 
United States. 
Technical performance seems to be at 

the forefront of the evaluation, but 
something much larger is at work. 
Looking strictly at technical perfor¬ 
mance, one system was shown to be 
clearly superior. This system is known 
as Eureka-147. Many countries around 
the world, including Canada, are broad¬ 
casts utilizing this service. 
If technical performance were the only 

measure, then Eureka-147 would be the 
chosen system in the U.S., as well. 
Eureka-147 has not been widely 
embraced by the U.S. community 
because its operating characteristics do 
not mesh well with our current broad¬ 
cast landscape. 
Broadcast assignments in the U.S. tra¬ 

ditionally are assigned on the basis of 
providing service to a specific commu¬ 
nity. While each Eureka-147 multiplex 
has the inherent capacity to carry several 
programs, each of these programs has 
identical coverage. 

By forcing coverage parity, broadcast¬ 
ers would be put onto equal ground can¬ 
celing years of efforts in tailoring their 
programming and advertising to their 
community. 
Fortunately, there exists an exciting 

new possibility of enhancing the 
Eureka-147 standard in a way that 
would protect existing coverage areas 
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and communities of service. This can be 
done simply by introducing the idea of 
Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) 
to the Eureka-147 international stan¬ 
dard. 
A traditional coverage map for both 

AM and FM stations in a given location 
may look like that of Figure 1. Here. 

each broadcaster has a unique market 
that he has developed in both listeners 
and advertisers. This service area multi¬ 
plied by the stations' listenership deter¬ 
mines the economic potential of the sta¬ 
tion. 
With traditional Eureka-147 implemen¬ 

tation. the coverage areas would look 

Here, each broadcaster is given the 
same coverage area, is forced to share 
the same transmission area and poten¬ 
tially has to give up listenership. 
Everyone is forced into coverage parity, 
and hence, economic parity. This appli¬ 
cation of Eureka-1 47 is commonly 
referred to as a single frequency net¬ 
work or SFN. 
As shown in Figure 3, each SFN is 

based about a given frequency that is 1.5 

MHz wide. Using SFN technology, 
many transmitters may be used in the 
single frequency, giving coverage areas 
that may be very large, including the 
possibility of covering the entire conti¬ 
nent. 
By applying TDMA Eureka-147. as 

shown in Figure 4. the SFN can be 
divided in time, allowing each broad¬ 
caster his own slice of time. Each time 
slice about a given frequency can now 
be thought of as a channel. 
With this treatment, each SFN is broken 

down into four separate channels, trans¬ 
mitted over four different transmitters. 

continued on page 14 

Despite Canada and the world’s rush to embrace Eureka-147, the domestic 
radio industry should stay the course and continue its pursuit of an in-band 
solution. 
The day-long seminar on digital audio broadcasting at last month’s 

NAB Broadcast Engineering Conference, revealed that although much 
progress has been made on DAB. much work remains. 
News of Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) that would allow 

Eureka-147 to be configured by time — thus allowing allocations that 
resemble the U.S. radio structure is interesting, but does not solve the 
issue of where to find new spectrum for it. And as advanced as Eureka-
147 may be in the developmental stages, it is still in the pilot project 
stage and waiting for receiver manufacturers to catch up. 
As suited before on this page, the focus of U.S. testing should be directed at 

finding which in-band system fits the bill for U.S. radio. Broadcasters main¬ 
tained from the onset they did not want the out-of-band system, Eureka-147. 
Eureka-147 requires a cost-prohibitive reallocation process, and more signif¬ 
icantly, the spectrum is not available in the United States. Period. 
After the laboratory test stage, the IBOCs were shown to have serious 

problems of degradation to the host and second adjacent channels. The 
modified systems to be field-tested have addressed those issues, accord¬ 
ing to proponents — let the real world scenarios prove them right or 
wrong. 
The NAB said very clearly at NAB ’96 that it supports an in-band, on-

channel solution and is willing to wait for the IBOCs to develop. The 
lack of any urgent demand from the consumer for a DAB solution pro¬ 
vides broadcasters with the margin of time they need for the IBOCs to 
catch up to Eureka-147 development-wise. 
When all is said and done, the tests are but one more step in the process 
of selecting a standard. While there may be some gratification for 
Canada in being the leader in DAB implementation in this hemisphere, 
the reality is that the United States is the prime consumer of radios. 
DAB will wait until the U.S. broadcasting industry has made a reasoned 
evaluation of the most appropriate system for use inside its borders. 
If that decision is ultimately in favor of a new-band system (although 

highly unlikely) so be it. In the meantime, the broadcasters should pro¬ 
ceed with exhausting all the in-band possibilities, as planned, and not 
succumb to pressure from our neighbors to the North to make such an 
important decision in haste. _ r\v 

The RDS bandwagon 

Dear RW, 
I have designed many receivers for 

both SCA and RDS applications and 
would recommend that broadcasters 
jump on the RDS bandwagon as soon 
as possible. 
Currently, three manufactures make 

RDS demodulator ICs for radios that 
produce an RDS data and clock out¬ 
put. This makes it very easy to pro¬ 
duce a receiver that will put out RDS 
data. 
In comparison, an SCA demodulator 

requires some kind of filtering for the 
SCA signal of a demodulator. This 
translates into a lot more parts and 
potentially higher cost in an SCA 
receiver. Furthermore, the RDS sig¬ 
nal. because of its modulation 
method, is much more robust and will 
work reliably at significantly lower 
field strengths than SCA data 
receivers. 
1 suspect that the usual information 

of call letters, programming format, 
etc., will be a minor application of 
RDS, and the main use will be for 
specialized applications such as load 
management and special text or data 
receivers like that on page 20 of the 
March issue. Because of the block 
format of the RDS signal, several 
customers can be served by one RDS 
signal, and in applications where 
that data rate does not need to be 
very high, it could eventually be a 
big money-maker for an innovative 
station. 

Jon Grosjean 
Woodstock Engineering 

Woodstock, CT 

Expanded band 

Dear RW, 
The newly revised expanded band list 

of AM stations is only a slight improve¬ 
ment over the last fiasco, but I wonder if 
the FCC could have done better. 
Again, no expanded band assign¬ 

ments in 12 states: Pennsylvania, 
Montana, Ohio, Delaware, Vermont, 
Maine, Connecticut. Rhode Island, 
West Virginia, Kentucky, Nevada and 
Hawaii. 
There is only one radio station in 

the United States assigned to 1610 
kHz, which should now become the 
coast-to-coast superstation from 
Atlanta, Tx., which can be heard on 
every type of receiver, with or with¬ 
out the expanded band, while the rest 
of the band supports 10 stations on 
1700 kHz alone. I want to see that 
first station to move from 740. 930 or 
1210 on the AM dial taking that first 
grand leap to the outer limits. 
The impact on larger radio markets 

also shows that the small market 
broadcaster wasn’t really considered 
seriously. So, congratulations to 
Phoenix. El Paso (twice). Fort Worth. 
Atlanta, Seattle and Denver. You big 
boys got your way in markets of 25 
or more signals, when the rest of us 
just watched from the sidelines again. 
My prediction is less than 30 of 

these stations will really make the 
move. The expanded band was killed 
by the commission before it got a 
chance. 

Mark Heller 
President and General Manager 

WTRW(AM) 
Two Rivers, W1 
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Coordinators Plan for EAS Implementation 
by Lynn Meadows 

LAS VEGAS Do not make your 
Emergency Alert System purchase in a 
vacuum. 
Stations ready to buy should contact 

their local emergency planning commit¬ 
tee and find out how many inputs they 
are expected to have in their local plan. 

State coordinators 
Although the Federal Communications 

Commission technically only requires 
stations to monitor two sources, EAS 
coordinators have other ideas. 
Frank Lucia, FCC acting EAS bureau 

chief, met with several state emergency 

coordinators at the end of the NAB 
spring show to talk about plan progress. 
After hearing from Wisconsin coordina¬ 

tor Gary Timm, who already has written 
out his state’s plan, the group discussed 
specifics like what the second source 
should be and whether networks will be 
added back into the plan. 
Some coordinators expressed frustra¬ 

tion with coverage gaps and daytime 
stations that fall out of the EAS web 
after midnight. 
“It’s a fact of life that from midnight to 

6 a.m., many stations are not on the air,” 
said one coordinator. 
“We can only use what we have,” Lucia 

responded. If facilities are off the air or 

we do not have coverage in certain areas, 
“we can’t do the impossible.” 
Lucia said he and his staff are willing to 

work with anybody having trouble with 
changing or upgrading the existing EBS 
plan. 
“If you don’t have your plan in place by 

Jan. I, we can at least assign them (sta¬ 
tions) to monitor the old EBS assign¬ 
ments on a temporary basis,” Lucia told 
the coordinators at the meeting. 

Web system 
Unlike the old daisy-chain EBS, the 

EAS will be a web system. The challenge 
facing coordinators is avoiding feedback 
loops and open circuits. 

When the V.P. and GM of Midcontinent Media in Madison, Wisconsin, wanted 
to increase efficiencies and profits and decrease overhead... he gave all three 
of his stations the finger! 

Now each one has MediaTouch, the original digital automation system. 
With its patented touch screen control and network audio, it creates 
economies of time and staff, driving profitability sky high. 

With MediaTouch, digital automation is neither expensive nor risky. 
And now, thanks to a solutions-driven team of experts, both our software 
and service mandates are solid. 

"Ue carefully reviewed all available digital systems before picking MediaTouch. 

We 've now lowered our operating and capital expenditures while improving the sound 

of all three stations. MediaTouch integrated our three diverse broadcast formats, giving 

operational efficiencies at the cost savings we were looking for. ” 

David Graupner, V.P. and GM, Midcontinent Media 

So use your finger to call us for info or a demo, then give your station 
the MediaTouch finger. 
call: 1 800 665 0501 http://www.rubicon.net/~omt 
fax: 1 204 783 5805 E-mail: omt@summit.rubicon.net 

( MediaTouch 

EAS was one of the hottest topics at the 
Bradley Broadcast Booth, said Marketing 
Manager Paul McLane. Acknowledging 
that some stations are hoping for an 
extension of the Jan. 1 deadline, McLane 
said he is telling stations to at least be 
versed in the technology. 
At the BSW booth, Steve Sorkness, spe¬ 

cial projects engineer, said people were 
looking at EAS equipment with “guarded 
interest.” He said he expects heavy fourth 
quarter sales for EAS equipment. 
TFT, which sells its line of EAS gear, and 

Harris Corp., which markets Sage EAS 
products, reported that EAS products were 
extremely succesful at the show both in 
terms of interest and sales. And every stroll 
by the Gorman-Redlich booth found Jim 
Gorman explaining how his soon-to-be-
certified EAS product worked. 
Despite the interest, there were no EAS 

sessions at NAB ’96. Kelly Williams, 
NAB director of engineering, said that 
EAS was dealt with in other panels like 
the unattended operation session. 
“The EAS requirements are not neces¬ 

sarily what’s new,” said Williams adding 
that the manufacturers have what is new. 
Asked if the NAB would ask for an 
extension of the Jan. 1 deadline, Williams 
said that if they felt or heard from mem¬ 
bers that they could not meet the dead¬ 
line, the NAB “would not be opposed” to 
asking for another extension. 
The NAB originally had wanted a year¬ 

long deadline extension but was given 
only six months. Williams said that for a 
second request to be successful, there 
would have to be an extraordinary reason 
for the extension. ® 

65 Years 
Ago 

Reprinted from Radio World 
(May 23, 1931). 

Editor's note: The RW of old, 
printed for a time in the 1920s 
and 1930s and today's RW are 

unrelated 
except in name. 

7 Big Stations 
Are Affected 

The suggestion that license renewals 
be refused to the Radio Corporation of 
America and its subsidiaries because of 
the adjudication that RCA was guilty of 
violation of the anti-trust law has aroused 
great interest in broadcasting circles, be¬ 
cause the National Broadcasting Com-. 
pany, one of the subsidiaries, holds seven 
broadcasting station licenses, which sta¬ 
tions serve as nuclei for broadcasting net¬ 
works. 
Besides, the National Broadcasting 

Company holds two television transmit¬ 
ting licenses, nine general experimental 
licenses and three special experimental 
licenses. 
The largest number of licenses is held 

by Radiomarine Corporation of America, 
totaling 1,241, of which 1,175 are ship sta¬ 
tion licenses. 
The list of broadcasting stations issued 

by the Federal Radio Commission gives 
the following as licensed to the National 
Broadcasting Company: WJZ, New York; 
KGO, San Francisco; KO A, Denver; 
WTAM, Cleveland; WEAF, New York. 
Since the list was published the company 
acquired WENR, Chicago. 
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The hybrid you put 
. between these cables 
is your most important 
connection tor successful 

talk shows 

Listeners and programmers agree. 

The quality of your talk shows and call-ins are as critical as who you have talking. 
And stations who are most serious about their sound and ratings use Telos. 

Telos' digital hybrids have earned their reputation for exceptional performance. 
In addition to full-duplex audio, Telos hybrids achieve consistent levels from caller to caller. 

Our full range of products includes the top of the line Telos 100 Delta with a digital dynamic 
equalizer so advanced you won't find it anywhere else. When it comes to complete systems, 

the ONE-x-Six proves you don't have to spend a lot to get Telos quality and features. 

Let Telos connect you to your callers. Isn't it time you experienced great phones? 

■£i 2s s • ■ i* 

¿W/yJ™»1

2101 Superior Avenue • Cleveland, Ohio 44114 USA • Tel: +1.216.241.7225 • Fax: +1. 216.241.4103 • email: info@zephyr.com 
World Wide Web: http://www.zephyr.com 
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‘Virtual Digital Highway’ Planned 
LAS VEGAS Approximately 875 
Christian radio stations jumped onto the 
digital highway with MUSICAM 
EXPRESS. 
The company announced during NAB 

that California-based Ambassador 
Advertising Agency agreed to a $4 mil¬ 
lion, two-year project to construct a “vir¬ 
tual digital highway’’ for its 875 Christian 
radio affiliates. The initial rollout will 
bring roughly 500 stations on line, to 
receive high quality digital programming 
via satellite and ISDN that can be stored 
and retrieved at convenient times. 

In a press release, Jim Sanders, 
Ambassador vice president of technical 
services stated: “We believe this system 

will revolutionize the industry. It will free 
stations from the hassle of timing and 
storage of programming while providing 
immediacy and quality control to pro¬ 
gram producers.” 

Easy fit 
MUSICAM EXPRESS Sales and 

Marketing Vice President Keith LaHonta 
describes the Windows 95-based technol¬ 
ogy as having the “look and feel of a pro¬ 
duction studio product.” 
With the ability to play to air from the 
hard drive and a convenient “jock box” 
interface, the unit fits easily into the stu¬ 
dio, allowing DJs to play record releases 
and promotional tie-ins that can be 

prepackaged by the programmer. 
For example, explained LaHonta, when 

Atlantic Records released a single from 
Hootie and the Blowfish, VISA ran an ad 
tied to the release. The package was 
delivered via MUSICAM EXPRESS 
including a “Hootie” liner, the VISA ad, 
the single, and a “Hootie” outro. 

Standardization 
The convenience provided by the trans¬ 

mission technology is only part of the 
story however. VirteX General Executive 
Chuck Wagner believes the technology 
— which uses the MUSICAM compres¬ 
sion algorithm — brings an element of 
standardization to the industry. 

Take the Codec "Check" Test 

Other Codecs 

NO 

NO 

NO 

YES! NO 

Prima CAN! 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

Why pay more for less? 
There’s a CDQPrima just right for 
your application. Call us now for 
complete information. 

670 North Beters Street • Building 4 • Holmdel, NJ 07733 USA 
Tel: 908/739-5600 • Fax: 908/739-1818 • Fax On Demand: 908/935-2777 
Internet http://www.musicamusa.com 

Can Your ISDN 
Codec Do All This? 
20-20 kHz CD-quality audio at better 
than 89 dB SNR and 0.01% THD+N 

Send stereo audio to three distant codecs at once 

Send mono audio to six codecs at once 

256 speed dial addresses with automatic 
system configuration for the distant codec 

Automatic Dial-On-Audio/Hang-Up-On-Silence 

AES/EBU I/O with automatic rate adaptation standard 

384 kilobits per second digitalmastering quality with 
BONDING for up to three ISDN lines 

Hands-free factory upgrades directly over your ISDN line 

One-button dialing 

SMPTE Timecode, stereo and ancillary data over 128 kb/s 

Psychoacoustic algorithm adjustment 

CDQPrima'“ 

MUSICAM USA 
Formerly CCS Audio Products 

It is that element of standardization that 
piqued the interest of Lynden Williams, 
vice president of radio group owner 
Lotus Communications. 
“I want to go with whomever is going to 

win the race,” said Williams. “Plus, I am 
a big supporter of USADR’s DAB sys¬ 
tem (USA Digital Radio), which uses the 

I The convenience provided is only 
part of the story. 

MUSICAM algorithm.” 
In addition to Lotus Communications 

stations, MUSICAM EXPRESS Radio 
Group Sales Director Sean Bowers 
brought 15 other group owners on 
board with a show of support for the 
technology. 
A joint venture between VirteX and 

Infinity Broadcasting, MUSICAM 
EXPRESS is being installed in all 
Westwood One affiliate stations. 
Other group owners expressing support 

include SFX Broadcasting, Heritage 
Media Corp., Greater Media and 
Chancellor Broadcasting Multi-Market 
Radio. (J) 

Bob Grant, 

ABC Split 
NEW YORK Host Bob Grant and 
WABC(AM) parted company last 
month. 
Industry insiders believe it was the 

host’s comment about the late 
Commerce Secretary Ron Brown that 
led to the split. 
Curtis Sliwa read the official Capital 

Cities/ABC Inc. comment on the air 
the day after Grant’s departure: 
“We have had a long-term relation¬ 

ship with Bob Grant. That relation¬ 
ship has been terminated by mutual 
agreement, and we wish him well in 
his future endeavors.” 
Grant had been in the doghouse 

recently with a group called FAIR 
(Fairness and Accuracy in Reporting) 
who questioned his on-air support of 
a conference of white supremacists 
(RW. May 1). 
Many believe the decision about 

Grant came direct from Disney CEO 
Michael Eisner. 
“This decision was made at the 

highest levels of ABC. Disney was 
informed of the decision and support¬ 
ed it,” came the response from ABC. 
FAIR was blamed in the New York 

media for the host’s termination. 
“We are a free-speech group, and we 

didn’t call for him to be fired,” said 
Steven Rendall of FAIR. “This is not a 
censorship issue. Any corporation has a 
right to determine the tone and tenor of 
any broadcaster they employed.” 
Rendall said FAIR wanted ABC and 

Disney to elucidate the standards and 
practices of the organization and 
wanted a “forceful anti-racist host” to 
be added to the WABC lineup as a 
counterweight to Grant. (J) 
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Hassle Free Digital 
Remotes 
PAGE 6 

Digital Editing Shortcut! 
PAGE 2 

Low Cost Optimod™ 
PAGE 3 

ORDER TOLL FREE 

EXTENDED HOURS: 64M TO 6PM P4C/HC 94M TO 9PM EASTERN 

Broadcast Supply Worldwide YOUR BROADCAST TOUIHATHT SOURCT FOR OVTR 23 YEARS 

BSW Introduces 

1 800 426 8434 



360 System's New 
Makes Short Work Of Your 
On-Air Recording/Editing 

360 Systems 
Instant Replay 
Hard Disk Recorder 

• Instant audio playback with 

50 Hot-Keys 
• 1,000 cut library 
• No learning curve 

• CD quality audio 

Now available with up 
to 16 hours storage for 
under $3,995.00 

360 Systems Shortcut™ 
Broadcast call-in editing just got a lot faster. 360 Systems new 

Shortcut™ editor delivers all the features you'll need to capture and 
edit audio for talk radio, call-in clips, news actualities and spots. 
Most importantly you'll get results in record time! Designed for 
broadcast work, it's powerful enough for production, yet simple 

enough for on-air use. 

Features: 
• Familiar tape recorder interface with "real" buttons ’ 
• Digital and analog I/O 
• Crisp high resolution waveform display Q 
• Ten hot-keys for instant access to edited cuts 
• Password protection on individual directories 
• Real time editing including cut, copy, paste, insert, erase, loop, and more 
• Hard disk storage of up to three hours of 20 kHz stereo audio 
• Insert edit markers "on the fly" 
• "Bleep" button overwrites obscenities 
• Includes built-in mic preamp, speakers, and keyboard for titling 

SHORTCUT with 1.5 hr. drive 

Starting at only $2,995.00 Mfr. List 

Call For BSW Sale Price ‘Delivery slated for July 

Alesis ADAT-XT 
Digital Multitrack Recorder 

The world's most popular digital 
multitrack recorder with improved 
transport and features. 

• Software controlled transport 
• Up to 4 times faster wind speeds 
• Onboard digital editing 
• Onboard 10-point autolocator 
• Compatible with all other ADATs 

Mfr. List $3,499.00 
Call For BSW Sale Price 

Digital Multitrack 

Instant Replay 

CALL BSW NOW FOR 
HUGE SAVINGS! 

800 • 426 • 8434 

BSW Brings You the 
Hottest Digital Tools 

Short/but 



BSW 's EXTENDED HOURS 
6AM to 6PM PACIFIC 
9AM to 9PM EASTERN 

1 .800.426.8434 

2200 analog I/O Mfr. List $3,850.00 

2200-D digital and analog I/O Mfr. List $4,450.00 

Call For BSW Sale Price 

Moseley DSP6000 
Digital STL System 

Features: 

• All digital processing 
• 8 factory and 8 user-programmable presets 
• Digital stereo encoder 
• Two-band processing with HF enhancement 
• Remote control capability 
• Very affordable! 

Orban OPTIMOD-FM 2200 
Digital FM Processor/Stereo Generator 

Now you can have uncompromising OPTIMOD™ digital quality sound and 
features at a very affordable price with the new OPTIMOD-FM 2200. It offers 

8 factory presets and 8 user-programmable presets that can be switched from 
the front panel or via remote control. The 2-band processing structure with HF 
enhancement gives you protection against peak overmodulation plus a loud, 
clear sound that can help you attract more listeners. The OPTIMOD-FM 2200, 
an excellent value for new or backup on-air processing. 

Digital OPTIMOD™ 
Sound For Less 

• Higher system gain L 

• 90 dB SNR with .01% distortion 

• Signal unaffected by fades or multiple hops 
• Up to 4 program and 2 data channels 
• Works with existing Moseley composite systems 

DSP6000E2/DSP6000D2 Under $6000 

Call For BSW Sale Price 

Fostex D-5 oO.oo 
DAT Recorder ’’ 
• 3 sample rates 
• Up to 4 hour rec./play time 
• Pro digital and analog I/O 
• 5-Pin DIN remote port 

Mfr. List $1,495.00 

BSW Price $995.00 

• -T -- ----- • • 

Ramsa SV4100 
DAT Recorder 
• Instant start 
• Programmable cue locations 
• Pro & consumer digital I/O 
• External sync capability 

Mfr. List $2,950.00 

BSW Price $2,188.00 

Denon DN961FA 
CD Player 
• Instant cuing with select dial 

• Multiple play and cue modes 
• Eject disable during playback 

• Plays standard CDs 

Mfr. List $1,500.00 

BSW Price $1,195.00 

BSW Gives You The Sound 
You're Looking For 

Instant Start DAT 

Production CD Player 

Budget DAT Recorder 



It's loud. 
It's cheap. 

It's 100% digital. 

Best of all, it’s an 0PTIM0D-FM. 
Introducing the OPTIMOD-FM 2200, the most affordable digital FM processor 

in the world. Now any station can enjoy the benefits of true digital processing: 

precision, stability, set-it-and-forget-it simplicity, and clean sound. And with 

features such as two-band processing, protection limiting, factory and user presets, 

and digital stereo encoder, your sound goes out over the airwaves loud, clear 

and distinctly your own. 

For years only stations with big budgets could benefit from digital processing. 

But now the undisputed worldwide leader in digital audio processing is giving 

smaller stations a competitive edge. The OPTIMOD-FM 2200 digital processor. 

It's about time. 

I 2200: $3,850 US user price; 2 2 0 0 - D with digital I / O : $4,450 | 

orban 
H A Harman International Company 

© 1996 Orban. Inc. Orban and OPTIMOD are registered trademarks. 1525 Alvarado St.. San Leandro, CA 94577 USA 
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Now Is The Time To Upgrade Your Console! 

Call For BSW Sale Pricing 

NEW 

.00 

BS 
Savi ngs 

Speakers To Go 

Reliable Monitors 

Over 4000 Effects 

You're missing out if 
you haven't experienced 

the quality and craftsman¬ 
ship of an Audioarts console. The R-60 is a pleasure to operate with 
quality illuminated switches throughout, smooth-glide P&G faders, 
a six-source line selector and the optional SimplePhone™ telephone 
module that make taking calls on the air a snap. Years of console 
research and manufacturing experience goes into the production of 

these superb consoles. Take the opportunity of BSWs great sale 
pricing to upgrade to a console you can truly be proud of! Available 

in 8, I 2 and I 8 channel versions. 

• Totally modular design 
• Illuminated switches throughout 
• Six-source line selector module 
• SimplePhone™ telephone option 
• Plus Many more features! 

BSW s 
6AM 
9AM 

Hailer Pl000 
Power Amplifier 

From the makers of the award winning 
Trans’nova series amps comes the new Pl 000 

- the perfect monitor amp for broadcast studios. 
• Hafler's legendary sound quality 

• 50 WPC into 8 Ohms 
• Single rack space chassis 

• 5 year warranty 

BSW Price $369.00 e ' 
Mfr. List $499.00 S° 

EXTENDED HOURS 
to 6PM PACIFIC 
to 9PM EASTERN 

Reflex 
Digital Effects Processor 

The Reflex offers classic Lexicon 
sound with over 4000 effects 
combinations including reverbs, 
chorus, flanging, echoes & delays as 

well as Dynamic MIDI interface at a 

very attractive price. Q qO 

Mfr. List $499.00 

BSW Price $399.00 

JBL 4408A 
Monitor Speakers 

Looking for trusty studio monitors -
look no further! JBL's 4408A has 
proven itself time and again as a 
real performer for small to medium 

sized studios. 

Mfr. List $333.00 

BSW Price $229.00 

Ramsa WSA200 
Portable Loudspeaker 

WSA200 speakers are tough, 
compact and sound great. Use as 
portable monitors, for remotes, or in 
clubs. The durable synthetic cabinets 
are designed for stacking or use 
with floor stands or other 

mounting hardware. 

Mfr. List $775.00 

BSW Price $499.00 

\ e -° \ 
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NEW 

QUICX-UXXH WICX-LMX l( 

EAS 911R 

Call Now For BSW Special Pricing! 

Optional EAS 941 Module 
allows remote control and status. 

You can start sending audio 
immediately without the delay of a 
frequency search and licensing 
since Quick-Link II utilizes an 
unlicensed frequency spectrum. All 
you need is a line-of-sight path and 
the appropriate gain antennas 
(available as an option). Eliminate 
all the expense and hassles of 
telephone line set ups and the 
inherent audio problems of analog 
RPU gear with a digital system that 
is very easy to set up and use. 

Call us for more information 
on this cost effective, 
high quality digital stereo 
transmission system. 

Quick-Link II comes configured for 
15 kHz stereo transmission and will 

pass stereo or mono audio with no 
compression (transcoding). QEI's 
optional configuration software 
allows you to change the operating 
frequency, bandwidth, data rate 

and audio level via local PC, or 
remotely via modem. 

• Low cost, easy to use EAS decoder and encoder 
• FCC part 11 compliant 
• Fully compliant with NOAA SAME code 
• Multiple input scanning 
• Two RS-232 interfaces (expandable to 6) 
• Built-in 2-minute digital voice storage 

QEI Quick-Link II 
Digital Radio Link 
Imagine an almost instant remote 
broadcast from your clients 
premises without hiss, noise or 
interference! Or imagine a license-
free STL or TSL with high quality 16 
bit digital stereo audio! These 

scenarios and more are reality with 
the new Quick-Link II from QEI. 

TFT's EAS 911 System 
Covers All The Bases 

Optional EAS 940 allows the 
audio from the EAS 911 to be 
inserted automatically into your 
stations program lines for 
unnattended operations. 

RS-232 options allowing PC control, 
RBDS or video character generation 
and electronic display signs. 

Optional EAS 930 houses up to 
4 receivers for any combination 
of AM, FM or NOAA. 

C^LL BSW NOW FOR 
HUGE SAVINGS! 
1 • 800 • 426 • 8434 

EAS 911R Encoder/Decoder 
With over 20 years of emergency broadcast experience and 4 years of 
development and testing with the FCC, TFT has developed this comprehen¬ 
sive EAS system to take you into the 21 st century. 

BSW Offers New Technologies To 
Enhance The Way You Work 

An Exciting New 

Way To Send Audio! 

How Does EAS Benefit You? 
• Less obtrusive, less frequent tests 
• Reduces listener tune-out 
Automated operation possible 

• Audience specific alerts cause 
interruptions only when necessary 



BSW Proudly Announces: 

Remote Control options 

KEYBOARD 

Digilink 2 or 3 PC Computer 

1WM i 

vastly 

The Ideal Control Center 
For Your Digilink Equipped Station! 

ORDER TOLL FREE 

j Rec° 

video monitor 

not included 

or playback 

optional 

■ Cost effective workstation designed 

specifically for broadcast 

• Triple play 8 simultaneous record - a 

virtual triple deck cart machine in a box 

■ Dual stereo play outputs (Mix and Cue) -

cue a file while playing two others on air 

• Use stand alone for recording 

or connect up to 32 DL4's for 

shared storage 

■ MPEG Layer II compression for 

increased storage capacity 

■ Cut 8 splice digital editing 

HHHB 

The Arrakis 22,000 integrates traditional console studio 
controls with direct digital workstation control and video 
monitoring to provide the ultimate command center for 
your Digilink equipped station. 

• Accepts GEM6 and GEM-DL4 control panels 
• Low profile top allows for video monitor 
• 18 and 28 channel mainframes 
• Supports all 12,000 series modules 

Call For Additional Information And Pricing 

Remote Front 
Panel 

GEM6 
control panel 

DL4/600 (12 hours storage) 
Mfr. List $3,495.00 

Call For BSW Price 

■ Share storage with another DL4. All files 
immediately available to both machines 

DL4 can act as a music library for connec¬ 
tion to a DL3 workstation 

800 • 426 • 8434 

■ ■ ■ Create a shared audio library system that 
can connect up to 32 studios 

I I I GEM-DL4 console 
* * * control panel 

Arrakis Digilink IV H 
Hard Disk Digital Audio Workstation 

A remarkable new product cost-effective enough to be used as a stand 
alone replacement for 3-deck cart machines, reel machines, DAT 
machines, etc. Powerful interface and control options make it an ideal 
building block for multiple-studio and shared storage systems. 

Arrakis22,000 Series U 
Audio Consoles 

TRIPLE PLAY . RECOAO CONTROL 

CART ONE CART TWO CART THREE 
MUSIC BED NEWS INTRO PRES SPEAKS 



Mie Cables -
Super flexible and sturdy mic 

cables with XLR connectors are 

a terrific buy. Replace those 

worn out cables now! 

Mjopo; ONLY $9.95 
M25Í257 ONLY $11.95 

Headphone Amp - Here's a 

compact 1-in 4-out amp with more than ample 

power for high or low impedance phones. 

Each channel has separate volume control. 

Symetrix SX204 

ONLY $229.00 

NEW 
Stereo Source Switcher -
Select from 6 balanced or unbalanced stereo sources with 

this compact, desk-top passive audio switcher. May also 

be used as a 1x6 distribution switcher. 

Logitek PRE6 ONLY $ 1 03.00 

Low Cost Power Amp 
This great little amp features 25 WPC output into 8 

Ohms with a flat frequency response and low noise 

operation. Includes balanced XLR outs and 

headphone jack. 

Tascam PA-20MKII ONLY $179.00 

JB. HYBRID 

líxulibur NA-1 HYBRID ADAPTER Rack Mixer — 8 stereo and I 6 mono inputs 

in a single rack space! Inputs feature level and pan 

controls with channel on/off buttons. Metering, multiple 

outs and a 5 year warranty - Wow! 

Ashly LM308 

ONLY $349.00 

Hybrid Adaptor - HA-i allows 

you to use your favorite hybrid with almost any tele¬ 

phone. Connects to the telephone handset. 

Excalibur HA-1 

ONLY $89.00 

Recordable CDs - We stock high 

quality Scotch/3M recordable CDs in 63 minute 

and 74 minute versions. Both sizes are on sale now! 

CDR550/63 ONLY $7.59 ea. 
CDR650/74 ONLY $7.99 ea. 

Spec Cassettes - Our 
custom-wound cassettes are perfect for spec 

spots. 5 and 10 minute lengths (total time) 

are on sale now! 

ves ONLY $48.00/100 
VCJO ONLY $50.00/100 

ORDER TOLL FREE 
1 - 800 - 426 - 8434 

Budget Solutions 



Budget Solutions 

EBI 

ORDER TOLL FREE 
1 - 800 - 426 - 8434 

SB J deluxe blank ONLY $8.95 
VT1 vented blank ONLY $8.95 

Test Osci L L a t O r - Battery powered 
tone generator with 5 frequencies and 3 reference 

levels. Don't leave home without one. 

Fostex TT15 ONLY $49.95 

KEB22 fits compact mixers 

9.5" X 12.5" 

ONLY $23.95 

Contact Cleaner -
Excellent cleaner and preservative 

for electrical contacts. Use on 

anything from edge connectors to 

patch bays. 

Caig D5S6 ONLY $8.50 

Portable Stand — Take this compact 
microphone desk stand anywhere! Tripod legs 

fold in so stand fits easily into your equipment 

bag or briefcase. 

AKG KM231/1 ONLY $9.75 

econo blank ONLY $4.95 

Blank and Vent Panels 
Fill up unsightly gaps in your rack with these 1 RU 

Middle Atlantic panels. Choose economy or deluxe 

flanged blank panels or slotted vent panels. 

Compact DA — A 1/3 rack space 1 x8 or 

2x4 DA with individual level adjustment and 

presence of audio LEDs. 

RDLRUDA4D ONLY $149.00 

Powered Speakers - a conve¬ 
nient and inexpensive monitor source for remote 

consoles, codecs or any audio device with a 

headphone output jack. 

Koss 5X30 ONLY $19.95/pair 

Carrying Bags - Protective 

padded cases great for hauling all kinds of equip¬ 

ment including remote mixers, 

portable recorders to micro¬ 

phones, cables etc. 

KEB20 fits small recorders 

7.5" X 9.5" 

ONLY $22.95 

Wire Ties — Don't make an extra trip to 

the electronics store for wire ties. Have us include 

some on your next order! 

Hosa WTI173 (20) ONLY $5.99/bag 

»U M« AUDIO DISTKIBUriOÜ^SrLIFIÇS^^^^ 

■ H H a S J“ 



New Swiss Army Mixer 

Reel-to-Reel Recorder 

TASCAM 

MO8 

Features 

DA-88 

Model 32 

DA-3O MKII 

Digital Multitrack 
Recorder 

Professional DAT 
Recorder 

This rugged, compact new mixer is ready to go where 

you go, providing versatility, durability and great sound¬ 

ing audio mixing for any number of applications from 

remotes to studio work. 

Tascam's most popular DAT machine including data/shuttle 
wheel, automatic/manual signal level calibration, selectable 
copy ID, standard and long record modes and improved AD/ 
DA conversion. 
Mfr. List $1,599.00 Call For BSW Sale Price 

Features: rugged two speed transport (7 1/2 & 15 ips), pitch 
control, digital counter with accurate zero return, dump edit, 
cue lever and front panel headphone jack. 
Mfr. List $2,399.00 Call For BSW Sale Price 

• 12 inputs (4 mono -4 stereo) 

• 2 band EQ on all channels 

• 2 AUX sends per channel 

• Mute and PEL on each input channel 

• 60mm linear master-fader 

• Optional rack mount ears (RM-08) 

Mfr. List $349.00 

Call For BSW Sale Price 

Purchase a new DA-88 at a terrific BSW 
price and get $500 of TDK tape free. 
(includes 20 20-HÍ8 tapes, 20-Pro DAT tapes & 20-Pro cassettes) 

Features: top rated transport • XLR and RCA inputs • phantom 
power • mic limiter • 20 dB pad • 3 sample rates • S/PDIF 
digital I/O • rechargable battery included 
Mfr. List $4,799.00 + ($500.00 TDK tape) 

Call For BSW Sale Price 



and 

Aphex 107 Tube Mic Preamp 

11 

Microphone Connection 

Dynamic Studio Mies 

The ElectroVoice RE 1000 is a 
breakthrough in studio condenser 

microphone performance and value. 
Its sound quality and performance 
rivals many of the world's finest 

microphones, regardless of price. 

optional shock mount 

model 325 

Save on three of the 

most popular mies in 

broadcast i ng ! 

Mfr. List $900.00 

Call For BSW Price 

Features: 
• Switchable 1 30 Hz 

low-frequency roll off 

• Externally-biased, high voltage 

condenser element 

• Up to 10 dB lower self noise than 

competitive condenser mies 

• Extended dynamic range with 

superior transient response 

• Hand assembled in the USA 

Electro Voice RE20 ’ 
Dynamic Studio Mic 

Mfr. List $635.00 
309A shockmount Mfr. List $118.50 
WS1 windscreen Mfr. List $19.95 

Call For BSW Prices 

Electro Voice RE27ND 
Dynamic Studio Mic 

RE27 ND Mfr. List $722.00 
309B shockmount Mfr. List $1 1 8.50 
WS1 windscreen Mfr. List $19.95 

Call For BSW Prices 

Sennheiser MD421U 
Dynamic Studio Mic 

MD421U Mfr. List $299.00 
TM3 shockmount Only $20.00 

311 clip Only $14.80 

Call For BSW Prices 
The two-channel 107 mic pre-amp combines the best attributes of both tube and 
solid state providing unmatched performance. Super quiet with all the gain 

you'll ever need. Additional features include switchable 20 dB pad, low cut 

filter, phase reverse switch and phantom power. Only $419.00 



BSW Leads The Way ! 

Imagi ne 

driving down 

the highway 

and seeing a 

bi I Lboard 

with your 

station's 

call letters 

and an enor¬ 

mous radio electronically displaying the artist and 

song title currently playing on your station. 

R D S / R B D-S Revenue Generator 

12 

CRL's SC-100 RDS/RBDS generator opens 
the door to a host of revenue generating 
opportunities for your station - from simple 
RDS radio text generation to billboard 
control, paging, LAN systems and more! 
This simple to use, yet diverse system 
leaves room for you to grow and expand 
as your ideas grow. 
Mfr. List $3,395.00 
Call For BSW Sale Price 

Look at the 
possibilities 
with the 
SC-100 

VISIT US ON THE WEB 
www.bswusa.com 

• Billboard and sign control 
• Subscriber paging (TNPP) 
• In-house paging 
• RDS radio functions 
• Wireless LAN systems 
• Differential Global Posi¬ 
tioning Systems (DGPS) 

• SCA/Data expansion 

Special software works with just about any music data base and allows 
automatic or manual operation depending upon your stations set up. It 
will display song information for the duration of the song, then allow you 
to display custom messages during commercial breaks. 

Talk about the ultimate in outdoor advertising. The interactive billboard 
shown above and other amazing promotional opportunities are now a 
reality with MusicBoard™ from Specialized Communications and BSW. 
MusicBoard takes information from your station's playlist and sends it for 
real-time display on RDS radios, billboards and LED messaging signs. 

In addition to billboard applications, MusicBoard LED displays can be 
used in a number of effective ways. Provide visual display for your station 
at remotes or promotional events - even create message/information 
networks as a new source of revenue! 

MusicBoard pricing based on configuration. 
Please call us for complete details. 

CALL BSW NOW FOR 
HUGE SAVINGS! 
1 • 800 • 426 • 8434 



The hybrid you put 
between these cables 
is your most important 
connection for successful 

talkshows 

Listeners and programmers agree. 

The quality of your talk shows and call-ins are as critical as who you have talking. 
And stations who are most serious about their sound and ratings use Telos. 

Telos' digital hybrids have earned their reputation for exceptional performance. 
In addition to full-duplex audio, Telos hybrids achieve consistent levels from caller to caller. 

Our full range of products includes the top of the line Telos 100 Delta with a digital dynamic 
equalizer so advanced you won't find it anywhere else. When it comes to complete systems, 

the ONE-x-Six proves you don't have to spend a lot to get Telos quality and features. 

Let Telos connect you to your callers. Isn't it time you experienced great phones? 



Mic or line input level 

I 

CAM 
ADJUST 
M OUT 

VISIT US ON THE WEB 
www.bswusa.com 

New Mfr. List $680.00 

Call For BSW Sale Price 

Mfr. List $2,180.00 

Call For BSW Sale Price 

Mfr. List $499.00 

Call For BSW Sale Price 

maximum flexibility and expandability. 

• 6 lines easily expands to 12 lines 
• Two built-in Gentner Superhybrids 

• Expands up to 10 studios 

• Easy to learn...sinple operation 
• Auto Mix-Minus 

TS612-6 (6-line) Mfr. List $2,995.00 

Call For BSW Sale Price 

Gentner SPH3A 
Telephone Hybrid 
An inexpensive and easy to use device 
for interfacing your audio equipment to 
the telephone line for talk shows, 
recording phone interviews, 

teleconferencing and more. 

• Simple to instal 
• Built-in monitor amp can power 
speaker or headphones 

• Works with most analog and digital 
phone systems 

• Full remote control capability 
Gentner TS612 
Multi-line Telephone System 
This very affordable broadcast telephone system was 
designed for ease of use, excellent audio quality with 

Telos 100 Delta 
Digital Telephone Hybrid 

Telos' most advanced hybrid automatically 
adapts to each call with intelligent digital 
circuitry to provide the best possible audio for 
your talk shows etc. 
Features Include: 
• Smart digital gain control 
• Context sensative output AGC 
• Intelligent caller audio equalization 
• Digital feedback supression 

TS612 Network Interface allows you to 
connect multiple TS61 2 systems together to share 
telephone lines between up to IO studios. 

Mfr. List $395.00 

Call For BSW Sale Price 

ScreenWaire - call screen software runs on your 
PC connected to a TS612 and allows you to monitor at a 
glance who is on-air, on hold, next in the caller cue and 
how long callers have been on hold. 

Mfr. List $595.00 

Call For BSW Sale Price 

Telos ONE (Modem Case) 
Digital Telephone Hybrid 
One of the industry's best digital hybrids is now 
one of the least expensive thanks to a price 
reduction of 210.00! 

• Automatically adapts to each call 
• All digital processing 

• Input/OutAGC 

• Advanced downward expander on caller audio 

re redu‘ed 

by 

14 



NOBODY 

Universal Mic Clamp 

Microphone Carrier 

These rugged mono cassette 
decks have all the features you 
need to capture great record¬ 
ings in the field. Save now on 
any of the 4 mono models. 

Connectronics Bodge Plugs 
Bodge Plugs can literally save the show. Kit 
of popular connector jacks feature spring-
loaded terminals so you can quickly repair 
a connection in the field without solder. 

BODGEFAM Only $269.00 

Windtech MPC10 
Allows mies to be mounted 
just about anywhere! Fits 
up to 1 1/4" round 
members or up to 1 1/2" 
flat surfaces. Mic threads 

rotate to 3 positions. 

Only $12.95 

Get The Interview 
With A Marantz PMD 

ACE MB 12 
Nylon carry bag keeps 
12 mies protected in 
foam. Includes remov¬ 
able adjustable shoulder 
strap and compartment 
for accessories. 

Only $37.95 

response and low handling noise. 

Only $78.00 

The KEB20 carrying bag is the 
perfect size for Marantz portable 
recorders. Extra zipper pouch holds 
mies and accessories (sold separately) 

Only $22.95 

Features: 
Automatic level control 
Pitch control 
Tone control 
Modular telephone send/receive jack 

* all models except PMD 101 

PMD101 Only $199.00 
lowest price 
PMD201 Only $269.00 
single head mono 
PMD221 Only $319.00 
2 head mono 
PMD101 Only $199.00 
mono XLR input 

Does Remote Gear Like B S W 
1 - 800 - 426 - 8434 



Low Cost CD Storage 

Soho C D 1 SYSTEM — An unbeatable CD storage 

value. 12 sturdy plastic, interlocking units hold 144 CDs. 

Wall mounting or free standing. 

ONLY $37.95 

TaSCaiP P A 1 5 0 — Tascam's flexible new power 

amp puts out 1 15 WPC into 8 Ohms. Use for stereo studio 

monitoring or switch to bridged mode for mono PA applications. 

ONLY $315.00 

Open Ear Headphones 

Beyer D T 3 1 1 — A featherweight 

as far as comfort is concerned, but a heavy¬ 

weight when it comes to performance. Great 

sonic specs - 40 impedance. 

ONLY $49.95 

Equipment Solutions To Keep You Number One 

Address: 
7012 27th Street West 
Tacoma, WA 98466 USA 

Worldwide Phone: 206 . 565.2501 
Worldwide Fax: 206.565.8114 
Worldwide Web: www.bswusa.com 

Sale Prices Expire 6/30/96 
Call Us Today For Best Selection! 

BSW offers thousands of products from over 200 
Manufacturers. Call for our 158 Page Catalog. 

Extended Hours 
6AM to 6PM Pacific 
9AM to 9PM Eastern 

Prices and specifications subject to change. 
Some items limited to stock on hand. 
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RDS Push Continues Here, Abroad and sees his competitor’s call letters on 
an RDS receiver. 
Daimon Hall, who is based in Europe for 

Circuit Research Labs, attended the meet-
by Lynn Meadows 

LAS VEGAS New efforts are underway 
— once again — in the United States and 
Europe to foster the development of 
Radio Data Systems. 

RDS Forum from Europe on the efforts 
to harmonize the standards. 
Wright said the RBDS subcommittee 

will review changes to the standard at its 
June meeting and hopefully will have the 
changes ready for another meeting at the 

next six to eight months. 
As of April 15, 240 stations had 

joined the RDS campaign sponsored 
by the Electronic Industries 
Association. The year-long campaign 
was set to conclude last month. There 

ing. Hall said he did not know the best 
way to promote RDS in the United States. 
He said that even in the United 

Kingdom, consumers still do not realize 
they have RDS or do not make a connec¬ 
tion between the letters “RDS” and the 
functions of their radio. 
Kopitz suggested that the U.S. group 

form a business plan and added that the 
RBDS group is an “insiders’ group” that 
should be more open. 
In fact, only three broadcasters attended 

the meeting. Dave Wilson of the NAB 
suggested that engineers coming to the 
show are already familiar with RDS and 
are more interested in learning about 
changes in digital audio broadcasting and 
Advanced TV. 
John Casey of Denon said that for the 

RDS Advisory Group meeting at the fall 
Radio Show, the group should consider 
focusing on radio programming and sales 
departments. ® 

FCC Downsizing Plan 
Cuts Offices, Workers 
y Patrick Martin 

AS VEGAS Hundreds of pages of 
lies and regulations and dozens of poli-
y statements are at the heart of the 
ederal Communications Commission. 
Soon, however, the agency will undergo 
facelift, creating a “new FCC,” a sce-
ario outlined dur-
g NAB. 
The new agency 
ill be significantly 
nailer. As of June, 
te FCC will close 
•ore than half of its 
eld offices, down-
zing from 35 to just 16. At the same 
me, the number of employees will be 
:duced from 374 to 254. 

rivate sector 
Traditionally, the commission paid 

. tention to complaints from the public, 
ich as powerline noise that interferes 
ith the signal of local stations. But with 
e smaller staff, the commission wants 
e private sector to start handling such 
implaints. 
in order to keep open the lines of com¬ 
unication with the general public, the 
CC plans to employ a toll-free phone 
imber, also available by June. The FCC 
id the new look will actually make the 
;ency more effective. The commission 
ans to get out in the field more to visit 
dio stations. 
Another topic that attracted a lot of 

: tention was EEO — perhaps the most 
significant concern to the commission in 
broadcast regulation. Stations are not 
exempt from scrutiny because they 
passed the minority and female hiring 
requirements. 
Detailed records on each job opening, 

contacts with recruitment sources, and 
the number of minorities and women 
that apply for and are interviewed for 
each job opening are required by the 
FCC. 
Another area covered was lotteries, 

one of the most confusing issues that 

radio stations face. In the past, any lot¬ 
tery information was strictly forbid¬ 
den. But times have changed. Now it 
depends on who is running the lottery. 
State-run lottery information is accept¬ 
able. So are lotteries conducted by 
Native American tribes, with impor¬ 
tant qualifications. 

The issue of putting telephone conversa¬ 
tions on-air also came up. In the old days, 
certain radio announcers took great pride 
in putting unsuspecting callers on the air. 
When the callers finally discovered that 
they were on-air, they weren’t always 
pleased. 
The commission continues to take a 

negative view of stations that allow their 
announcers to continue this practice. The 
rule forbids the broadcast of a telephone 
call without first advising the person on 
the other end of the line that the conver¬ 
sation is to be broadcast, or is being 
recorded for later broadcast. 

Hefty fines 
The intention is to “outlaw” cold calls to 

unsuspecting members of the public. The 
commission warns that "broadcasters 
who permit this kind of on-air prank run 
a high risk of a hefty fine.” 
As contests continue to be an impor¬ 

tant part of radio’s livelihood, station 
executives need to be aware of the com¬ 
mission’s regulations in this area. The 
FCC makes it simple: All material 
terms of a contest must be broadcast, 
including how to play, what prize is 
being offered and how the winner will 
be chosen. 
And the contest must be conducted just as 

the station announces it will be. If a winner 
is to be chosen randomly, it is important 
that the selection be done at random. ® 

As of June, the FCC will 
close more than half of its field 
offices, downsizing from 35 

Meeting during NAB ’96, the RDS 
Advisory Group noted that procedures 
are under consideration to harmonize 
U.S. and European standards, so receiver 
manufacturers can build units that are 
nore easily adapted to different standards 
or different markets. 
Broadcasters, however, might be more 

nterested in the introduction of open data 
pplications in RDS. 
Using an application identification 
ode that tells a receiver how to interpret 
ata, the open data applications could let 
nyone start their own datacasting busi-
ess. 
The chairman of the RBDS (Radio 
'¡roadcast Data System) subcommittee of 
le National Radio Systems Committee, 
cott Wright, has been working with the 

Pioneer Electronics announced 
that Best Buy will roll out Pioneer 
RDS products in June. 

Live Radio at NAB ’96 

fall Radio Show in October. 
In an update from Europe, Dietmar 

Kopitz of the RDS Forum said that a traffic 
message channel will be coming on line in 
Europe sometime in the next two years. 
The new receivers required for that RDS 
channel are expected in September 1997. 
Pioneer Electronics announced that 

Best Buy will roll out Pioneer RDS 
products in June. The company will 
introduce more RDS products in the 

was some interest in beginning a sec¬ 
ond phase of the campaign to bring 
RDS to more stations. 
Receiver availability is seen as the key 

to RDS success in the states. 
“The ‘me too’ principal is going to drive 

things pretty fast,” said one presenter 
referring to what will happen when a 
broadcaster walks into an electronic store 

Don Imus (top) joked about the 
sleeping tigers at the Mirage hotel 
during his broadcast there which 
began at 2:30 a.m. 
Gary Burbank (middle) broadcast 

from the BSW booth in the Radio 
Hall. BSW also hosted Steve 
James and Harry Wong (bottom) 

for the second year in a row. The 
two began their morning drive 
show for 104 FM Select in Hong 
Kong in the Las Vegas mid-after¬ 
noon. 
Legendary West Coast jock Tom 

Kelly used the Telos booth as a stu¬ 
dio during his live broadcast. 

BBC 

ST* 
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Field Tests Nearly Ready to Roll 
► continued from page 1 
Audio material for the tests was to be 

selected at National Public Radio studios 
in Washington and then recorded on 
compact disc and sent to New Mexico 
and the Mt. Beacon site. 
A modified Winnebago “Honey” chas¬ 

sis is being built in Cleveland for use in 
the field tests. 
“Currently the interior is ready for 

installation of the equipment, but the 
equipment cannot be installed until the 
licenses are signed by the proponents,” 
Goldman said. Proponents had until 
May 7 to return their signed licenses. 
Systems will be tested sequentially in 

the van, said Goldman. Visual data of 

the paths driven will be recorded on a 
video system while two spectrum ana¬ 
lyzers synchronized with the video 

test also will be synchronized and 
recorded. Software to control these 
units and take additional measure-

You can expect there will be at least 
60 days before we will be able to begin 
testing in San Francisco. 

— Bert Goldman 

Patterson Broadcasting 

will record spectrum signals under 
test. Cockpit audio, reference FM 
audio and audio from the signal under 

ments with computers is being 
designed. 
Proponent systems will be tested over 

'W 

Introducing the Broadcast Supply Division of 
Continental Electronics Corporation, where a 
wide range of quality broadcast equipment is as 
close as the telephone. Continental Broadcast 
Supply can deliver: 

• Complete RF installations, from telemetry links 
to transmitters, antennas to towers, and 
everything in between. The most complete line 
of low, medium, and high power standard and 
custom configuration transmission products 
available worldwide. Plus, sophisticated DAB 
transmission products from Continental 
TELEFUNKEN Sendertechnik. 

1946-1996. For 50 years, Continental Electronics 
has provided excellence in broadcast transmission 
products worldwide. Refuse to compromise... 
call Continental first! 

3.96.113 

A complete array of studio equipment, including 
processors, microphones, modulators, digital 
and analog recording and reproduction systems, 
cabinetry and furniture, consoles, test equipment, 
and much more. 

The most experienced and capable sales and 
service staff in the industry. Our people know how 
the products they sell work and can help you get 
the most out of your equipment and systems. 

CmîLru/ital Plfrfxmirh CoyiJJtatbnL 
* PO. BOX 270879 • DALLAS TEXAS 75227-0879 • 214-381-7161 * FAX 214-381-4949 

Broadcast Supply Division 

When We Say 
Continental Can Deliver 

The Whole World 
Of Broadcast Equipment, 

We Mean It 

preset long and short routes. 
“The long routes may not remain 

exactly the way that we reviewed them 
the last time (at the fall show). There has 
been some controversy over potential 
tailoring of coverage to maximize quali¬ 
ty over the routes that were described,” 
said Goldman. 
The routes will be representative of as 

many different propagation types as can 
be found in the San Francisco Bay area. 
Locations of interest noted on the long 
path tests will be fully tested on identi¬ 
cal short routes. 
Deciding how to calibrate the equip¬ 

ment has been a challenge because most 
equipment needs to have a direct feed 
from the exciter. 

It is difficult to get to the transmitter 
site, but Goldman said they will take the 
van to a hill under the tower site and roll 
a cable down the hill and then calibrate 
the receivers. 
Goldman said he hoped the van would 

be completed about 30 to 45 days from 
the NAB show. 
“We’ve had many problems getting up 

to this point, but we have made 
progress,” Goldman said. 
He said the site is leased, the electri¬ 

cal service is in, the shop is ready, the 
closed-loop testing system is ready 
with cable in place ready to roll down 
the hill, the staging area is established 
and Ford Motor Co. measured the 
antennas. 
The Eureka-147 system is installed and 

operational at the Mt. Beacon site, Mt. 
Bruno site and a gap filler location, 
Goldman reported. 
The AT&T/Lucent in-band, adjacent-

channel system antenna was ready for 
installation and VOA/JPL was also 
ready to roll according to Goldman. 
One of the problems for Goldman is 

that the stations that were originally 
scheduled to do the tests — KBGG(FM) 
and KNEW(AM) — were sold to 
Chancellor Broadcasting and will not be 
used in the tests. He added that tempo¬ 
rary authority and experimental licenses 
are in place but need to be changed or 
extended. L-Band, for instance, had 
originally only been granted through 
April 30. The IBAC system has an 
experimental license for KEIA from the 
FCC. 
Eureka-147 will test in a single trans¬ 

mitter configuration and single fre¬ 
quency network configuration. 
AT&T/Lucent/Amati withdrew its in-
band, replacement channel, but will 
still test its IBAC and 1BOC systems. 
Goldman said the company may sub¬ 
mit an IBOC modification too. 
VOA/JPL will test its satellite system. 

And USA Digital Radio was expected 
to test its FM-1, FM-2, FM-1 Modified 
and AM IBOC systems. AT&T/ 
Lucent/Amati withdrew its in-band, 
replacement-channel system. 
Goldman said more lab tests may be 

necessary assuming that the modified 
systems work better in the field than the 
original systems. 
Testers were still deciding how to 

analyze the subjective testing tapes 
recorded in the van, who will have 
access to them and how a report will 
be written. 
If you add up all the delays, said 

Goldman, “You can expect that there 
will be at least 60 sixty days — proba¬ 
bly closer to 90 days — before we will 
be able to begin testing in San Francisco 
and that may be optimistic.” 
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FCC Rules against Jukebox Radio 
by Lee Harris 

BERGEN COUNTY NJ. The decision 
by the Federal Communications 
Commission in the New Jersey “Jukebox 
Radio” case is likely to lead to even more 
legal wrangling between Jukebox Radio 
owner Jerry Turro and his local competition. 

Dispute over rules 
The debate involves a dispute over the 

interpretation of FCC rules barring FM 
translators from originating program¬ 
ming. Mass Media Bureau Chief Roy 

20 miles to the south in Fort Lee, N.J. 
and re-transmitted on Turro’s 34.5W 
translator W267AQ operating at 103.1 
MHz. Because its antenna is located on a 
high-rise apartment building on the 
Palisades overlooking Manhattan, that lit¬ 
tle translator covers a lot of real estate 
and millions of potential listeners. 
Critics of Turro’s operation say the Fort 

Lee translator is the real reason for the 
existence of the rest of Jukebox Radio. As 
Turro explained, Jukebox Radio is only a 
service in Dumont that provides program¬ 
ming 24 hours a day, 7 days a week to 

did not anticipate — and the commission 
has never condoned a situation where, as 
here. Turro would have an ongoing and 
substantial business relationship with 
WJUX involving provision of program¬ 
ming to the station on a full-time basis.” 
Stewart gave Turro 60 days to choose 

between ending his programming 
arrangement with WJUX or ceasing to 
rebroadcast the WJUX signal on his two 
translators. 
Turro said it’s “unbelievable that the 

commission would give you a letter of 
opinion saying you could do such, and 

then because of one complaint, they 
renege and change their minds and 
rescind the authorization. It’s a smack in 
the face to every citizen in this country 
who looks to this government for guid¬ 
ance, and it shows that you can’t trust the 
government.” 
It would seem the easiest way out for 

Turro might be to turn the translators 
over to a listener’s guild with the under¬ 
standing that they would continue to re¬ 
transmit the WJUX signal. 
“I’ve always considered the translators 

to be the family jewels. They’re grandfa¬ 
thered. You can’t get them anymore,” 
Turro explained. He said he never would 
have built the translators if he knew it 
would come to this. 
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Stewart recently issued a letter finding 
that Turro was indeed violating the rules 
governing translators. 
As previously reported (RW, Feb. 7). 

Turro dreamed of serving Bergen County 
with its own FM station. After years of 
unsuccessful efforts to get the FCC to 
change its rules barring program origina¬ 
tion on translators, Turro came up with a 
circuitous system that met his needs. 
Jukebox Radio, with studios in Dumont, 

N.J., sends nostalgia-format program¬ 
ming over landlines some 60 miles north¬ 
west to WJUX-FM, a 6 kW Class A facil¬ 
ity at 99.7 MHz licensed to Monticello, 
N.Y. WJUX is owned by Turro’s friend 
Wesley Weis. The WJUX signal is picked 
up off-air 50 miles to the southeast in 
Pomona, N.Y. and re-transmitted on 
W232AL, Turro’s 3W translator operat¬ 
ing at 94.3 MHz. 
That signal is picked up off-air another 

WJUX. Other stations are also interested in 
taking the service, said Turro. 
FCC rules prevent WJUX from paying 

Turro to carry its signal on his translators. 
Instead, Turro is paying WJUX to carry his 
“programming service.” The programs and 
commercials are then re-transmitted on 
Turro’s translators with the most powerful 
one located in Bergen County. 

Cease order 
In response to a complaint from the own¬ 

ers of WVNJ(AM), licensed to Oakland in 
Bergen County, Turro’s arrangement with 
Weis was found to be in violation of the 
rules governing translators. 
In a letter, Stewart acknowledged that 

the FCC had issued a letter in 1991 giving 
Turro permission to have a nominal or 
“de minimis” interest in the then-unbuilt 
primary station (WJUX). 
However, Stewart wrote the 1991 “letter 
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FCC Says Jukebox 
Broke Translator Rule 
► continued from page I I 

have to divest?” 
Turro said his listeners have been 

flooding the FCC's phone lines with 
complaints, but he said all callers have 
been assured by the commission that 
nothing will happen to their station. In 
the meantime, Turro is weighing his 
legal options. 
Ironically, the FCC’s actions are not sat¬ 

isfying Universal Broadcasting, owners 
of WVNJ, either. Through its Washington 
counsel. Cohn and Marks. Universal fired 
off a letter of complaint to FCC 

Chairman Reed Hundt which charges 
that the "grace period and options 
extended to Turro were wholly inappro¬ 
priate as the decision should have 
imposed substantial forfeitures and 
license revocation proceedings against 
Turro as requested by Universal.” 

Allegations 
Universal’s letter alleges that “the pro¬ 

gramming produced by Turro and broad¬ 
cast by WJUX is not intended to serve 
Monticello or the WJUX service area but 
rather is directed at Bergen County which 

is wholly outside the WJUX service area. 
This contrivance is wholly inconsistent 
with Commission rules and policies, a 
perversion of the WJUX license authority 
and a misuse of Turro’s associated FM 
translator facilities.” 
The letter charges that the FCC staff had 

Stick to your 
original word, Mr. 
Government Officer. 

—Jerry Turro 

Jukebox Radio 

evidence verified by its New York field 
office that the Fort Lee translator was not 
— as the rules require — picking up the 
WJUX signal off-air. Universal maintains 
that the translator was originating, not 

repeating the WJUX programming, not¬ 
ing that when WJUX was off the air due 
to technical difficulties, the translator 
continued to carry WJUX programming. 
The letter demands the revocation of 

the licenses for WJUX and the transla¬ 
tors adding that such action is 
“required if the commission is to have 
any credibility to enforce its own rules 
and policies." 
This conflict pits the demonstrated 

needs and desires of a radio audience 
against strict interpretation of FCC rules. 
The thousands of listeners who have 
come to depend on Jukebox Radio are 
probably not concerned with the transla¬ 
tor origination rules. In the case of 
Jukebox Radio, the FCC may have to 
decide if its own rules are in the public 
interest or are merely serving to protect 
the interests of broadcasters. ft) 

Responses 
To Survey 
► continued from page 1 

McMullen, station manager of 
KVSC(FM) in St. Cloud. Minn., noted 
that localism will help AM radio survive. 

Dave Reese, general manager of 
WUJC(FM) in University Heights. Ohio, 
however, wrote that AM cannot survive 
unless it becomes a part of digital radio. 
Only one respondent said the station he 

worked at. KHTS(FM) in San Diego, had 
been sold in the past year. He said the 
Telecommunications Act will not hurt the 
diversity of owners in the United States. In 
contrast, the majority of those whose sta¬ 
tions were not sold wrote that the new act 
will hurt ownership diversity. 
Asked when their EAS equipment will be 

purchased, one respondent replied: "If I 
have to.” Most said they plan to buy EAS 
equipment by October or November. 
The majority of respondents believed that 

satellite digital audio radio services are a 
threat to terrestrial radio. One optimist, 
however, said that the impact of DARS 
will be the same as 8-track or cassettes. 

FM must go digital 
A greater number of respondents believe 

that it is necessary for FM to convert to dig¬ 
ital. Opinions on the digital audio broad¬ 
casting test results, however, were mixed. 
Only a couple of respondents said the gov¬ 

ernment should stop financing public radio. 
Ric Schmidt, programming director at 
KNOM-AM-FM in Nome, Alaska, favored 
foundations and private funds for public-
broadcasters so there would be no govern¬ 
ment pressure on programming. Another 
respondent approved of “some form of 
commercials” instead of government funds. 
Those that approved of government-

financed radio said it is valuable in rural 
and small markets, adds to diversity and 
provides a good value for the money. 
Only one respondent — a public station 
— took part in the Electronic Industries 
Association’s year-long RDS campaign. 
Most said they were not using the technol¬ 
ogy although John Warren, general man¬ 
ager of WEGZ(FM) in Washburn. Wis., 
noted he was going to purchase the equip¬ 
ment in the near future. 
Respondents who favor FCC cutbacks 

wanted the agency to continue to perform 
functions like spectrum management, sta¬ 
tion licensing and those related to emer¬ 
gency management. ® 

—Lynn Meadows 
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Jones Uses SpaceCom Service 
Radio Network and American Urban 
Radio Network are among the many 
networks now serviced by SpaceCom 
Systems. 

TULSA, Okla. Jones Satellite 
Networks planned to begin using the 
SpaceCom Systems SatVantage satellite 
transmission service to digitally uplink 
its radio formats using Wegener MPEG 
II equipment on May 1. 
The SpaceCom Chicago International 

Teleport (CIT) will serve as the Jones 
Satellite Networks uplink the SatCom 
C5 satellite until Jones finishes building 
its own uplink facility. 
Once the Jones Satellite Network 

uplink facility is completed, SpaceCom 
will still provide transponder manage¬ 
ment. SpaceCom will also serve as the 
disaster recovery uplink site for Jones 

Satellite Networks. 
“For our affiliates, we wanted to take 

full advantage of the added benefits of 
a digital transmission — such as flexi¬ 
bility, addressability and high signal 
quality,” said Eric Wiler, director of 
engineering for Jones Satellite 
Networks. Prior to the conversion, 
Jones had been transmitting program¬ 
ming via analog subcarriers on the 
Galaxy V satellite. 
Jones Satellite Networks is the largest 

provider of live, 24-hour, satellite-deliv¬ 
ered radio music formats in the nation. 
In addition to U.S. Country, CD 
Country, Adult Hit Radio, Soft Hits, FM 

Arrakis 
Studio Furniture 
systems are #1 

with over 1,000 sold ! 

The Master 
Control 

Studio, shown 
right, is one of 
seven Arrakis 

studios in 
Sony's 

Manhattan 
network 

origination 
center for SW 

Networks. 

Arrakis furniture is #1... 
• Off the shelf-or-Custom 

• Easy to design & assemble 

• Very fast delivery !!! 

call today to find out why Arrakis 
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(303) 224-2248 
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1995 Arrakis Systems inc. 2619 Midpoint Drive, Fort Collins, CO. 80525 

Lite, Good Time Oldies, Z Spanish and 
The Word in Music formats, the compa¬ 
ny will debut a Rock Alternative format 
in May. 
SpaceCom is based in Oklahoma and 

offers satellite transmission of audio 
and data services. ABC Radio 
Networks, Sony’s SW Networks, USA 

In addition to providing backhaul of 
program signals direct from network 
studios, SatVantage provides radio net¬ 
works with full-time SCPC uplinking 
services via the CIT. 
The company prides itself in turnkey 

digital solutions to network transmis¬ 
sion needs. ® 

A Eureka-147 Solution 

For the United States 
► continued from page 5 
owned and operated by four different 
broadcasters. Broadcasters could even 
lease or trade channel transmission 

time with one another given they have 
overlapping coverage areas and most 
importantly choose to do so. 
Channels can be reallocated for a 

different broadcaster some distance 
away just as AM or FM frequencies 
are reallocated today. Most impor¬ 
tantly, the existing coverage areas 
can be maintained without disrup¬ 
tion as shown in Figure 5 (like 
Figure 1 ). 
TDMA Eureka-147 preserves the 

benefits of non-TDMA Eureka-147. 
All the following features can be uti¬ 
lized by the broadcaster: 
Elimination of multipath interfer¬ 

ence. Due to wide bandwidth, multi¬ 
path actually reinforces the signal. 
No interference to existing AM or 
FM services. In fact, broadcasters 
can continue to develop and utilize 
subcarriers. 
Audio programs can be reconfig¬ 

ured “on the fly.” This could allow 
you to change from one CD-quality 
stereo program to two reduced-quali¬ 
ty audio channels and a news ser¬ 
vice, for example. 
Sixty-four K Baud Data Capacity: 

This can allow broadcasters to trans¬ 
mit video stills, newspapers, maps, 
etc. Services can be offered either 
free or for a fee. 
The U.S. has been typified in the 

past as all local broadcasting, while 
Europe and many other parts of the 
world were only nationally run net¬ 
worked programs. A network here is 
defined as a single program source 
broadcast over a large geographical 
area by means of multiple transmit¬ 
ters. 
But things have a way of changing 

over time, and the radio landscape 
we are all used to is changing rather 
rapidly in some instances. Outside 
the U.S., local, commercial broad¬ 
casters are growing in ever increas¬ 
ing numbers. 
In England alone, there are now 

more than 350 commercial stations 

that may not fit well into the current 
Eureka-147 SFN scheme. 
In the United States, the passing of 

the 1996 Telecommunications Act 
resulted in a frenzy of station buy¬ 
outs across the nation. With 
changes to the duopoly and own¬ 
ership rules, it is quite possible to 
end up with single ownership of 
four stations in a given market, 
giving rise to a commercial net¬ 
work. 
For this new commercial network, 

the use of an SFN would be attrac¬ 
tive since four stations could be

broadcast with one transmission sys¬ 
tem, thereby saving money. 
Therefore, on a global scale, the 

radio landscape is approaching an 
equilibrium due to the rise of com¬ 
mercial networks in the U.S. and the 
rise of local commercial stations 
elsewhere in the world. 
The application of TDMA Eureka 

would therefore be best suited, on a 
global scale, to meet the needs of all 
broadcasters. 
Whatever method we choose for 

DAB transmission, do not forget the 
500 million AM/FM receivers that 
are in the market today. The design 
and implementation of receivers — 
and hence performance — vary 
widely from receiver to receiver. 
The listeners of these receivers are 

the lifeblood of your station. Will 
you adopt a DAB system that causes 
listeners to tune away because of 
interference? 
Imagine if you will, your new 

AM/FM/DAB receiver. AM broad¬ 
casting was established in the 1920s 
while FM was established in the 
1940s. 
How many years into the future do 

you want your DAB system to take 
you? 
The system you choose is a com¬ 

mitment measured in decades not 
months. As is often the case, the low¬ 
est up-front cost may not yield the 
highest long-term gain. 
DAB test data may be obtained by 

contacting the National Association 
of Broadcasters and the Electronic 
Industries Association. Voice your 
opinions to the NAB. EIA, and the 
Federal Communications 
Commission. 

□ □ □ 
Scott Wright is a project engineer 

with Delco Electronics. 
He can be reached by e-mail at 

s a wright @ mail.delcoelect.com 
or by phone at (317)451-1057. 
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Radio's Most Popular Digital Editor 

I
ts easy to see why the Roland DM-800 is radio’s favorite 

digital editor. Its intuitive controls make operation simple no 

matter what your level of experience. Its fast and efficient 

editing makes spot production a breeze. And because of the DM-800’s 

dedicated hardware design, it has the reliability you need today and 

tomorrow. Interested in learning more about the perfect broadcast 

production machine? Call 213.685.5141 ext. 756 for your FREE 

Demo Video, full of facts and testimonials on the DM-800. 

Easy to Use 

Hours of Recording and Editing Time 

Fast, Precise, Non-Destructive Editing 

600 Virtual Tracks 

Comprehensive Time Compression Features 

Reliability of Dedicated Hardware 

SMPTE & MTC Sync built-in 

Bar and Beat Musical Editing 
The DM-800 Multi Track Disk Recorder has become an 
essential tool for thousands of broadcasters nationwide. 

12 Channels of Automated Mixing 

16 Bands of EQ 

Built-In Video Output 

Trigger Mode for Fast SFX beds & Spot Production 

Optional ADAT, DA-88 and RS-422 Interface 

Portable (weighs approx. 12 lbs.) 

Price: *$6295 or $7595 w/1 Gig of storage 

IBl Roland 
DM-800 Multi Track Disk Recorder 

Roland Corporation U.S., 7200 Dominion Circle, Los Angeles, CA 90040 (213) 685-5141 
Roland Canada Music Ltd.. 5480 Parkwood Way. Richmond. B.C. V6V 2M4 (604) 270-6626. http://www.rolandus.com COMPUSERVE’: GO ROLAND 

* Manufacturers MSP. Price subject to change without notice. 
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I PRODUCT EVALUATION | 

Mackie: A Mighty, Miniscule Mixer 
by Alan R. Peterson 

WASHINGTON For 10 years, I pro¬ 
duced songs and bits on a Teac 2A mixer 
at home for my radio show. It was a 6x4 
mixer that used discrete components and 
lacked a meter bridge. 
An effect send would have been nice. 

Stereo input control would have been 
desirable — to Teac’s credit, it did 
include a plastic bracket that clipped over 
two faders for one-finger stereo control. 
How I wanted a meter on that thing. I 

had to depend on my tape deck meters 
and their questionable ballistics. I could 
have bought the 2A optional meter 
bridge, but 1 felt a small mixer should 
already have metering capability. 
When Mackie Designs began making 

mixers a couple of years ago. I sat up and 
took notice. When the company began 
moving some ideas from its 1604 mixer 
into the new 1202-VLZ, it was time to go 
shopping for one. 

Drawing board 
Mackie Designs debuted the original 

1202 MicroSeries mixer in the early ’90s. 
spawning dozens of clones from other 
companies. Last year, Mackie jazzed up 
the 1202 with some new features and a 
slightly different enclosure. The result 
was the 1202-VLZ mixer. 

Right out of the chute, the company 
kept the board awfully tiny. Solid steel 
construction is still used throughout; The 
1202-VLZ weighs the same as a weekend 
jock’s bag of donuts (6.5 pounds) and the 
internal power supply means there is no 
wall wart to clog an outlet. The 1202-
VLZ still has four mic inputs and four 

stereo line inputs. 
It was all the new extras that proved to 

be the true delight. 
There is no shortage of outputs on the 

1202-VLZ. Balanced XLR outs, line 
outs, tape outs and control room outs. 
Plenty of signal to go around without 
tacking on a DA. 
The EQ section has a nice addition: a 

mid-range control. This knob controls a 
peaking EQ stage centered at 2.5 kHz. At 
last, mixes are not limited to the shelved 

high-low “smile" curve of simple two-
band EQ. 
Two buttons borrowed from the 1604 

mixer are on each input channel: a 
Mute/3-4 key and a Solo button. The 
Solo button disengages all other signals 
and routes the pre-fader audio of that 
channel directly to the outputs. It also 
flashes a “Rude Solo Light” LED. which 
is very hard to ignore. 
The Mute/3-4 key is what made me go 

with the 1202-VLZ for my home studio. 
The Mute key is engaged to silence an 
unused channel. But the key also routes 
the signal to a separate stereo bus labeled 
Alt L and R. essentially making the 
1202-VLZ a 12x4x2 mixer. 
Control over Aux sends and returns has 

become more complex but a lot better. 
Aux 1 functions as an effects send and 
doubles as a monitor mixer to send cue 
mixes to musicians, if indeed this is your 
use for the 1202-VLZ. 
A button switches Aux I between pre-

fader and post-fader send. The post-fader 
function allows the “wet” effect signal to 
follow your “dry” mix decisions. In cases 
where you want to fade the dry signal but 
retain a wet reverb tail — “Pleasant 
Valley Sunday" by the Monkees is a good 
example — you set Aux 1 to the Pre 
position. Now the Aux I feed remains 
independent of the channel fader. 
Aux 2 is another auxiliary bus for feed¬ 

ing a second effects line. On the original 
Mackie 1202 mixer, Aux 2 had to share 
duties with the two-track Tape Return 
feature. Not on the 1202-VLZ; the Tape 
switch returns the output of a two-track 
reel or cassette deck to the 1202-VLZ 
while leaving Aux 2 alone. 
Both new and old 1202 mixers share 

can measure... 
with the best monitor and the most accurate test set. 

The FMM-2/FMS-2 series monitors provide an even greater degree of 
precision measurement than ever before... You can measure S/N below 
90 dB, You can measure crosstalk below 85 dB, You can measure separations 
of better than 70 dB, You can measure frequency response to better than 
0.25 dB, You can measure distortions to lower than 0.01%, and much more... 
Our uncluttered panels and autoranging voltmeters make these measure¬ 
ments a dream. 

JABELAR (610) 687-5550 
J W ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC. 
L^bJI LANCASTER AVENUE AT DORSET, DEVON, PENNSYLVANIA 19333 
Call or write for more Information on Belar AM, FM, Stereo, SCA and TV monitors. 

The Redesigned 1202-VLZ from Mackie Designs 

phantom mic power capability and both 
have side-by-side power and phantom 
switches. Only now the 1202-VLZ uses 
different-sized switches to control each. 
Even if you cannot see which switch is 
the one you want, you can figure it out by 
feel. 
Speaking of the mic channels, the Low-

cut button on each input was a nice addi¬ 
tion. It digs an 18 dB/octave hole at 75 
Hz and below to kill HVAC noise and 
rumble. Used with the Low EQ dial, it is 
possible to retain bottom on a recording 
while taming the junk. 
A lot of users have commented on 

Mackie mic preamps being too harsh or 
brittle. I like and appreciate their clarity. 
My rule for contemporary radio produc¬ 
tion has always been “start clean, end 
clean,” and the 1202-VLZ mic preamps 
do it for me. If I have the need to “warm 
up” the sound, I just plug an outboard 
tube doodad into the mic channel insert 
jack. 
VLZ is an acronym for Very Low 

Impedance. The Mackie philosophy in 
this generation of mixers is to keep all 
internal impedances as low as possible to 
minimize thermal noise. The company 
did this by scaling down resistor values 
by a factor of three to four. 
The specs bear this out. With all knobs 

down and EQs set flat, the 1202-VLZ 
main mix noise level is -100 dBu. At uni¬ 
ty gain it reads -84.5 dBu. THD from 
Mic In to Main Out is .0025 percent. 
Frequency response? From any input to 

any output, the 1202-VLZ scopes out 20 
Hz to 60 kHz, +0 dB/- 1 dB and 20 Hz to 
100 kHz. +0dB/-3 dB. 
See that? One hundred kiloHertz. That 

is a good two octaves higher than you 
can hear. You want “air" in your record¬ 
ings? You want mixes your dog will 
hear? This is the mixer to do it. 
So does VLZ design philosophy work? 

It must; my old 2A sounds like surf 
crashing when A/B'd against the Mackie. 

Uses 
I have seen original 1202s in radio sta¬ 

tions for mini-mixes, quick recording 
projects and submixes prior to the main 
console. Television stations and cable 
head ends have them in editing suites for 
deck-to-deck editing and dubbing with 
voiceover. Live sound mixers, DJs and 
home studio aficionados use them. The 
new 1202-VLZ will find similar uses. 
1 am using mine now to mix my synth 

rack, PC sound card, a CD player, two-
and four-track tape machines, cassette 
deck and mic. So many signal lines and 
so few mixer inputs means I am constant¬ 
ly repatching the 1202-VLZ depending 
on the project. 
No problem; the jack field on the top of 

the mixer makes this much easier than on 
my old 2A. Besides, I am already budget¬ 
ing for a patch panel. 
I see the extra 3-4 bus making the board 

more attractive to small studios using PC¬ 
based DAWs or multitrack cassette decks. 
Used multitrack tape decks are now 
hitting the classified ads for pocket change 

continued on page 36 ► 
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Image Making With Optimod 
Second In A Series 

The More Flexible Your Sound, 
The Better Your Image. 

In radio, change is the only constant. 

Formats, music, even personalities 
come and go. To compete, a station 
has to stay flexible from month to 
month, day to day, even hour to 
hour. That’s where OPTIMOD 
comes in. No other FM processor 
gives you such freedom to tune 
your audio image the way you 
want. You get precise control of 17 
parameters across five processing 
bands, automatic programming of 
different presets throughout the 

day, even a PC interface to control 
your sound from studio, home or 
car. The result is the creative free¬ 
dom to get precisely the audio 
image you want, when you want 
it. Which is important, because: 
In Radio, Image Is Everything. 

OPTIMOD-FM 8200 Processor 

orbon 
H A Harman International Company 

© 1996 Orban, Inc. Orban and OPTIMOD are registered trademarks. 1525 Alvarado St., San Leandro, CA 94577 USA Phone 1.510.351.3500 Fax 1.510.351.0500 E-mail custserv@orban.com 
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AC I E I C F<ESEARCM & E FMO I P4 E E R I NG 

Designs that IMake the D i eeereimce 

2070 Las Palmas Drive, Carlsbad, CA USA 92009 GSA Contract: GS-03F -4064B 

Tel: 619-438-3911 Fax:619-438-9277 E-Mail: sales@pre.com 
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re*li*a*ble (ri bol), adj. 
1. that may be relied on; trustworthy. 
2. dependable in achievement, accuracy. 
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DIGITAL DOMAIN_ 

New Audio Possibilities for Video Disk 
As in the past, a consumer format can 

drive the development of professional 
audio-production systems. Witness early 
PCM digital audio processing systems 

by Mel Lambert 

LOS ANGELES Just in case you 
missed the news, what we used to refer to 
as the Digital Video Disk (DVD) was 
recently renamed the “Digital Versatile 
Disk.” 
Not wishing to needlessly quote the 

Bard and all that nonsense about roses 
smelling as sweet, the accolade does have 
more than a passing significance in the 
pro audio and broadcast communities. 

format will hold a full-length movie 
with data-compressed 5.1-channel sur¬ 
round sound, there are already propos¬ 
als being put forward for an Enhanced-
Audio version of DVD, and one that 
might offer as many as IO discrete play¬ 
back channels. 

No secret 
How do I know so much about these 

options? Mainly through a well-orga¬ 
nized two-day colloquium held in mid¬ 

engineer and currently director of 
recording at Delos, plus Tomlinson 
Holman, innovator of THX sound and 
founder of TMH Corporation. Various 
sessions discussed a wide cross-section 
of topics, including key differences 
between the use of multichannel audio 
for music playback and mixing tech¬ 
niques for film and video. Discussions 
on hardware requirements for profes¬ 
sional and consumer users were also 
included. 

derived from the innovative Sony PCM-
Fl and companion systems, as well as the 
popular DAT machine currently gracing 
our control rooms. 

Moving forward 
While it is too early to speculate about 

specific features and functions, I am 
convinced that the pull-through of a 
versatile consumer-replay format 
beyond two-channel stereo at 44.1 kHz 
will fuel the development of multichan¬ 
nel recorders derived from consumer 

“The challenge for the music and 
recording industries,” Tom Holman said, 

Whatever we feel like calling it, 
it should be noted that DVD is capable 
of carrying up to 18GB of 
information. 

isted by the EC2 at USC and TMH 
poration, and sponsored by 
orola, the fascinating International 
anee for Multi-Channel Music 
4M) colloquium had been orga-
d to look at the basics of multi-
mel audio, and how they may be 
rporated onto an Audio-only DVD 

“is to define the best audio-only uses for 
such emerging technology, and to prepare 
the infrastructure required to service and 
expand the existing market for multi¬ 
channel music. Our intention in organiz¬ 
ing IAMM ’96 was to provide a unique 
opportunity for music industry profes¬ 
sionals to discuss, define and influence 
this new music technology.” 

hardware. 
There is no reason why today’s genera¬ 

tions of recorders, based on removable 
media such as magneto-optical and 
Iomega Jaz formats, cannot co-exist 
with enhanced versions of DVD sys¬ 
tems. And multichannel audio is only 
one way to go. 
What about using the data capacity to 

provide a format that unitizes, as has 
been suggested by several Japanese man¬ 
ufacturers, 96 kHz sample rates at 24-bit 
or more precision? The options, it would 
appear, are virtually unlimited. 

□ □ □ 
Mel Lambert has been involved with pro¬ 

duction and broadcasting on both sides of 
the Atlantic for almost 20 years and is 
now principal of Media&Marketing, a Los 
Angeles-based consulting service for the 
professional audio industry. He can be 
reached at (818) 753-9510 or mediapr© 
earthlink.com 

Format War Truce 
As RW readers may already be aware, 

the various protagonists in the consumer¬ 
video format wars spent most of last year 
hissing and spitting about the best way to 
obsolete familiar tape-based record/play 
technologies with random-access disk 
technology. 
Above all, they wished to avoid the 

horrors of another VHS-Betamax fias¬ 
co. So late last year a format war was 
finally averted when Sony, Philips, 
Toshiba, Time-Warner, Matsushita, 
Pioneer, JVC. Hitachi and Mitsubishi 
announced that they had buried their 
collective differences and unveiled 
specifications for the newly re-named 
DVD format. 
You should recall that Sony/Philips, 

with their Multimedia Compact Disc 
format (MMCD), had faced off against 
Toshiba/Matsushita with their Super¬ 
Density Disc. This hybrid DVD now 
combines Sony’s dual-density encoding 
with Toshiba’s double-sided format. 
Whatever we feel like calling the 

darned thing, it should be noted that 
DVD is capable of carrying a remark¬ 
able amount of information; up to 
18GB. This higher data-packing densi¬ 
ty results from the use of smaller pit 
dimensions than those found on con¬ 
ventional audio CDs. This is courtesy 
of a red reading laser featuring a short¬ 
er optical wavelength. 
The first DVD systems will hold 

4.7GB of data, using one side/one layer 
of the format's dual side and layer capa¬ 
bility. And while the easily replicated 

Digital Versatile Disc: 
Specs for the New Format 

Disc Diameter: 120mm (5 inches). 

Disc Thickness: 1.2mm (0.6 mm disc x 2). 

Memory Capacity: 4.7GB single side. 

Error Correction: RS-PC (Reed Solomon Product Code) 

Data Transfer Rate: Variable speed data transfer at an average rate of 4.69 
Mbits/sec for image and sound. 

Image Compression: MPEG-2 digital image compression. 

Audio: Dolby AC-3 (5.1 channels), LPCM for NTSC and MPEG Audio, and 
LPCM for PAL/SECAM (a maximum of eight audio channels and 32 subtitle 
channels). 

Running Time: 133 minutes per side (at an average data rate of 4.69 
Mbits/sec for image and sound, including three audio channels and four 
subtitle channels). 

File Management Structure: Micro UDF and/or ISO-9660 for computer 
applications. 

Cor 

Alli 

m 

March at the University of Southern 
California in downtown Los Angeles. 

It has not gone unnoticed that many 
of our homes now feature pretty 
sophisticated home-theater systems, 
with as many as six playback channels. 
The combination of a new release 
medium with many times the replay 
capacity of Compact Disc and an 
installed base of multichannel replay 
systems could open up a cornucopia of 
creative possibilities for enhanced 
Audio-DVD formats. We cannot ignore 
the potential for new music and enter¬ 
tainment outlets as well, including 
advanced-capacity cable, network and 
satellite systems. 
IAMM ’96 was co-chaired by John 

Eargle, well-known classical recording 
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PRODUCT GUIDE 
Companies with new product announcements for Studio Sessions Product Guide should send them to: 

Radio World, c/o Studio Sessions Editor, PO. Box 1214, Falls Church, \/a. 22041_ 

Caig DeoxIT 

Caig Laboratories has made DeoxIT 
available in a pocket mini-spray. 
DeoxIT is a spray compound used for 

cleaning and lubricating metal connec¬ 
tor and contact surfaces, mm ■■■» 
It dissolves resistive g 
oxides and sulfides by I 
chemical action and con- | 
tains compounds that I 
inhibit arcing and RFI. 
The pocket spray is for 

field and portable use I 
and delivers a spray of | 
DeoxIT into tight areas. | 

Caig Laboratories also makes DeoxIT 
available in wipes, pen applicators and 
in bulk quantities up to 55 gallons. 
For more information, contact Caig 

Laboratories at 1-800-CA1G-123 or cir¬ 
cle Reader Service 233. 

dbx Dual Compressor/Limiter 

dbx Professional Products is expanding 
its innovative Project 1 line with the 
Series 262 stereo compressor/limiter. The 
unit is priced at less than $200 and pro¬ 
vides classic dbx sound to professionals 
and amateurs alike. 
OverEasy compression provides nat¬ 

ural sounding gain control when mas¬ 
tering to DAT or two-track analog. 
Hard-knee operation and negative com¬ 
pression ratios are also available on the 

FM AIR-CHAIN allstar CŶ  PRODUCTS 

250 

708 

255 

630 

Inovonics, Inc 

250 Programmable 5-band Processor 
Gated AGC, 5-band Compression and EQ, split-spectrum Limiting— 
all with colorless gain control. Manually pre-program 4 processing 
presets or place entirely under RS-232 remote control. 

1305 Fair Avenue 
Santa Cruz, CA 95060 U.S.A. 

630 FM “Relay” Receiver 
A tunable, single-channel re-broadcast receiver for FM translator service 
and similar, critical off-air pickups. Features both composite multiplex 
and left/right audio outputs. IF bandwidth, auto-mute and auto-blend 
functions may be remotely selected; alarm outputs for loss of carrier and 
loss of program audio. 

255 “Spectral Loading” Processor 
Triband-PWM Stereo Processor for contemporary music formats. 
Includes gated AGC and 3-band Compressor/Limiter. Our unique 
“Spectral Loading” feature gives a very aggressive sound. 

260 Multifunction “Utility” Processor 
This simple stereo AGC/Compressor/Limiter is ideal for budget-FMs, 
uplinks, TV-aural and many other station chores. Split-spectrum 
processing utilizes PWM dynamic control. 

708 Digital-Synthesis FM Stereo Generator 
A basic Stereo-Gen with outstanding specifications. Built-in, adjustable 
Composite Processing, RDS/SCA combining, and accurate front-panel 
metering for easy setup. 

716 “DAVID-II” FM Processor/Stereo-Gen 
A gated-AGC/Compressor/Limiter, plus clean digital synthesis of the 
multiplex baseband signal. This second-generation design features PWM 
gain control, an adjustable Composite Processor and RDS/SCA combining. 
A fantastic performer! 

Call today for complete technical information on these items, plus our line of 
AM, Radio-Data and Measurement products. 

■■ 

TEL: (408) 458-0552 FAX: (408) 458-0554 
E-Mail: inovonics@aol.com 

ance with down-to-earth 

262. The compressor uses the same 
patented voltage-controlled amplifier 
circuitry found in more expensive prod¬ 
ucts in the dbx line. 
All inputs and outputs are TRS differen¬ 

tially balanced quarter-inch jacks and an 
internal transformer eliminates wall wart 
power supplies. 
For more information, contact dbx 
Professional Products at801 -568-7660 or 
Circle Reader Service 141. 

Antex Sound Card 

Antex Electronics has two audio prod¬ 
ucts for the IBM PC-compatible comput¬ 
er; the high-quality Model Zle multime¬ 
dia digital audio adapter and Z.Wav 
synthesizer module. 
The Zle uses the Texas Instruments 

TMS32OC31 DSP chip and features 
mic and line inputs, MPEG Layer I and 
II and 4:1 MS-ADPCM compression 
and stereo or dual mono operation. 
Sample rate is from 7.35 to 48 kHz in 
software-selectable increments. 
Frequency response is 20 Hz to 20 kHz 
with .06 percent THD+N. Dynamic 

range is 85 dB. List price for the Zle is 
$595. 
The Z.Wav synthesizer module is 

designed to integrate with the Antex 
Zle stereo sound card and comple¬ 
ments the onboard Yamaha OPL-3 FM 
synth chip. It features General MIDI 
compatibility specifications and uses 
the Ensoniq OTTO synthesizer engine, 
which combines 16-bit samples with 
wavetable synthesis technology. 
Samples are contained in 4MB ROM. 
Frequency response of the synthesized 
samples is 20 Hz to 15 kHz. List price 
for the Z.Wav is $195. 
For more information, contact Antex 
Electronics at 310-532-3092 or Circle 
Reader Service 136. 

Switchcraft Connector 

Switchcraft is offering the Silent-Plug 
two-conductor quarter-inch plug for 
audio applications. 
The Silent-Plug features a switch near 

the base of the plug that prevents feed¬ 
back and pops. The switch is depressed 
when the plug is completely inserted and 
released when withdrawn from the jack. 
This switching action turns the audio cir¬ 
cuit on or off. 
The plug handles cables up to .370 inch¬ 

es in diameter and the one- or two-piece 
handle is made of nickel-plated brass. 
Price of the Silent-Plug is $12.45 to 

$14.10, depending on OEM quantities. 
For more information, contact 

Switchcraft at 312-792-2700 or circle 
Reader Service 218. 
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Products & Services Showcase 
For more information on the products shown below, circle the appropriate Reader Service No.(s) 

on the enclosed Subscription/Reader Service card or contact the advertiser directly. 

A Broadcast Industry 

BEST 
BUY 

Cartridge Recorder / Reproducer 
Mono R/P Stereo R/P 

$1550 $1800 
(F.O.B. Factory - US $) 

RELIABLE / RUGGED 
PROFESSIONAL DESIGN 

DL Series 

fiUDI-CORD CORPORATION 
1845 West Hovey Avenue 
Normal, Illinois 61761 USA 

Phone 309-452-9461 
Fax 309-452-0893 

Available Through Your Regular Distributor 

READER SERVICE NO. 29 

Attention 
Advertisers! 

Reach over 1 8,000 readers! 
Radio World's 

Product Showcase 
provides a perfect medium 

for test marketing your 
products and services. It's 
an efficient, effective and 

affordable advertising option! 

For more information on 
rates and deadlines, fax 

Christopher Rucas at 

1-703-998-2966 
or call 

1-800-336-3045 

The Next Generation in Broadcast Software 

• Feature Rich Live Assist and Walk Away 

• On-Line Redundancy. No Black Box 

• The Best integrated Play List Scheduling, 

Production, & On-Air Playback Available 

• Dolby & mpeg overlapping Hard Disk Audio 
• Music on Hard Disk and/or CD Jukeboxes 

• Provide Computers/Players & Save $$$ or 

Buy/Lease From Us 

Call Us Before You Buy a 
Digital Audio System! 

West/int'l East 
310-670-7500 864-292-0300 
Fax 310-670-0133 Fax 864-292-9030 

READER SERVICE NO. 162 

Cxcalibur Electronics 
HC-1 Handi-Coupler 

M I 

re* i_ 
„ . .^7 ./ 
Here is the simplest, quickest, most convenient 

way to connect audio to a telephone. The HC-1 
connects in series with the handset of any phone 
using modular connectors. No connection to the 
phone line is needed. Press the front panel button 
and external audio is available on separate send and 
receive 1/4" TRS jacks on the rear panel. Release the 
button and the handset is once more connected for 
normal use of the phone. Nothing could be simpler! 

You can find many uses for the HC-1 around your 
station: on-air studio, production room, newsroom, 
sales office, field news kits, sports remotes, etc. 

EXCALIBUR ELECTRONICS, INC., CHANTILLY, VIRGINIA 

Please circle our bingo number for a data sheet and a dealer list 

READER SERVICE NO. 189 

B-1000 
POWER AMPLIFIER 

READY TO GO 
Reliable, all solid state, output power to 1250 watts. 
Never needs tuning. Steady output power tolerates 
wide a.c. voltage swings. Self starts after outage. 

Efficient. Economic. Transportable. 

TT1! Silicon Valiev 
--- POWER 
■ I I AMPLIFIERS 
The RF People 

1-800-986-9700 
READER SERVICE NO. 2 

PLC 
Priority Leasing Corporation 

800-999-9546 FAX 512-345-8650 

LEASING ADVANTAGES 

• 100% Financing 
• Fixed payments 

• Avoid obsolescence 
• Tax advantages 

• Conserve Capital 
• Up to 5 years terms 

READER SERVICE NO. 56 

1 

Digital Audio, Analog Audio, 
Communications and 

Since 1960, production and broadcast professionals have turned to 
ABG for solutions. As the world has changed, so have our products, 
and so have we. From cutting edge digital production gear to 

. the latest designs in custom studio furniture to ISDN telecom-
munications gear, ABG stays ahead of the game so you can 
concentrate on what you do best. You create the messages 
...you move the world...we'll give you the tools to make it 

possible. 

Please call today! ABG ... your single source solution. 

SOUTHEASTERN SALES OFFICE 
200 Fareway Drive, Suite 2 
Smithfield, North Carolina 27577 
Phone: 800-369-7623 
Fax: 919-934-8120 

MAIN SALES OFFICE 
2342 S. Division Avenue 
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49507 
Phone: 800-999-9281 
Fax: 616-452-1652 

YOU MAY ALSO REACH US ANYTIME VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 
cServe: 75371,144 
internet: support@abg.com 

WESTERN SALES OFFICE 
P.O. Box 1638 
Palmdale, California 93550 

For 36 years 

ABG 
Audio Broadcast Group Inc. 

Phone: 800-858-9008 
Fax: 805-273-3321 

READER SERVICE NO. 216 
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PRODUCT EVALUATION 

Alesis Reverb Easy and Inexpensive 
via the control footswitch or even the 
input signal itself. 

Compromises 
If I have any complaints at all, these are 

by Ron Streicher 

Simple setup 
Designed for the working musician or 

“project studio,” the unit is provided 
with quarter-inch unbalanced phone 
jacks in and out. The left jack serves as 

MONROVIA, Calif. It is just amaz¬ 
ing what can be done with chips these 
days. 
In a small, single rackspace box bare¬ 

ly four inches deep, Alesis has man¬ 
aged to produce the Micro Verb 4, a 
stereo effects processor which can cre¬ 
ate a vast array of special effects rang¬ 
ing from simple delay to complex cho¬ 
rusing and reverb. 
While not a challenge to the sonic quality 

or facilities of some of the more expensive 
and complex digital processors on the mar¬ 
ket, the low $299 list price of the 
Micro Verb 4 belies its simplicity and capa¬ 
bilities. It comes packed with one-hundred 
preset program effects, and has another 
one-hundred “user program” addresses. 

a mono input and feeds both channels 
of the processor unless a signal is fed to 
the right channel input. The output is 
stereo. 
When used in a production environ¬ 

ment, the levels can be adjusted to 
match the surrounding equipment via 
front-panel input and output controls. 

effects” which combine some of the 
single effects such as room with cho¬ 
rus, flange with delay, chorus with 
delay, etc. 
To my ears, the most critical effect is 

reverb; this must be able to emulate the 
natural decay of real acoustical space 
without unwanted artifacts. If they can 
get the reverb right, the rest is gravy; 

after all. what is a “flanged guitar” sup¬ 
posed to sound like, anyway? 
Putting the MicroVerb 4 to the test, I 

auditioned a variety of program materi¬ 
al with several of the preset programs. 
While some of the sweetness I am 
accustomed to hearing from my $3,000 
digital processor was missing, this 
$300 unit performed quite respectably. 
At no realistic setting was the sound 
grainy or fuzzy — a problem not 
uncommon to inexpensive processors 
of the recent past. As I said at the out¬ 
set, it is remarkable what can be done 
with modern electronic circuits. 
Missing was the ability to make critical 

and minute changes of the various para¬ 
meters. There are only two controls avail¬ 
able for making these adjustments and 
both tend to be rather broad in their 
actions. Again, the price must be consid¬ 
ered when comparing this unit to the 
“high-priced spread.” 
Trying out some of the other effects, the 

unit performed well and created the usual 
range of swimming pitches, flanged 
whooshes, slap delays, and “spiral stair¬ 
cases” one would expect from a modern 
digital processor. One nice touch was the 
“tap tempo” delay feature, which allows 
the unit to follow musical tempo either 

modified effects into 
the user programs, 
implementation of 
MIDI protocols (yes, it 
does that too) and a 
footswitch controller 
which may be imple¬ 
mented via a rear-panel 
jack. 

also a result of the compromises neces¬ 
sary when producing a low-cost product. 
First, I would have to say that the four 
element (-32, - 12, -6, and Clip) LED lev¬ 
el indicators do not provide sufficient res¬ 
olution to be very helpful. 
This, together with the fact that the 

input and output level controls seem to 
confine most of their action to the last 25 

percent of their rotation, 
makes establishing the 
proper input and output 
operating levels some¬ 
what tricky; not difficult,

but cumbersome. 
If the incoming signal level varies 

widely, such as from a keyboard or other 
musical instrument, I suspect overload 
difficulties could be encountered. In a 
more controlled studio environment, 
however, this should not be a problem. 
My only other complaint stems from the 

restriction on user program storage 
options. When a preset program is modi¬ 
fied, it can be saved only to one specific 
user location. 
Put simply, a user-modified version of 

preset program 37, for example, must be 
saved to address 137. This means that if 
you like a particular program and want to 
save different versions of it, you cannot. 
You are allowed only one user location 
for each preset program. 
On the plus side, however, I must return 

to the ease of use, low cost and the gener¬ 
ally good sonic quality of this unit. For a 
production studio on a budget, the Alesis 
Micro Verb 4 would serve as a very cost-
effective special effects processor. 

Ron Streich is owner and chief engineer 
for Pacific Audio Visual Enterprises in 
Monrovia, California. For more informa¬ 
tion contact Alesis at 310-558-4530 or 
circle Reader Service 35. 

As I said at the outset, 
it is remarkable what can 
be done with modern 
electronic circuits. 

A four-segment two-channel LED dis¬ 
play is provided to assist in setting 
levels. 
Nominal input level is specified as -

lOdBV, adjustable to +4 dBV with a 
maximum input level of +10 dBV; 
maximum output level is specified as 
+ 17.5 dBV. The input A/D converter is 
listed as 18-bit Sigma-Delta with 128-
times oversampling; 
the output D/A is also 
1 8 - b i t Sigma-Delta, 
with 8-times oversam¬ 
pling. 
The essence of the Alesis Micro Verb 4 

is its simplicity. Once installed and the 
input/output levels have been estab¬ 
lished, there are only four controls 
needed for the unit’s basic operation. 
There is the “Value Encoder” which 

selects the program to be used, “Edit A” 
and “Edit B” which adjust the two para¬ 
meters available to each program and 
Mix, which adjusts the blend of dry and 
wet signals. 
Other controls allow the storing of 

Let's hear it 
Enough of the physical factors already. 

It is time to hear what the unit can do. 
Looking through the list of 100 preset 
programs, there are thirty dedicated to 
reverb: halls, rooms, and plates. 
Another forty are available for cho¬ 

rus, flange, delay, and pitch-shifting 
effects. The last thirty are “multi-

Products & Services Showcase 
For more information on the products shown below, circle the appropriate Reader Service No.(s) 

on the enclosed Subscription/Reader Service card or contact the advertiser directly. 

Custom! 
Shively FM Antennas offer stand¬ 

ard features often unique in the industry: 
Custom-designed stainless steel mounts, 
included as standard equipment on Shively 
commercial antennas, ensure a secure and 
exact interface between the antenna and 
its support structure. Unlike others who 
use pieces of chain and “J-bolts”, Shively’s 
custom approach assures you of an instal¬ 
lation that goes together right the first time, 
with a minimum of rigging time, and stays 
that way! Watch future issues of Radio 
World for other unique Shively features. 

Shively Labs 
A Division of Howell * Laboratories, Inc. 

19 Harrison Road, Bridgton, ME 04009 
207-647-3327 FAX 207-647-8273 

READER SERVICE NO. 24 

THE COST EFFECTIVE 
ALTERNATIVE TO 

MANUFACTURER SERVICE 

SERVICE, REPAIR & 
CALIBRATION 

• STL’s • RPU’s • TSL’s 

• Exciters • Optimods 

• AM/FM Monitors 

• Remote Control Systems 

WE ALSO PROVIDE 
Free, over-the-phone technical assistance 

STL loaner/rentals 
PCL 505 Certification 

EQUIPMENT BY 

• Belar • Marti 

• Moseley 

• McMartin 

• TFT 

• And others... 

2198 Hubbard Lane, Grants Pass, OR 97527 

(541) 471-2262 
READER SERVICE NO. 51 

EA.S. 
ENCODER-DECODER 
Write, phone or fax to get on the 
mailing list for literature on our 
emergency alert equipment. Ask 
about our encoder-decoder with 4, 
5, or 6 audio inputs on standard 
model. Easy interface with automa¬ 
tion equipment. Quick, simple con¬ 
struction of alert message. 

Available late spring. 

GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO. 
257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701 

Phone 614-593-3150 • FAX 614-592-3898 
This device has not been approved by the Federal 

Communications Commission. This device is not, and 
may not be, offered for sale or lease, or sold or leased 

until the approval of the FCC has been obtained. 

READER SERVICE NO. 182 



BANDWIDTH... 

Never looked 

■ 

JNS Electrorifes s'âtîng^a néw 
benchmark in spectrum efficiency, quality and reliability. 

DRr*- I«*«13' 

BWIB ■_ 

mu r 

JNS Electronics is proud to announce a major breakthrough 
in Spectrum Efficient Digital Microwave Communications. 
With the release of the DRFL700. JNS Electronics brings from 
the future a product for today. The transmitted data has a 
high degree of spectral efficiency due to advanced digital 
signal processing. This revolutionary method requires less than 
half the bandwidth, over a large proportion of the transmitted 
spectrum, compared to typical competitors. 

FOR MORE TECHNICAL INFORMATION CONTACT: 

BANDWIDTH COMPARISON 

Center Freq. 1.4600GHz Span 10.00MHz Center Freq. 1.4600GHz Span 10.00MHz 

_ Modulation Bandwidth @ 2Mbits. 

JNS ELECTRONICS 
J.N.S. ELECTRONICS PTY. LTD. 
P.O. Box 85 Rosanna, Melbourne, Victoria, 3084, Australia 
Telephone: (613) 9852 2100 Fax:(613)9852 0977 Email: info@jns.com.au 

J.N.S. ELECTRONICS INC. 
P.O. Box 32550 San Jose, CA 95152, U.S.A. 
Telephone: 408 729 3838 Fax: 408 926 1003 

Circle (1 ) On Render Service Card 



Why is the 1200-1 OS 
the Hottest 
console for Radio ? 

■ A 10 channel, dual stereo output, professional console for only $3,495. 
■ Ultra high performance for digital sources such as CD's & workstations. 
■ Totally DC controlled for ultimate reliability and long troublefree Ufe. 
■ Penny and Giles slide faders. Rugged and durable with solid oak trim. 
■ Ideal for On Air, Production, & News studios in any market size III 

As the #1 manufacturer of audio consoles, digital workstations, and studio furniture systems for radio— Arrakis products 
provide you with unparalleled features, performance, and reliability. And with nearly 4,000 Arrakis consoles sold in 
the last 10 years alone, you can be assured that Arrakis is the #1 choice of broadcasters across the country— and of 
such prestigious broadcasters as Sony Worldwide Networks in Manhattan and the United States Air Force around the 
world. The choice of Arrakis is the choice of the leader. 

Features 
The 1200 series is a full featured radio broadcast console and is available in five or ten channel models. The ten 
channel model, featured in this ad, has two stereo outputs: Program and Audition. All stereo outputs feature mono 
mixdown, and the console has an internally assignable mix minus bus for use with telephone hybrids. Each console 
channel has a momentary, lighted, on-off switch below the fader which also actuates an isolated start relay for source 
equipment. The Monitor-headphone system is stereo, selects the main program buses plus two external off air inputs, 
and features a talkback input with dim logic. Cue is available as Autocue into the monitor system or as an independent 
output. The console is single input per channel with two unwired remote selector switches of six inputs each, raising 
the total number of console inputs to 20. 

Performance 
Designed for the radio station of the digital '90's, the 1200 series high performance console has a dynamic range of 
over 100dB which makes it ideal for use with digital audio sources such as CD players and digital audio workstations. 
High quality mic preamps assures you of the lowest noise and distortion that current technology can provide. Active 
balanced in and out, the 1200 is the high performance, professional solution to your studio's needs. 

1200-5S 

for 

only 

$1,795 

Rugged Reliability 
For the ultimate in reliability, the 1200 series console is fully DC controlled. There is no audio to drop out or become 

noisy on any fader or program switch. Penny and Giles faders, 5 million 
operation channel on-off switches, and ITT Schadow switches assure a 
long life. Use of heavy hardened aluminum panels, epoxy paint, and solid 
oak trim will provide a durable and attractive appearance through the years. 

Compact, feature laden, high performance, and reliable- the 1200 series 
console line meets all of the needs for the professional broadcast studio 
of the '90's. —Choose Arrakis and choose the leader.— 

for more information call... (303) 224-2248 
in some areas, call (970) 224-2248 

^$3,495 

Circle (HO) On Reader Service Card 

2619 Midpoint Drive, Fort Collins, CO. 80525 
Voice- 303-224-2248, Fax- 303-493-1076 
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PRODUCT EVALUATION 

Hafler P1000: Encore Performance 
by Tom Vernon 

Satellite Systems 
-—£_ 

Hafler Pl 000 amplifier 

PRODUCT EVALUATION 

by Rich Rarey 

The Ariel Digital Satellite Receiver, exclusively from Satellite Systems 

Upgrade 

Repairs 

Zephyrus 

Service 
Otari DTR-8 DAT recorder 

Satellite Equipment for Radio 

Satellite Systems 

those laundromat steam presses, squashed 
it down to one rack unit, reduced the pow¬ 
er to 50 W and presto, the PI000. 

playback, time-shifting programming, 
simple DAW support, and especially 
searching and archiving projects. 
For this evaluation, I used the DTR-8 

as a mastering DAT, recording the 
AEU/EBU signal into and out of a 
digital workstation. I did not particu¬ 
larly need advanced features for this. 
ID control and flexible sampling rate 
were sufficient to do the job. 

controls and power switch, as well as 
LED status indicators for each channel. 
The Thermal indicator light comes on 

when the overtemp circuits have shut 
down the channel. The Clipping LEDs 
indicate when the amp is being overdriv¬ 
en, and helps protect your speakers. The 
Signal indicators glow in the presence of 
an audio signal. There is also a head¬ 
phone jack and recessed bridged 
mono/normal switch. 

PHILADELPHIA It was like déjà vu 
all over again. After reviewing the Hafler 
P1500 power amp for RVV a few months 
back, I anxiously awaited another one of 
their products to scrutinize here at the red 
brick mansion on Spruce Street. 
“What would the folks at Hafler do for 

an encore?” I wondered. Turns out what 
they did was put the Pl500 into one of 

WASHINGTON When I opened 
the shipping box for the Otari DTR-8, 
I had a distinct feeling I had seen this 
DAT recorder before. 
Indeed, the design of the DTR-8 has 

been used by several manufacturers, 
and one manufacturer has even used 
the design for a high-speed/high sam-

Removing the top cover reveals an 
interior that is as thoughtfully designed 
as the exterior. The large heatsinks facil¬ 
itate passive cooling, so there are no 
noisy fans or filters to deal with. 
Although Haflers have a reputation 

for never failing, their design makes 
servicing easy. Each channel is a self-
contained module. All that is required 
to swap out modules is to disconnect 
the heatsink and a few push-on termi¬ 
nals. The only tools required for a 
module swap are a 9/64-inch Allen 
wrench, small Phillips screwdriver, and 
needlenose pliers. 
Although you will probably never have 

to service a Hafler, the tech manual is 
most thorough. The installation, opera¬ 
tion, and technical reference sections of 
the manual all cover their topics well. 
Included are PC board layout, schematic 
diagrams, and a parts list. 

Around back are two rather clever input 
connectors that accommodate both XLR 
and quarter-inch TRS phone jacks, and 
also RCA connectors for unbalanced 
sources. Recessed switches for each 
channel allow you to select between the 
balanced and unbalanced connectors. 
Outputs are via screw terminals. Another 
recessed switch floats the audio ground 
or connects it to the chassis. 

The basics 
The DTR-8 will be a good performer 

for situations where confidence heads 
and SMPTE time code are not 
required; such as for dubbing, on-air 

• ' 

al 

Baby brother 
In appearance, specs, and sound, this 

unit is a baby brother to the Pl500. The 
attention to close mechanical tolerances 
and paint finish arc evident throughout. 
The front panel has the usual level 

Call us about Zephyrus SCPC equipment along 

with receivers for all networks. 

Satellite Systems repairs all major brands of satellite 

equipment, including the Fairchild Dart 384 and 

Scientific Atlanta. 

Upgrade your Fairchild Dart 384 and Scientific 

Atlanta 7300/7325 to LNB receivers—use existing 

equipment as trade-in. 

Tweakery 
The technical reference section 

includes theory of operation and calibra¬ 
tion procedures. Bias and common mode 
rejection are the only adjustments. 
Chances are you will probably never be 
tweaking these, but just the same, align¬ 
ment procedures using simple test equip¬ 
ment are fully described. 
If there is a secret to the sound of 

Hafler amps, it probably has a lot to do 
with their innovative use of MOSFETs. 
The trans-ana (TRANSconductance 

continued on page 26 ► 

I did appreciate the DTR-8’s ample 
search and locate features, as they 
made browsing a DAT more efficient. 
The DTR-8 offers the usual set of 

subcode ID management functions. 
Start, Skip, and End IDs can be writ¬ 
ten and erased as needed using con¬ 
ventional methods, either by the front 
panel controls, or the included CB-
163 wireless remote control. 
More interestingly though, up to 60 

alphanumeric characters can be 
continued on page 28 ► 

pling rate DAT recorder. 
Still, when different manufacturers 

market an identical design, one 
assumes that the design and construc¬ 
tion must be basically solid. 
Otherwise, why else would so many 
want to market it? 

The Ariel Digital Satellite Receiver: 

• 5 card slots for up to 10 audio channels 
• compatible with Fairchild Dart 384 
• adapts easily to current equipment 
• next day shipment of replacement boards 
• 1-year warranty 

615 East Brookside 
Colorado Springs, CO 

80906 
Ph: (719)634-6319 
Fx: (719)635-8151 

Radio World 25 

Satellite Systems has made a name for itself by 

providing consistent, excellent service to radio 

stations & networks. Call the professionals with the 

proven track record in sales and repair for all of 

your satellite needs. 

Otari DTR-8 Recorder 
Filled with Features 

Grde (79) On Reader Service Card 
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Hafler Amp a Winner 
continued from page 25 

Active Nodal Amplifier) circuit is a 
simple and efficient design using verti¬ 
cal MOSFET output transistors. They 
are connected in a source-on-rail con¬ 
figuration to deliver their full voltage 
gain. The input and pre-driver stages 
operate at low voltage. 

This output stage configuration 
increased the power gain by about 10 
times over conventional follower circuit¬ 
ry. This increased gain allows for a 
reduction in active stages from five or 
more in conventional amps to four in the 
Pl 000. 
Vertical MOSFETs also have a lower 

“on” resistance than their lateral 

counterparts, and this accounts to a large 
degree for the lower heat dissipation. 
This in turn means smaller heatsinks and 
enables the unit to be reduced to one rack 
unit in height. 
Additionally, a soft-start circuit iso¬ 

lates destructive turn-on and turn-off 
transients from the speaker. A thermal 
sensing network keeps tabs on the 
heatsink temperature, and shuts the 
amplifier off long before a thermal 
meltdown can occur. 
Published specs for this box are impres¬ 

sive. The Pl000 has a frequency response 
of 20 Hz to 20 kHz. ±0.1 dB. Signal-to-
noise is 100 dB below rated output “A” 
weighted. Distortion is 0.2 percent THD 

at 1 kHz. The power rating is 55W per 
channel into 8 ohms. Input sensitivity for 
rated output power is 0.375V into 8 
ohms. 
Our unit easily outperformed the pub¬ 

lished specs. Response was flat from 10 
Hz to 30 kHz, with deviation less than 
0.1 dB; virtually unmeasurable. Full¬ 
power distortion at 1 kHz was 0.1 per¬ 
cent. Signal-to-noise was measured at 
110 dB “A" weighted. 

In the real world 
So much for looking, poking and test¬ 

ing. In the rarefied air that high perfor¬ 
mance equipment such as this breathes, 
outstanding specs are a given. What real¬ 
ly matters is the more subtle characteris¬ 
tics of the sonics. 
Our listening environment was the 

recording studio used for “The World 

There is a better way! 

24403 Halsted Road, Farmington Hills, MI 48335 USA 
TEL: 800-362-6797 or 810-476-5711 FAX: 810-476-5712 

Intuitive On-Screen displays that are imme¬ 
diately familiar to operators. Optional 
Touchscreen makes operation quick and easy. 

Complete On-Air flexibility with various “Virtual 
Machines” for Live Assist, Automation, or 
Satellite Programmed operations. Interface to 
other equipment plus scheduling and billing pack¬ 
ages. Seamless segue and voiceover transitions 
sound “Live” in all modes. Script capabilities can 
be included. 

Full production capabilities, including Graphic Cut & Paste 
Assembly Editing. Includes analog and digital inputs/outputs. 
Interfaces with most multichannel editing packages. 

Runs on DOS for proven speed, reliability, and compatibility 
with other equipment; not an operating system original¬ 

ly intended for multimedia applications. This is a pro¬ 
fessional tool meant to produce efficiency and profits, 
not entertain the staff! 

Operates on common off the shelf computers and 
network architecture. You won't be locked into 
proprietary hardware that may not be available 
whenever you need service. 

No monthly licensing fees, DAD is an out¬ 
right purchase. Software upgrades are free 
for the first year. 

DAD is proving itself everyday in radio 
and TV facilities worldwide. 

Call Your DAD486x Dealer or ENCO 
For Complete Information 

It’s not easy trying to understand the conflicting claims made 
by different manufacturers when you’re buying a Digital Audio 
On-Air & Production System, whether a single, multipurpose 
Workstation or an integrated, multiple studio setup. At one end 
of the spectrum, you’re faced with a wide variety of simple “Cart 
Machine Replacements,” and on the other, products whose 
complexity confounds even the most seasoned broad¬ 
cast engineer. 

The ENCO DAD486x Digital Audio 
Delivery System solves the problem! 
DAD is simply the most powerful On-Air 
& Production system available, yet its 
uncomplicated approach and inherent ease 
of operation makes immediate sense to any 
user. 

Grcle (76) On Render Service Cord 
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Product Capsule: Hafler 
P1000 Power Amp 

Thumbs Up 
/ outstanding sonics 

/ modular construction 

/ rugged design 

/ good tech manual 

/ 5-year warranty 

Thumbs Down 

✓ screw terminal 

outputs 

/ dysfunctional 

headphone jack 

For more information, contact Hafler at 
(800) 366-1619; or circle Reader Service 3 

Cafe,” a nationally syndicated program 
from PRI that showcases singer-song¬ 
writers. The P1000 was connected to our 
EV Sentry 100 speakers in place of a 
Crown D-60. 

The most frequently heard comment 
was that so much more detail was audible 
in the sound. Music has texture when 
heard through this amp. This was both 
good and bad. 
Good, in that we could hear detail in 

live recordings that was never there 
before. Bad, in that tapes of some of our 
older recordings had a noticeably gritty 
high end that had gone unnoticed with 
the old system. 

But ... 
While the sonics of this amp are close 

to perfection, not everything about the 
Pl000 tickled my fancy. First off, the 
screw terminals for output connections 
are inconvenient. Getting really large 
cable through them is a chore. I guess 
you could put your speaker cable on 
spade lugs, but finding the right size 
lugs would be a chore too. I yearned 
for the standard double banana plugs, 
both for the ease of setup and tear 
down in remote broadcast environ¬ 
ments, and for rapid troubleshooting in 
the studio. 
Another thing is the headphone jack. I 

guess you could use the P1000 as an 
oversized headphone amp, but that is not 
the usual application. It is more likely 
you will have speakers attached, and 
occasionally want to use headphones. 
And there is your problem. 
Short of removing cables from the 

screw terminals, there is no way to mute 
the speakers. And having two level con¬ 
trols to adjust is inconvenient. Wouldn’t 
it be nice if there were a speaker muting 
switch and a separate headphone volume 
control? All that elegant sound could be 
piped directly into your favorite head¬ 
phones. 
In all fairness, this problem is not 

unique to Hafler. Several power amps are 
set up the same way, and it is always 
inconvenient. 
The Hafler Pl000 fills the niche for a 

moderately-powered compact amplifier 
long dominated by competitors with 
obsolete circuitry. An A-B comparison 
between the old standard and the Hafler 
is startling, the P1000 simply leaves it 
sitting in the dust. Combine this dis¬ 
tinct sonic advantage with the lower 
price for the Hafler, and the Pl000 is a 
clear winner. 
Special thanks to Chris Williams and 

Joe Taylor, producers of “The World 
Cafe,” for lending me their ears, so to 
speak. 

□ □ □ 
Tom Vernon is a regular columnist for 

RW. He also writes about multimedia soft¬ 
ware. Reach him via e-mail at tlvemon@ 
aol.com or (717) 367-5595. 
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handset jack of your telephone for easy 
connection to the phone line. It is not 
a telephone coupler-Microtel does 
much more than standard couplers. 
With Microtel you can easily accomplish 
news reports, business, weather, ski 
reports, remote broadcasts, and as a 
tool for your salespeople. 

Microtel 
> 

Microtel is a small, battery operated 
"mini mixer" that connects to the 

TS612 System 
It looks like a regular multi-line business 
phone but it actually provides capabilities that 
meet the unique requirements of broadcast¬ 
ing, distance-learning, business TV, video and 
audio-conferencing. Although, this system is 
highly sophisticated, it is still easy to learn 
and use. 

G3200 Superhybrid 
The G3200 is designed for telephone calls with a 
live audience or in-studio guests. The G3200 
provides both advanced telephone nulling and 
acoustic echo cancellation. When used in live 
studio environments, the G3200 prevents trans¬ 
mission of the caller's audio back to the caller. 

G2500 Superhybrid 
Originally developed for the demanding feedback control 
requirements of corporate boardrooms, the G2500 adds 
Gentner's superior telephone audio quality for the strin¬ 
gent requirements of broadcasters. Housed in a sturdy 
rack mount chassis, the G2500 provides an advanced 
digital telephone hybrid with auto-answer/disconnect, 
auto-null and auto re-null on new line selection, receive 
mute, and remote control. The G2500 provides automatic 
mix minus! 

GSC3000 Remote Control System 
The GSC3000 Site Control System takes the con¬ 
cepts introduced by the VRC2000 Remote Control 
Unit to the next level by providing a system that 
can cover a single site with minimum needs or 
multiple stations with extensive requirements. It 
offers single or multiple PC monitoring sites and 
friendly Windows® based operation. 

TeleHybrid 
The TeleHybrid is the only digital 
hybrid that can interface with the 
handset of your analog or digital 
phone. With the TeleHybrid, there's 
no need to install a new telephone 
line in order to connect your phone 
to your professional audio equip¬ 
ment. Price recently reduced, call for 
details. 

Grele (199) On Reader Service Cord 
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Otari DTR-8 DAT Recorder 
continued from page 25 

embedded within each Start ID. 
The text is great for labeling 
cuts on a DAT, and is a welcome 
feature for archivists. 

Reading text 
During playback, the text is 

scrolled across the tape counter 
display, and remains available 
for viewing during the cut by 
pressing the Character button. 
The characters themselves can 
be entered one at a time from 
the front panel or the remote 
control. 
The DTR-8 has three input 

sources. Analog on active bal¬ 
anced XLR connectors, AES/ 
EBU and SPDIF (IEC958), pre¬ 
sented on RCA connectors. 
Input selection and sampling fre¬ 
quency is made from front panel 
selectors. Three sampling fre¬ 
quencies are available for analog 
recording, and four are possible 
for digital recording. 
The conventional 48 and 44.1 

kHz rates work as expected, but 
the third sampling frequency is 
the tape-extending 32 kHz Long 
Play mode. This selection is 
fine for voice recording or situ¬ 
ations where doubling the 

length of possible recording 
time is necessary. 
The DTR-8 does not offer 32 

kHz Standard Play recording 
from the analog inputs. It is only 
available when using the digital 
inputs. 
The operation manual claims 

better sound quality is achieved 
for analog sources by the use of 
I -bit wide-range linear A/D con¬ 
verters, and “pulse flow 1 bit 
D/A” converters. 
To really exploit the search 

features, one must write a Table 
of Contents (TOC) information 
at the beginning of a DAT. The 

“Table of Contents/Renumber” 
feature does this by renumber¬ 
ing Start IDs on a DAT, rewind¬ 
ing and writing a TOC on the 
first Start ID. 
This TOC information enables 

the DTR-8 to search the tape at 
a speedy maximum of 300 times 
play speed. To use this high 
speed search feature, the tape 
must have an END ID, the Start 
IDs must be at least 30 seconds 
apart and the AUTO ID feature 
must be enabled. 
The data in a TOC contains 

information about each cut on 
the tape, such as its location and 
duration, and the DTR-8 uses 
these data to calculate the exact 
position of the desired cut. 
When the Counter Mode button 

Play Any 
Copyright 1995 by Scott Studios Corp. 
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Nothing else makes radio as fast or easy as 
having all your spots, sounders and sweepers start 
with your fingertip-a/ways on-line and ready to 
play from hard disk. And nothing else makes 
your station sound as good or as exciting as 
touchscreen digital and creative talent with the new 
Scott Studio System! 

Here’s how it works: Six buttons on the left of the 
17” computer touchscreen play what’s on your 
program log. Scheduled spots, promos, PSAs and 
live copy come in automatically from your Scott 
System Production Bank and your traffic and copy 
computers. You see legible labels for everything, 
showing full names, intro times, lengths, endings, 
announcer initials, outcues, posts, years, tempos 
and trivia. Your jocks can rearrange anything easily 
by touching arrows (at mid-screen), or opening 
windows with the entire day's log and lists of all 
your recordings. 
On the right, 18 “hot keys” start unscheduled 
jingles, sounders, effects, comedy or promos on 
the spur of the moment You get 26 sets of 18 
user-defined instant “hot keys” for your jocks’ 
different needs. 
Large digital timers automatically count down intro 
times, and flash at 60-, 45-, and 30-seconds before 
endings. You also get countdowns the last 15 
seconds of each event. 

The Scott Studio System is your best way to make the move to digital audio and eliminate troublesome 
carts. Each button on the touchscreen plays whatever you want instantly. All scheduled spots, jingles, 
promos and scripts come in from your traffic and copy computers. 
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The World's Fastest Playback! 
Touch either of the two buttons at the top right of 
the main screen to see our “Wall of Carts” with all 
your audio on-line! Touch the sound, spot, 
jingle, promo, PSA or comedy you want and it 
plays instantly Or, you can put it anywhere you 
want in the day’s schedule. Audio is displayed 
any five ways you like. 
The Scott System also gives you a “Make Good” 
button so it’s quick and easy to reschedule missed 
spots or promos. 
Instant Requests from Hard Drive 
Our most popular option is a 9 gigabyte disk with 
digital music. The audio quality of the Scott 
System hard drive meets or beats the best CDs. 
We’ll pre-dub 1,000 songs from CDs off your 
playlist free! 

Nothing is faster than requests from the Scott 
System! You get five “Wall of Carts” with music 
that plays at a touch! Songs are displayed by title, 
artist, year, length, category, or any ways you like. 

Live Copy On Screen 
Live tags, weather, promo copy, music trivia, 
contest copy and winners’ lists automatically pop 
up on your Scott System’s screen. 

The Best Digital Audio 
When spots, promos, PSAs, or any other digital 
audio events are recorded, they’re immediately 
playable in all your Scott System air studios. 
Nobody wastes time carrying carts down the hall 
or redubbing spots for additional stations. 
One question you don’t have to worry about 
with the Scott System is “What if it breaks?” The 
Scott Cart Replacement System comes complete 
with every spot and jingle stored redundantly 
on two hard disks with a split-second switch to 
the “hot standby” computer and its own backup 
audio outputs! You get touchscreen 
convenience, digital quality, and backup 
redundancy for no more money than cart 
machines and commercial carts. 

Sound Better With Digital Editing 
Scott Systems’ graphic waveform editors work 
wonders with phone calls in the air studio and 
creative spots and promos in production. 
Your Best Investment 
The Scott System leads the industry with the 
biggest broadcast groups like Shamrock, Alliance, 
Salem, Saga, Liggett, Regent, Tichenor, Heftel, 
Waterman, Max, Atlantic, and Rawlco in Canada. 
Our major markets include Detroit, D.C., Dallas, 
Miami-Ft. Lauderdale, San Diego, Denver, 
Oklahoma City, San Antonio, and others large 
and small from Bangor to Bakersfield. 

Scott Stccdco^ 
13375 Stemmons Freeway, Suite 300 

Dallas, Texas 75234 USA 
800 726-88 77 

(800) SCOTT-77 
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is pressed repeatedly until the 
“Total” indicator is lit, the total 
number of program IDs and total 
time are displayed. 

Fine print 
Some caveats, however, about 

using the Table of Contents. The 
DTR-8 can record TOC data for 
a maximum of 50 tracks. 
Further, if the TOC/Renumber 
feature is engaged on a tape that 
does not have an End ID, the 
TOC will not be written. 
It should also be noted that the 

DTR-8 does not renumber more 
than 99 Start IDs on a DAT; if 
there are more, the Start IDs 
will be recognized in normal 
operations, but not numbered. 
Fortunately, the recorder also 
has a “one point” memory fea¬ 
ture, that allows the user to store 
the present tape position for lat¬ 
er fast wind location. This fea¬ 
ture will be invaluable if you 
will need to return to one of 
these “unnumbered” Start IDs. 
Additional search features are 

engaged by selective pressing of 
the Fast Forward and Rewind 
buttons. Pressing one of the but¬ 
tons while in Play mode will 
move the tape at three times nor¬ 
mal speed, holding the button 
will move the tape at five times 
normal speed. Pressing one of 
those same buttons while in 
Pause will move the tape at half¬ 
normal speed, useful indeed as a 
primitive audio “scrub.” 
The DTR-8 also handles other 

DAT chores. Pressing the front 
panel Record and Mute will auto¬ 
matically record four seconds of 
silence. Pressing Peak Reset 
momentarily will clear the “held” 
peaks from the display. Holding 
the button for four seconds turns 
off the Peak Hold feature. 
If you wish to use more than 

one DTR-8 in close proximity, 
reception of wireless remote 
control signals can be disabled 
by a rear panel DIP switch 
(eliminating the messy electri¬ 
cal tape over the infrared win¬ 
dow). Simple diagnostic dis¬ 
plays can be had by pressing 
the Error button and viewing 
the percentage of errors for 
each of the two heads. 

Pressing the Mute and 
Counter Reset button displays 
drum rotation time in hours; 
handy if you want to institute a 
standard head cleaning pro¬ 
gram every few hours. 
The DTR-8 also has a wired 

remote control DIN jack on the 
rear panel that controls basic 
transport functions. 
Because the DTR-8 looks 

familiar, one tends to approach 
it as an already-familiar piece 
of equipment. It is simple to 
use for basic tasks, and handy 
to have for more demanding 
search and locate tasks. 

□ □ □ 
Rich Rarey is the technical 

director for National Public 
Radio's "All Things Considered" 
and the author of RW’s "Public 
Domain ” series. For more infor¬ 
mation contact Otari at 415-341-
5900 or circle Reader Service 4. 
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You've been asked to install 

YET ANOTHER 
ANALOG LINE FOR BROADCAST. 

Perhaps we're introducing 
our TeleHybrid just in the 

NICK OF TIME. 

Before considering anything dras¬ 

tic, maybe you should consider the 

amazing TeleHybrid. You no longer 

need to run a separate analog line 

each time you want to connect 

broadcast equipment to your digital 

phone system. With a TeleHybrid, 

there’s no need for an expensive 

analog card in your PBX, no need to 

tap into your fax machine line, none 

of the jerry rigging that can make 

your life so miserable. (Okay, you 

do have to plug your phone and 

audio console into the TeleHybrid, 

but that’s about as complicated as 

it gets.) And once you’ve done that, 

going on-air with a caller is as 

Our digital TeleHybrid connects 
ANY DIGITAL OR ANALOG PHONE TO YOUR 

BROADCASTING GEAR. 

simple as lifting the handset of 

your phone and placing it on the 

TeleHybrid. Plus, you'll get clean, 

crisp audio and all of your phone’s 

built-in capabilities like conferenc¬ 

ing, speed dial and multiple lines. To 

find out more about the TeleHybrid, 

give us a call. 

K> Gentner 
1-800-905-7730 
Or 1-801-975-7200 
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is it so Necessary 

to Spend MORE Money 

to Have the 

SAME Quality? 

DIGIMOD • FM 
Broadcast Digital Processor 

It’s true that digital audio pro¬ 
cessing is better... 
Even though is not true that digital 
means more money too. 
DIGIMOD 8300 is the second genera¬ 
tion digital audio processor and for 
this reason it takes advantage respect 
other similar processors and it is 
much more powerful. 

Why DIGIMOD 8300 is better? 
Better because it is based on 
newest technology. 
Better because it uses new digital 
algorithm. 
Better because You can create Your 
own audio image as no other digital 
processor can do. 
Your station gets more loud, more 

clearness, jumps out from the tune, 
catches new swapping listener and let 
Your listener stay in touch. 

Don’t belive in the first digital 
experience machines. 
Is not true that Leonardo da Vinci 
invented the Helicopter... 
Choose the second generation audio 
processor... and save Your money! 

tiesseci 
by ™ >• 

GE Inc Head Office: Viale Europa, 13 - 21100 Varese - Italy • Tel +39.332.289164 / + 39.332.289177 • Fax +39.332.831281 
Fax on demand + 39.332.830487 • Internet: www.vol.it/tiesseci • E-Mail: tiesseci@mbox.vol.it 
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Design a Basic Audio Level Meter 
Design and Construct a Simple LED Meter That Can 
Be Used to Monitor Audio Levels or Overload Points 

by Jim Somich 

BROADVIEW HEIGHTS, Ohio 
Designing and constructing low-cost, 
simple LED meters is easy and fun. 
These meters are useful wherever it is 

important to monitor audio levels or over¬ 
load points. LED meters are not only easy 

By stretching out and smoothing those 
peaks, as seen on the LED-level 
display, your meter will be easier to 
read. By experimenting with the value 
of C2, you can obtain various time con¬ 
stants depending on whether you desire 
a peak indicating meter or one that 
gives an average reading. 

to read, but they also add a touch of profes¬ 
sionalism to your projects. And, they cost 
less than conventional meters. 
The D’Arsonval (moving needle) ana¬ 

log meter has been the instrument of 
choice for setting input 
levels in audio systems 
for years. Conventional 
meters are becoming 
scarce and expensive. 
LED meters can be more 
accurate and cost effec¬ 
tive. Like anything else, 
they are simple to imple¬ 
ment once you under¬ 
stand a few of the basics. 
The LED audio level 

meter is nothing more than
a series of DC comparators that fire light¬ 
emitting diodes. A reference voltage is 
applied to each comparator and when that 
reference is exceeded the LED lights. 

Signal averager a must 
Audio must be preconditioned before 

being applied to the LED meter. Figure 
1 is a schematic of the averager. The 
op-amps are general purpose types. 

The simplest solid-state level indicator 
is a single LED that flashes ON when 
the input level is at a given reference 
point. LED indicators are normally used 
where it is important to alert the opera¬ 

tor that the circuit is approaching over¬ 
load and input gain should be lowered. 
Most commercial amplifiers use a sin-
gle-LED indicator for this purpose. 
The single-color peak LED circuit is 

shown in Figure 2. Unlike the TL072 
operational amplifier discussed previ¬ 
ously, the LM339 is configured as a 
comparator. Whenever the voltage at 
the inverting input of the LM339 is 

Almost anything will work in this cir¬ 
cuit. I chose the TL072 dual op-amp. It 
is reliable and quite inexpensive and 
has enough quality for the job at hand. 
The first operational amplifier, IC la, is 

an inverting amplifier whose gain can 
be adjusted up to five. Adjustable feed¬ 
back resistor, R2, sets the circuit gain 
and thus calibrates your LED meter. 
The second op-amp, ICl-b, forms a 
half-wave rectifier and signal averager 
that clips the brief peaks and displays 
them over a longer period of time. 

higher than the voltage 
at the noninverting 
input, the output of the 
comparator is internally 
grounded. 
However, whenever 

the voltage at the 
inverting input is lower 
than the voltage at the 
noninverting input, the 
output of the compara¬ 
tor floats (effectively an 
open circuit) and no 
current flows. 
The voltage divider, 

consisting of resistor R6 
and 2.5 V precision volt¬ 
age reference IC2, forms

a reference whose voltage is divided in 
half at the junction of resistors R7 and 
R8. This places a reference voltage of 
1.25 V at the comparator noninverting 
input. 
Whenever the inverting input voltage 

exceeds the reference voltage, the out¬ 
put will be connected to ground inter¬ 
nally and the LED will light. 
By connecting the input of this circuit to 

the output of the averager circuit, the LED 
will flash on whenever the audio input 
exceeds the level set with gain potentiometer 

R2 in the averager. Adjust R2 by applying a 
maximum level signal to the input of the 
averager, and then reduce the level slightly to 
allow for headroom. With the input level 
now set, adjust R2 until the peak LED just 
turns on. 

7>i<olor 
Some LEDs will light in three colors. Tri¬ 

color LEDs have two LEDs in one pack¬ 
age (generally one red and one green) that 
are controlled independently. By applying 
a voltage greater than about 2 V to the sep¬ 
arate pins, the LED can glow red, green or 
yellow (when both LEDs are on). 
Figure 3 is a tri-color LED indicator 

continued on page 36 ► 

Keep Your 70's 

N obody on the dial can move to those funky 
sounds of the 70’s like your station. Now make 
sure everybody knows it by cutting through the 
dial clutter with the Modulation Sciences CP-803. 

The CP-803 lets your sound make the scene and stand 
apart from the haze of other stations. It gives you energy 
and grabs your listeners’ attention. The other guy gets lost 
in the hustle. 

Your audience will move to the music. Engineers will like 
the ease of set-up and operation. The PD will be mellow. 
And the GM won’t get ulcers about the cost. 

Top-notch quality has sealed MSI’s reputation through the 
years. From boogey nights to dancin’ days the 
Composite Clipper will revitalize your 70s revival. 

Call MSI, the m 
processing authority ■ Umoduiation 
at (800) 826-2603 and sciences 
catch a little night fever. inc. 

12A World’s Fair Drive Somerset, New Jersey 08873 
Voice (908) 302-3090 • Fax (908) 302-0206 
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On Air 
Switch between live assist and automation with 
the touch of a button! For news, link text and 
audio so your reader will always play the right 
actuality after reading a script. To make your 
overnights sound live, create segues and drop 
voice tracks on the fly. You’ve never had this 
much control over your program! 

Cart Replacement 
Simply drag and drop audio into any one of the 
up to 48 hotkey buttons, and fire off a cut from 
Dalet’s custom control panel, your console, or 
the mouse. If you want to daisy chain spots, 
just click several buttons in a row. You can 
modify the layout of the cart wall to suit your 
work habits. 

Editing 
Dalet’s non-destructive editors — up to 8 stereo 
tracks — are fast, intuitive and networkable. 
Drag and drop the audio to be edited, then 
scrub, cut, paste, set levels, fades, and save. 
Made a mistake? Simply undo! Your production 
audio is immediately available to everybody else 
on the network for simultaneous access. 

FURTHER SYSTEM FEATURES ) 
• NEWS EDITING AND BROADCASTING • CUSTOMIZABLE CONTROL PANELS • ISDN TRANSFER TO SEND FILES BETWEEN REMOTE LOCATIONS • 

• CALL & RECORD APPLICATION FOR JOURNALISTS IN THE FIELD • MASS ARCHIVING • CD COPY: RECORD AUDIO VIA CD ROM DRIVE •_J 
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This makes all the difference in the world in terms of reliability. 

STATION-WIDE NETWORK 

Dalet 

Digital 

Media 

Systems 
Circle (193) On Reader Service Card 

KLZ, Denver - Crawford Broadcasting 

WPPA, Pennsylvania - Pottsville Broadcasting Co. 

Kerry Fink • Music of Your Life Radio Network 

öolet 

Choose from a wide range of fault tolerance solutions, ranging from tape backup 
to RAID array and mirrored servers: we’re not taking any risks with your operation. 

• Steve Kelley 
285 West Broadway, Suite 605 
New York, NY 10013, USA 
3+1 212 226 2424 
Fax: +1 212 226 1673 

• Astrid Carver 
251 rue du Faubourg Saint 
Martin,75010 Paris, France 
3 +33 1 40 38 01 39 
Fax: +33 1 42 05 18 66 

• Phillippa Jeanes 
FBC (S) Pte Ltd, 89 Neil Road 
Singapore 088849 
3 +65 252 5627 
Fax: +65 251 8174 

CompuServe: 100437, 1536 

Experienced Support Team 
Our support team includes Certified Novell Engineers who can provide: 
✓ remote diagnostics 
•/ download software enhancements via Internet 
•/ on-site support 

Adapt Dalet to Each User 
•/ With modular software and modular control panels, you can design each user’s 

work space to suit his or her work habits. 
Protect your data with multiple levels of access rights 

Standard Equipment 
✓ Protect your investment: with standard PC hardware and networks, you’re not 

buying into a proprietary black box... 
Grow with new technologies: Dalet’s use of open platforms means you’ll always 
be connected to the outside world and future developments. 

✓ Windows™’ familiar work environment has been enhanced by Dalet’s unique 
pre-emptive multitasking mechanism: this means audio playback always has 
priority over other activities on the workstation. 

Over 1000 Users World-Wide 
Find out why broadcasters all over the world rely on Dalet, from stand-alones 
to 100-workstation networks: the Dalet system was designed from day one as 
a network, not as a stand-alone made to run on one. 

-WIDE SOLUTION 
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STATION SKETCHES 

Learn Telco Language, Technology 
kbps is added to the composite for fram¬ 
ing and overhead, bringing the total to 
1.554. 
The equipment that does all this is called 

a channel bank. 
by Tom Vernon 
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2 3 10 12 

Station/Studio Services 

.$99 and Zoodads for 
122 New Lasers & Sweepers for . . .$99 

Attention 

on affordable advertising call Simone at 1-800-336-3045. 

READER SERVICE 140 READER SERVICE 140 

Doing business with 

out advertising is 

like winking in the 

dark... You know what 

you are doing but no 

one else does 
READER SERVICE 106 

With deregulation in the early ’80s, this 
service, by whatever name, could be deliv¬ 
ered by a number of companies in addition 
to the telephone company or common carri¬ 
ers, or through privately owned equipment. 

DS I (digital signal, level I). Some carriers 
may refer to T-l as a facility or “high-
cap,” because it handles high-capacity cir¬ 
cuits. AT&T’s tradename is “Acunet 1.5.” 
Other names include T-span or T1 pipe. 

Technically, T-l is a high-speed channel 
that operates at 1.554 Mbps to transmit 
signals from up to 24 inputs over one 
facility. These inputs can include any 
combination of voice, facsimile, data or 

HARRISBURG, Pa. Broadcast 
engineers are frequently called on 
to procure telecommunications ser¬ 
vices from the telephone company. 
In the old days, this usually 

meant ordering equalized lines or 
local service. Nowadays, there are 
a host of options to choose from, 
including GlobeSpan, ISDN, T1 
and fractional Tl. While it is not 
necessary to understand the 
details of these services to talk to 
telephone salespeople, it helps to 
speak the language. 
This month we begin a brief 

introduction to T-l technology, in 
hopes of breaking down the lan¬ 
guage barrier between telco and 
broadcast folks. 
Although T-l has only been a 

popular buzzword in recent years, 
it has its origins in 1963. It was 

You may be wondering how all this can be 
accomplished with existing twisted pair. Re¬ 
searchers at Bell Labs discovered that if the 
terminating impedance was reduced to 100 
W, and repeaters were installed every 6,000 
feet, the data stream coming off the far end 
would be identical to that at the input. 
There are limitations to how far a T-l sig¬ 

nal can go on twisted pair. There is a max¬ 
imum limit of 50 repeaters, for a top limit 
of 50 miles. DS1 signals can be multi¬ 
plexed together into higher rate signals 
that can be sent over “faster medium.” 
Although T-l is about all you’ll encounter 
in the field, Table 1 compares standards 
for digital transmission. 
Did I say that a T- 1 data stream output 

was identical to the input? Well, almost. We 
live in an imperfect world, and some errors 
do creep in. T-l delivers 95-percent error-
free seconds. That works out to an equiva¬ 
lent bit error rate of better than 10-6. And 
speaking of reliability, T- 1 circuits are spec¬ 
ified as available 99.7 percent of the time. 
There are standards that define how infor¬ 

mation is packaged and sent over a T-l 
line. The basic unit is called a frame. Each 
frame is 193 bits long, and comprised of 
192 data or voice bits and one framing bit. 
Framing bits are used for synchroniza¬ 

tion and identifying which frames carry 
signaling information. Figure 3 shows 
such a frame. 
Twelve frames can be combined to form 

a superframe. This is the AT&T standard 
for transmitting information over a T-l 
link. Each of the 12 frames has a framing 
bit. Six are used for synchronization and 
six contain signalling information. All 12 
framing bits together identify the pattern 
as a superframe. Figure 2 illustrates the 
data stream of a superframe. 
The cost of digital services varies widely, 

but it averages to be about the same for a 
stereo pair and a control circuit. The trend 

video. It is a full duplex service, meaning 
signals can flow both ways. Figure 1 
shows a simplified T-l circuit. 
Each channel operates at 64 kbps and is 

time-division multiplexed with the other 
23 channels to create the T-l (DS1) data 
stream. Each of these 64 kbit signals is 
known as a DS0 channel. This time-divi¬ 
sion multiplexing works to assign succes¬ 
sive bit times to each of the 24 channels, 
and thus the composite signal. If the 64 
kbps of each channel is multiplied by 24, 
the result is 1.536 Mbps. An additional 8 

originally developed by AT&T as a digital 
terrestrial service, hence the name T-1. 
To make things complicated, there are 

other names for T- 1 service. It may also be 
referred to by its data stream specification, 

Providers! 
18.000+ readers. Reach Radio Station and 

is for prices to continue dropping. There 
are advantages to a digital studio to trans¬ 
mitter link in addition to audio quality. 
Remember that T-l service is full duplex, 

meaning that feeds from satellite and RPU 
receivers may be returned over the same 
line. Put in this light, the cost differential 
may be even more attractive. 

□ □ □ 
Tom Vernon divides his time between 

consulting and completion of a Ph.D. You 
can e-mail Tom at tlvernon@aol.com or 
call (717) 367-5595. 

Table 1 Comparison of Digital Standards 

- 1 DSO 
- 2 DSO 
- 3 DSO 
- 4 DSO 
- 5 DSO 
- 6 DSO 
- 7 DSO 
- 8 DSO 
- 9 DSO 
-10 DSO 
-11 DSO 
-12 DSO 
-13 DSO 
-14 DSO 
-15DSO 
-16 DSO 
-17 DSO 
-18 DSO 
-19 DSO 
-20 DSO 
-21 DSO 
-22 DSO 
-23 DSO 
-24 DSO 

DSO1 -
DSO 2 -
DSO 3 -
DSO 4 -
DSO 5 -
DSO 6 -
DSO 7 -
DSO 8 -
DSO 9 -
DSO 10-
DSO 11-
DSO 12-
DSO 13-
DSO 14-
DSO 15-
DSO 16-
DSO 17-
DSO 18-
DSO 19-
DSO 20-
DSO 21-
DSO 22-
DSO 23-
DSO 24-
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voice Signal Level Bit Rate 

Equivalent 
circuits 

T1 
T2 
T3 
T4 

DS-1 
DS-2 
DS-3 
DS-4 

1.544 Mbps 
6.312 Mbps 

44.736 Mbps 
274.176 Mbps 

24 
96 

672 
4032 



Harris Senior Scientist Hilmer Swanson recently discovered 
that there are Harris digital FM exciters on the six unfrozen 
continents of the earth, creating a virtual ring. Many people 
still don't know that DIGIT™ is the only truly field proven 
digital FM exciter in the world. 

The fact is, over 500 DIGITS are in service and over 200 are 
equipped with digital inputs. No other digital FM exciter on 
earth has such wide acceptance. 

Other DIGIT™ discoveries... 

• DIGIT™ is the established World Standard Digital FM Exciter. 

• DIGIT™ reliability is backed by a three year warranty. 
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for maximum loudness and clarity. 
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Design a Basic Meter 
> continued from page 31 

circuit. With a low input level, LED 2 is 
off. As the input voltage increases, LED 
2 turns on and first glows green, then yel¬ 
low, and finally red. 
Resistor RIO and 2.5 V precision 

voltage reference IC4 provide a refer¬ 
ence that is further subdivided by 
resistors R I I, R12, R 13 and R14. This 
chain of resistors creates three differ¬ 
ent reference voltages that set the volt¬ 
age thresholds for the three LED col¬ 
ors. These reference voltages are fed 
to the three comparators along with 
the input signal. Notice that the input 
signal is connected to the inverting 
input of one comparator and to the 
noninverting input of the other two 
comparators. 
The output of these comparators is then 

connected to LED 2. If the output of all 
of the comparators is floating, the red and 
green LEDs in the tri-color LED are 
biased on by R15 and RI6, causing LED 
2 to glow yellow. However, if the output 
of a comparator is internally grounded, 
the connected color element will be 
pulled below 2 V and the element will 
turn off. 
The comparator reference voltages are 

set so that reference Vy is twice as large 
as Vg and reference Vr is twice as large 
as Vy. This power-of-two relationship is 
commonly found in audio electronics. 
The reference voltages are: Vr=l.26, 
Vy=0.63 and Vg=0.32. 

To set the gain level of the amplifier, 
connect the input to the output of the 
averager circuit. As with the previous lev¬ 
el indicator, apply a maximum-level sig¬ 
nal to the input of the averager, and 
reduce the level to allow for headroom. 
Then adjust R2 in the averager until LED 
2 just turns red. Now slowly reduce the 
audio input signal level at the input to the 
amplifier. LED 2 should change in 
sequence from red to yellow, then to 
green and finally to off. 
The third solid-state level indicator con¬ 

sists of a string of IO LEDs in one pack¬ 
age. With a low-level signal input, all 
LEDs are off. As the signal level increas¬ 
es, more LEDs light up until finally all 
IO are turned on to indicate maximum 
level. 
The heart of this circuit is the National 

Semiconductor LM3915. Internally, this 
IC is similar to the tri-color LED circuit. 
The LM3915 contains a precision voltage 
reference, resistor divider chain and IO 
comparators to drive the LEDs without 
the need for separate resistors, and logic 
to select either a bargraph or a moving 
dot display. 
The selection of the most appropriate 

LED level indicator depends on your 
individual requirements. If all you need is 
indication of an impending overload, or if 
space is scarce, the single LED circuit 
works just fine. If you require more 
information, consider the tri-color or 10-
LED indicator. 

Add a touch of professionalism to your 
next project with an LED level indicator. 

□ 
Jim Somich is a radio broadcast 

Mackie 

1202-VLZ 
► continued from page 16 

and the 1202-VLZ makes a fine com¬ 
panion when setting up a first-time 
studio or backup multitrack produc¬ 
tion booth. 
If you have a new ISDN codec for 

remotes, the 1202 makes a nifty little 
on-site mixer for mies and music 
sources. It can take a little knockaround 
treatment in the remote kit. 

Well written 
It is hard to find fault with the Mackie 
1202-VLZ. The manual is well-written 
and illustrated and is peppered with 
humorous references. 
What other company not only 

encourages hacking but shows you 
how, with circuit diagrams and 
instructions? Mackie walks you 
through the process from opening the 
case to which printed circuit traces 
you should cut. 
I suppose I could wish for more input 

channels. A set of linear faders instead 
of rotary pots would have been nice, 
too. Mackie beat me to it and built 
another mixer — the 1404-VLZ — 

engineering consultant and president of 
MicroCon Systems Ltd., a manufacturer 
of broadcast equipment. He can be 
reached at (216) 546-0967. 

with those very features. 
I would like to have seen a separate 

LED meter tree for Alt busses 3 and 4 to 
monitor actual four-track work. And 
those knobs are awfully tiny for serious 
and intensive radio production. 
A side interest of mine is field 

recording. If Mackie whips up a low-
drain battery-powered location mixer 
for film, video or high-quality sam¬ 
pling, it would find clientele ready and 
waiting. If it ever decided to build an 
on-air broadcast console, stand back. 
Greg Mackie's little baby is growing 

up very nicely. At $429 list, the 1202-
VLZ is embarrassingly inexpensive 
and an exceptionally fine little mixer. 

Product Capsule: Mackie 
Designs 1202-VLZ Mixer 

Thumbs Up 
/ New features 
/ Three-band EQ 
/ Price/performance 

ratio 
/ Construction 

Thumbs 
Down 

/ No LED meter for 
ALT channel 

For more information, contact Mackie Designs at 

(800) 898-3211 or circle Reader Service 144. 
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Old Ways To Take Simple Measurements 
by W.C. Alexander 

DALLAS We take the Operating 
Impedance Bridge and the data it gives us 
for granted these days. By just inserting the 
OIB into an RF circuit under test, this handy 
little device gives us the load resistance and 
reactance. It also gives us the standing wave 
ratio (SWR) at that point in the circuit. 

Simple adjustment 
With a nondirectional AM antenna, adjust¬ 

ment of the LTU or ATU is simple. Insert the 
OIB at the end of the transmission line, read 
the resistance and reactance on the dials, 
then by trial and error, adjust the Tee- or L-
network for 50-ohms resistance and no reac¬ 
tance (or whatever the desired load imped¬ 
ance). Takes just a few minutes. 
In a directional array, the OIB is inserted 

at the driving point, i.e., the point where the 
tower connects to the ATU or LTU. The 
transmitter is turned on and the phasor 
adjusted for the proper array parameters on 
the antenna monitor. This is done because 
there is an insertion effect caused by the 
insertion of the OIB into the circuit. 
Sometimes the insertion effect is pro¬ 
nounced, sometimes it is hardly noticeable. 
Once the antenna monitor indicates the 
proper parameters, the resistance and reac¬ 
tance are read on the dials, corrected for 
frequency and used to recalculate the ATU 
or LTU network leg values. Simple. 
There was a time, though, when simple 

measurements such as these were much 
more difficult and less accurate. The OIB 
that we know and love was not available 
until the late 1950s and did not come into 
common use until the early 1960s. Before 
the OIB was available, engineers had to 
use other methods of determining the resis¬ 
tance and reactance of a driving point or 
other load under power. 

Methods 
Low-level impedance bridges were used, 

but they had several disadvantages: First, 
measurements had to be made at very low 
power. Measurements had to be made with 
the load under measurement disconnected 
from its driving source. Finally, there was 
no means of determining the stability of 
the load impedance being measured with 
varying input or over a period of time. 
Sometimes impedance measurements of 

those days were little more than educated 
guesses. There was one method, however, 
that was in common use way back when. It 
was known as the three-ammeter method 
of power measurement. Here is a quick 
sketch of how it worked. 
The first of three thermocouple RF 

ammeters, Ml, was inserted in series with 
the circuit under test close to the driving 
source. Another meter (M2), this one 
shunted across the load, was connected 
downstream of the first ammeter and in 
series with a capacitor of known value to 
ground. The third ammeter (M3) was con¬ 
nected in series with the circuit under test 
on the load side of the shunt ammeter. The 
three ammeters formed a T, with their 
arrangement resembling that of a conven¬ 
tional T-network. 
With the three ammeters connected, pow¬ 

er was applied to the circuit and the cur¬ 
rents in the three ammeters were read and 
noted. The load-side ammeter, M3, mea¬ 
sured the current in the unknown load Z. 
The shunt ammeter, M2, (in series with the 
capacitor) gave the value of the source 

voltage E, because E=I2XC. 
From these two meter readings and the 

value of XC, the absolute value of Z 
could be determined: Z = E/I3 = I2XC/I3 
= XC/I3I2. The source-side ammeter, 
Ml, was used in conjunction with the 
other two meters to determine the rela¬ 
tionship between load resistance R and 
reactance X. Because, when added vec-
torially, 12 and 13 must always equal II, 
it was possible to determine the angles 
between the three current vectors. 
I won’t bore you with all the math neces¬ 

sary to extract this — I do that enough 
from time to time in other Feed Line fea¬ 
tures — it is enough for you to understand 

that it can be done. It would occur to me 
that with the advent of the programmable 
pocket calculator, extracting the values of 
R and X would have become easy using 
the three-meter method. With the OIB 
available, though, why bother? 
The results obtained using the three-

ammeter method were remarkably accu¬ 
rate for the day and age in which the 
method was used. It was the best they 
could do at the time and those who rou¬ 
tinely used that method no doubt became 
quite proficient at it. 
With the R and X known, the engineers of 

that day were able to compute the ATU 
or LTU leg values needed to match the 

transmission line impedance to the load 
while maintaining the needed phase shift. 
This was little different from the procedures 
we use today, with the main difference being 
those engineers used mechanical slide rules. 
(I still have one around here someplace!) 
Another technique used in the pre-OIB 

days to match a transmission line to a load 
used two RF ammeters — one on the input 
side of the line and one on the load side of 
the line. The ATU or LTU network was 
adjusted so that the transmission line input 
and output currents were as nearly the 
same as possible while maintaining the 
needed network phase shift. 

continued on page 48 ► 
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Drama Radio Still Thrills Audiences 
nalia typical of the ’30s and ’40s stage. 
But although the stage is vintage radio 
drama, the recording techniques and 
equipment are not. 
French uses digital Sony MiniDiscs to 

by Dee McVicker 

PHOENIX It appears drama radio is not 
dead after all. If you have written it off, 
you could very well miss the second act. 
So it seemed recently when 135 stations 

changed the script entirely 
on this old radio genre by 
snatching up “Imagination 
Theater” within a matter of 
weeks. 

“In all my years at 
Westwood One, I’ve never 
had a program that cleared 
so many stations so quick¬ 
ly,” said Tim McDonald, 
previously with Westwood 
One but now with 
TransMedia of San 
Francisco, which began 
syndicating the two half¬ 
hour mystery and science 
fiction dramas in March. 
“Imagination Theater” is 

one of the few radio dra¬ 
ma shows being produced 
commercially today. It is 
known for such yarns as 
the adventures of Harry 
Niles, a private detective who doesn’t 
always win the case; and its contempo¬ 
rary, fast-moving science fiction stories. 
The mastermind of writer/producer Jim 

French, a veteran radio personality who 

commercial following in the Seattle market. 
Known there as the “KIRO Mystery 

Playhouse,” it has been on the air on 
Seattle’s KIRO(AM) most Saturday and 
Sunday nights from 9 to 10 p.m. for 10 
years. Prior to that, it had been aired on 

KVI(AM), also in Seattle. Now the flag¬ 
ship station for the syndication of 
“Imagination Theater.” KIRO recently 
netted an 1 1.7 share, again positioning it 
as the No. 1 spot on the dial Saturday and 

country, having been picked up under a 
standard exclusive barter agreement. On 
March 17, TransMedia, along with spon¬ 
sors Valu-Rite and Schering Plough 
Pharmaceuticals, delivered "Imagination 
Theater” to listeners tuning into at least 135 

stations, including power¬ 
houses WCCO, WGN, 
KSL and KEX. 
"To get those kind of sta¬ 

tions right off the bat, 
that’s a testament to the 
value of radio drama and 
the value of this particular 
show,” said David Adams, 
executive producer and 
announcer with 
TransMedia, who had rec¬ 
ognized the popularity of 
contemporary drama when 
TransMedia sponsored 
Halloween and Christmas 
specials four years ago. 

Several years prior, 
actors in the Bay Area 
tried to resurrect radio 
drama but because of the 
expense involved and the 
lack of good scripts, they 

abandoned their ventures. Still, feedback 
from stations and listeners indicated to 
those at TransMedia that radio drama was 
indeed alive and well. 
Unfortunately, said Adams, the cost of 

producing dramas and the unwillingness 
of advertisers to pay for those productions 
continued to preclude the introduction of 
drama radio into TransMedia’s syn¬ 
dication lineup. Until, that is, an arti¬ 
cle appeared in RW last year regard¬ 
ing the then “KIRO Mystery 
Playhouse.” Adams and McDonald 
spied it immediately as being a 
viable, cost-effective show to add to 
its syndication lineup, which includ¬ 
ed at the time its “Point of Law” pro¬ 
gram. a “People's Court" for radio 
listeners. 
Particularly appealing was that unlike 

other dramas, the show is recorded 
from the local Seattle Museum of 
History and Industry, filling up the 400-
seat Radio City Music-like auditorium 
with devoted drama enthusiasts who 
come as much for the sound effects and 
Hollywood talent as they do the drama. 
Moreover, unlike the majority of non¬ 

commercial drama productions on public 
radio, the show is acted out by union 
actors and actresses under contract with 
the American Federation of Television 
and Radio Artists (AFTRA) union. Harry 
Anderson, Tom Smothers, John Aston 
and Patty Duke are among the name tal¬ 
ent that make appearances on 
“Imagination Theater.” 
Adding to the excitement, actors and 

sound personnel create all the sound 
effects and music live on a Foley stage, 
complete with all the effects parapher-

prerecord special effects, such as airplane 
sounds overhead, and the same medium 
for post production and to download the 
final digital production onto the KIRO 
computer hard drive. 
Ironically, the new digital mediums 

could bring radio production full circle. 
“When radio drama began, everything 

was broadcast on the air live. We were 
able to go back to that style on New 
Year’s, because we found that with the 
new equipment, we can record as we go,” 
said French. Other aspects of the show 
will likely remain contemporary. 
“We talk about current settings, the 

World Wide Web. It’s up-to-date, contem¬ 
porary and people can identify with it,” 
said Adams, attributing this in part to the 
show's syndication success. 
“The idea that radio drama is dead in a 

lot of people’s minds is because for the 
past 40 years, it has been reruns of old 
shows ... the situations, scripting and 
style of acting, and the language used, it 
definitely comes off as old,” he said. 
Recognizing the viability of contempo¬ 

rary radio drama acted by professionals 
and produced live by a paying audience 
instead of produced under the studio 
clock, Adams and McDonald decided to 
give the show its best efforts at syndica¬ 
tion, beating out another syndicator who 
was also interested in the program. 
They were pleasantly surprised at the 

immediate response from the 135 stations 
interested in airing the dramas. For his 
part, French was ecstatic that the radio 

market so openly embraced his murder 
mysteries and science fiction. 
“I don’t know what to expect, really. 

And right now it’s too early to see what 
the impact will be around the country, but 
I think it will be favorable,” he said. 
French is confident, as are the folks at 
TransMedia, that there will be thousands 
more tuning into the show every week to 
hear what will happen next. 

□ □□ 
Dee McVicker is a free-lance writer who 

lives in the Phoenix area. She can be 
reached at (602) 545-7363 or via e-mail at 
roots @ primen et. com 
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Avoid Chancy Office Romances 
by Sue Jones 

BURKE, Va. Whenever men and 
women work together, sexual attraction is 
part of the workday. Just about everyone 
has observed work environment romances 
or perhaps been involved in them. 
Arguments could be made that co-work¬ 

ers are potential life mates as well as any¬ 
one else one may meet in another setting. 
After all, where else could one so easily 
observe how a person handles stress, 
problems and success? 
You might also be able to think of sever¬ 

al office romances that led to marriage. If 
not marriage, you reason, it could help 
you advance your career if the romance is 
with the boss or influential business rela¬ 
tionship. So what is the big deal? It just 
seems to be the natural thing to do if the 
situation presents itself. 

Adrenalin and emotions 
It is true that co-workers get to know each 
other very well. Activities such as achiev¬ 
ing a long sought goal, coordinating as an 
on-air talent team, working and meeting 
impossible deadlines and supporting each 
other for special assignments often 
involving long and unusual hours lend 
themselves to soul mate understandings 
that are full of adrenalin and emotions. 
The strong work intensity that two may 

share should not be confused with 
romance and sexual intimacy. They are 
two different sets of emotions. Success 
on the job is usually an artificial stimu¬ 
lant — and it usually lasts about as long 
or until the next challenge presents itself. 
Other factors can come into play as 

well. Sometimes the taboo of getting 
involved with a supervisor or a married 
partner can make the atmosphere even 
more exciting and stimulating. Perhaps 
the person of your affection happens to 
have the looks and most of the qualities 
highest on your desire list. You may feel 
uncontrollably attracted to him or her. 
Maybe you are just interested to see if 
you can capture the prey. 
You may not be able to deny or ignore 

attraction to a co-worker or client. 
However, you do not have to act on it. 
You would not yell at your boss because 
he or she was not impressed with your 
on-air performance, the report that you 
just completed or your sales goal figures 
for the past month. Managing your emo¬ 
tions and feelings can be crucial to your 
career survival and success. 
Office liaisons today may be more dan¬ 

gerous than ever. Affairs can wreck not 
only marriages but careers (emphasize 
more than one career) as well. Several 
problems can stem from just one work¬ 
place romance. 
In the past, only the woman risked los¬ 

ing her job if the affair did not work out. 
In today’s work environment, sexual 
harassment charges are increasing. Many 
of these charges come from employees 
who have been seduced and abandoned 
by a co-worker. Management is increas¬ 
ingly holding men accountable for what 
is seen as a lack of good judgment. 

Hostile feelings 
Even if the sexual harassment charge is 
proven to be false, the additional burden 
it places on management to investigate 
the charge and defend the facts in court 
absorbs enormous amounts of time, ener¬ 

gy and money resources. Given a choice 
for promotion, management would opt 
for someone untainted with judgment 
errors and one who would not create 
unneeded problems for the station/owner. 
Even if there are no sexual harassment 

charges involved in a failed relationship, 
working together with wounded or hostile 
feelings is next to impossible. Imagine, for 
instance, a highly rated on-air team that 
emanated entertainment energy whose 
romance turned sour. That energy may 
become explosive or flat, which would 
send the ratings into a tail spin — a pro¬ 
fessional disaster for the two involved and 
a major problem for management. 

If a relationship with a person who is 
outside your work environment does not 
work out, you can immerse yourself in 
your job as you rebuild your life. 
However, there is no escape at the station 
if your former love works there as well. 
If the relationship ends unhappily, you 

may reason that you can handle it. After 
all, you are both mature adults. You may 
discover, much to your embarrassment, 
that your rejected love has no integrity 
about keeping the intimate details of your 
relationship confidential. 
He or she may tell everyone at the station 

who will listen his or her version of the 
excruciating details of what went wrong 

with your relationship. By the time you 
hear the stories through the grapevine, the 
damage is done and has added insult to 
injury. Being civil to someone under 
these circumstances could test the 
demeanor of a saint. Working with the for¬ 
mer love and others at the station after 
everyone knows the sordid details may be 
more humiliating than you can imagine. 
Your only way to preserve some dignity 
may be to find another job or ask for a 
transfer, if that is possible. 
Asking for a transfer creates a manage¬ 

ment headache and does nothing to 
enhance your career. During the new job 
or transfer search, your love life is shot 
and your working life will be miserable. 
Keep in mind, management has plenty of 

daily business problems to resolve. The 
last thing a general manager needs is to 

continued on page 44 ► 
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ROOTS OF RADIO handled both teams, and did a pretty good 

Early Baseball No Walk in the Park 
by Richard O'Donnell 

Babe Ruth 

■■■■■■ 
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know how long that will run. Mostly, it 
depends on how many relief pitchers are 
used by the crafty managers in their battle 
of wits. A new relief pitcher usually kills 
about 10 minutes just getting ready, and 
some of them are only in there to toss one 
pitch, after which another rescue hurler 
may waste 10 minutes more before getting 
to work. Some games can take an eternity, 
if enough relievers are available. 

In Boston we had Fred Hoey, and later 
Jim Britt who did those solo performances. 
Later, the color guys came aboard. They 
included Leo Egan, Bump Hadley and Tom 
Hussey. By the time Curt Gowdy hit town, 
he had Ned Martin, any spare sports writers 
who were handy and even comedian Danny 
Kaye to help him with the games. 

PORT RICHEY, Fla Play ball! 
Nowadays, baseball games last a lot 
longer on the radio than they did in the 
good old days. 
First off, there is a half-hour program, 

during which the sportscasters fill you in 
on what happened yesterday, give you an 
idea of what’s on tap for today, comment 
on the weather and condition of the field 
and interview a few notables. In some 
cities, this happening can be stretched out 
to an hour, if needed. 
Then there is the game itself. You never 

In my town, there were two teams back 
in the ’30s and for most of the ’40s. 
Boston had both the Red Sox and the 
Braves — who headed for other parts after 
the second world war. 
Following their games was an experi¬ 

ence today’s listeners might not want to 
endure. The games went on the air at 
three o’clock sharp, precisely when the 
very first pitch was headed for home. The 
only announcer on hand got tangled 
tongue trying to fill you in on who was 
pitching, who was playing where and 
who was at bat, as well as the names of 
the umpires. The poor guy was exhausted 
by the time the first half-inning was over. 

In the beginning 
But in the beginning, we had Fred Hoey, 

and he wore out his tonsils telling you 
about the games. Only home games were 
aired. The Red Sox dominated for a week 
or 10 days, then hit the road, and the 
Braves took over for a while. Fred Hoey 

Pre- and post-
Then there is the show after the game, 

during which the sportscasters tell you all 
about what happened during the long run¬ 
ning game you have just heard. They also 
tell you the scores of other games, fill you 
in on what’s next on the old schedule, and 
grab an interview with the batboy, or some 
other individual who figured prominently 
in the game that day. 
When all is said and done, the idea is to 

get as many commercials in as possible. 
Games are expensive to broadcast today, 
and those commercials foot the bill. The 
more the merrier. So be it. 
During the early years of radio, baseball 

had trouble sticking its nose in the door. In 
those days, everything had to be on time. 
If a program was due on at a certain time, 
and the game was still in progress, fans 
sitting close to their radios were stuck 
with the regularly scheduled show, and 
often did not learn the final score, until 
they read it in the next day’s newspapers. 
Babe Ruth might have slugged a game¬ 
winning homer and it would be hours 
before his fans were aware of the fact. 

Practice/Heip 
These keys allow 
training and practice 
without interrupting 
the broadcast 
in progress. 

"User-definable 
'Event' and 
'Location' keys" 
These keys guide the 
operator through the 
encoding process and 
allow fast and easy 
required weekly tests. 

User-friendly 
programmable 
front panel 
Large, easy-to-use 
lighted keys are as 
easy to use as your 
familiar bank ATM. 

job, all things considered. 
The sponsors had a tough time getting a 

word in edgewise. They could only sell 
their products between innings. These 
sponsors sold products that appealed to 
men. It was felt women had little, if any, 
interest in listening to a ball game. Beer, 
cigars, cigarettes and haberdasheries were 
sold over the airwaves. Also cars, because, 
at the time, men were supposed to be the 
only ones who knew how to drive those 
magnificent machines. 
Scores of games in other towns were 

given every three innings, if the teletype 
was working. There were only eight 
teams in each league, so there weren’t too 
many scores available. 
In Boston, the games were aired over 

WAAB, which later became WNAC. At 
continued on page 44 ► 
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Choose between News and Privacy 
by Jerry Woods 

LOS ANGELES When covering news 
or just mentioning a private individual on 
the air, many radio personalities do not 
give their coverage a second thought. 
Then the phone rings and an irate listener 
asks for the management or a letter 
comes threatening legal action against 
your station. 
Are you prepared for someone to accuse 

your station of invading his or her priva¬ 
cy? What would you do if it happened? 

Right to know 
For a long time, privacy has been an 

issue relegated to college classes on jour¬ 
nalistic ethics. All 50 states have statutes 
involving privacy and the broadcast 
media. No two of those statutes are the 
same. The issue of privacy continues to 
evolve and it is an issue that can cost 
money and your reputation. 
News people from all media sources 

have long taken a traditional approach to 
privacy that says if it is news, then peo¬ 
ple have a right to know. That approach is 
consistent in radio as well. 

Our interest isn t in protecting the indi¬ 
vidual s privacy. It s our job to get as 
much information as possible and convey 
that information to the public, said 
Doug Esser of the Associated Press 
Seattle bureau. 
While this is a view many broadcasters 

cling to tenaciously, failing to at least 
adjust it could be costly to your station. 
The goal is to find the middle ground 
where broadcasters do not have to restrict 
their freedom of speech yet do not jeop¬ 
ardize the privacy of individuals. 
Supreme Court Justices Samuel Warren 

and Louis Brandeis first addressed the 
issue of privacy around the turn of the 
century in the Harvard Law Review. They 
wrote A person who unreasonably 

and seriously interferes with another s 
interest in not having his affairs known to 
others ... is liable to another. 
Since then, many cases involving radio 

have faced civil actions in courts in all 50 
states. Because privacy is dealt with dif¬ 
ferently in every state, it is important for 
broadcasters to examine potential prob¬ 
lems that a careless phrase spoken on the 
air about a private individual could 
cause. 
Talk show hosts and DJs have had their 

own scrapes with privacy issues. 
However, the news sector of radio works 
quite a bit differently. In recent history, 
not too many air personalities involved 
primarily in news have faced civil action 
involving privacy. 

I received a call from the man s wife who 
threatened to take action against my station. 
After offering to interview her and 

assuring her that I was interested in pre¬ 
senting a balanced view of the story, she 
thanked me and ended the conversation. 
What started as a touchy situation turned 
into a fairly amicable one. This is proof 
that avoiding a privacy conflict can be as 
simple as hearing the involved party out. 

Guidelines 
While there will always be those listen¬ 

ers who are never satisfied with your sta¬ 
tion, there are some steps you can take to 
help protect yourself and keep com¬ 
plaints to a minimum. Most leading sta¬ 
tions and networks produce their own 

Our interest isn't in protecting the 
individual's privacy. It's our job to get 
as much information as possible and 
convey that information to the public. 

— Doug Esser 
Associated Press, Seattle 

News is construed to be truth, and truth 
is considered an absolute defense against 
any type of suit. Still, your station can be 
placed in a very negative light if it 
appears to be picking on Joe or Jane 
Average without good cause. 
I had the opportunity to face this type of 

situation at KGTS(FM) in Walla Walla, 
Wash. In May 1993, I did a follow-up 
story on a man being sentenced for inten¬ 
tionally starting a forest fire in the sum¬ 
mer of 1992. 
I quoted the local newspaper in part of 

the story regarding the man s mental 
health. Soon after finishing my newscast, 

protocol manuals for news people, but 
anyone could benefit from reading the 
guidelines on reporting. 
Most seasoned air talents agree that it is 

a good idea to keep some guidelines 
regarding privacy in mind. Bill Lorin, the 
Orange County correspondent for 
KNX(AM) in Los Angeles, suggested 
taking only information most relevant to 
your story and making sure it is attrib¬ 
uted carefully to the proper sources. He 
said most of the time when someone 
requests anonymity, you can use his or 
her information to find someone else 
to confirm your story. This can avoid 

conflicts about what was said on or off 
the record. 

You need to have consideration for 
everyone involved in your broadcasts, but 
don t get sidetracked from your story, 
said Lorin. 
At San Diego s KCEO(AM), a talk-for¬ 

mat station, the policy is to call anyone 
the station plans to discuss before the 
broadcast. 
Program director John Van Zante said 

individuals who are discussed on a pro¬ 
gram are always given opportunities to 
voice their opinions on the air on the 
show in question. He said this eliminates 
many problems. If anyone calls to com¬ 
plain, he can always say, We offered you 
air-time and you didn t take it. 
While no guidelines are all encompass¬ 

ing and nothing can solve all of your pri¬ 
vacy conflicts and complaints, having a 
defined policy can help. 
First, focus on essential details when 

covering news. Second, always remem¬ 
ber to keep your target audience in mind. 
It is what they want to hear that counts. 

Third, if you are expressing strong opin¬ 
ions, be willing to give the other side a 
voice. Fourth, do not give in to the temp¬ 
tation to pander, to hype or morbid 
curiosity. Finally, remember that different 
people have different media tolerances 
and what is OK in Los Angeles may 
cause an uproar in Little Rock, Ark. 
Considering privacy issues does take 

time, but it will pay dividends. 
In worst-case scenarios, it may even 

help you avoid a lawsuit. It will help your 
station build a reputation of integrity and 
bring you positive reactions about being 
a people-friendly station. 
You will be one step closer to the goal 

of serving your community and it could-
n t hurt your bottom line either. 

□ □ □ 
Jerry Woods is a news anchor at the 

Positive Life Radio Network in the 
Northwest. He is currently on sabbatical 
in Southern California. He can be 
reached by fax at (619) 747-8087. 
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And they ’re using Crown transmitters! 

A universally intelligent choice. 

Romance Can Be Risky Business 
their own children. Doctors are not 
allowed to treat their own family mem¬ 
bers. When a manager is emotionally 
involved, he or she will either be too 
lenient with your performance, always 
protecting you or be too harsh so as not 
to appear to be playing favorites. Either 
way, you lose. One thing the staff mem¬ 
ber rarely thinks about when involved in 
an affair with the supervisor is what hap¬ 
pens if the supervisor is no longer 
employed at the station. The protection 
that you enjoyed with the former boss is 
gone. The staff will laugh at you, at best, 
or they may become hostile. The hostili¬ 
ty often is transmitted in derogatory 
comments (truthful or untruthful) to the 

will be resentful. This resentment will be 
even greater if you are promoted to a 
position over other more experienced and 
qualified staff members. 
Your skills will be immediately attacked. 

Staff members will openly discuss whether 
your newly elevated status is a result of 
bedroom skills instead of your improving 
business/broadcasting talent. Your relation¬ 
ship with your co-workers will become 
estranged. They will no longer trust you 
with information about the station and con¬ 
fidences they may have shared with you in 
the past, for fear that you will pass it along 
to your new sweetheart. 
Emotional involvement clouds objectiv¬ 

ity. Teachers are not permitted to teach 

Double trouble 
Engaging in an affair with the manage¬ 

ment carries all of the above potential 
problems plus more. Most likely, you 
will be given preferential treatment dur¬ 
ing the upswing of the relationship. This 
favored status will be immediately 
noticed by the rest of the staff and many 

> continued from page 39 

untangle the problems of an office 
romance and the impact it has on station 
operation and performance. If your are the 
cause of this type of problem, your promo¬ 
tion potential drops drastically, if you man¬ 
age to keep your job. You have unwittingly 
added to the management’s problems. 

Fully integrated and intuitive FM transmitter 
products as close as your broadcast dealer. 

1718 W. Mishawaka Road, PO Box 1000, Elkhart, IN 46515-1000 
Phone: 800-294-8050; Fax: 219-294-8222 

Intelligent life 
discovered! 

ft^CrOLUFI 
V—J broadcast 

May 15, 1996 

new manager, influencing the perception 
of your abilities. This could be malicious 
enough to set you up for dismissal. 
Look at work environment romances 

from another perspective; you will natu¬ 
rally make some mistakes in your posi¬ 
tion by not being careful enough, through 
dumb luck, by not knowing the correct 
thing to do or because of circumstances 
beyond your control. Engaging in these 
types of liaisons guarantees the potential 
for problems. Controlling your attraction 
in the work place can eliminate one 
career busting problem for you. 
Next time I will discuss the way you 

can protect yourself and avoid these 
types of situations. 

□ □ □ 
Sue Jones is a principal in Bisset 

Communications, a communications man¬ 
agement firm located in the Washington, 
D.C. area. She can be reached at (703) 
503-4999. 

Baseball 
On the Air 
► continued from page 4 1 

exactly 5:15. “Superman” came on, 
followed by “Captain Midnight” and 
“Tom Mix.” During the winter, when 
there were no games, they were great 
listening. During the summertime, if 
you were tuned to the baseball game, 
you grew to hate poor Superman. 
Ted Williams could have been at bat. 

Bob Feller pitching, and the pennant at 
stake. It didn’t matter. At 5:15, 
"Superman” went on. That meant the 
game went off. You were left waiting 
for the next pitch to be tossed. 
Later on, at 6:15, on the same station, 

after the news, there was a sports show 
with Fred Hoey, or Jim Britt, and you 
finally were able to learn what hap¬ 
pened. If you missed the sports show, 
you had to wait for the newspapers. 

A matter of style 
Then there were those “telegraphic 

recreations” of road games, when the 
local games were rained out. Say the 
Braves game was called off, and the Red 
Sox were visiting the Yankees. Naturally, 
there was an audience for the New York 
contest, but in those days, live games on 
the road, in my town, were banned. 
Jim Britt and Tom Hussey would sit 

in a studio with a Western Union chap 
who knew Morse Code. Pitch by pitch, 
the game would be teletyped into our 
area. Britt and Hussey would try to 
make the game as lively as they could 
and that was a task with that teletype 
clattering away in the background. 
Also, a lot depended on the dramatic 

ability of the announcers. If your 
announcer was a frustrated actor, or had 
a sense of the dramatic, the telegraphic 
shows might not put you to sleep. 
The clicker would sound once or 

twice, and then Britt would say: “Strike 
two. That one was low. and on the cor¬ 
ner. folks. Jimmy Foxx eyed it careful¬ 
ly, then elected to take it. It was a close 
call, and the Foxx gave the umpire a 
dirty look, but didn't say a word.” 
Hussey’s approach was a bit simpler. 

The clicker would sound and Hussey 
would say, “Called strike two." and let 
it go at that. 

continued on page 50 ► 
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INTERNATIONAL UPDATE 

Tapping Potential Ad Dollars in Europe 
Part II of II 

by Frank A. Aycock 

BLAGOEVGRAD, Bulgaria Given 
the oft-cited problems undercutting the 
success of commercial radio in Central 
and Eastern Europe, how can broadcast¬ 
ers and others create a healthy market for 
radio advertising? 
The four major problems facing stations 
— the non-management background of 
station operators, the lack of an aggressive 
sales culture, market saturation and hesi¬ 
tant advertisers — are all real problems, 

but ready solutions are available. 
The first thing to realize is that the mar¬ 

ket saturation effect is largely artificial, 
existing mainly in the minds of owners 
and salespeople. 
Sofia, Bulgaria, for example, has 12 pri¬ 

vate and two government radio stations 
as of summer 1995, for a population of 1 
million to 1.5 million people. Station 
owners were sure the market was com¬ 
pletely saturated and that weak stations 
or stations without major financial back¬ 
ers might have to fold. However, in the 
United States, a city the size of Sofia 
might have 25 or even 30 radio stations, 

The 610 Broadcast Delay knocks out the obscenity! 

The 528E Voice Processor punches up the quality! 
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most of which would be profitable. 
A deeper understanding of market 

potential and possibilities, and how to 
draw upon them for the additional rev¬ 
enue needed by their respective stations, 
is required of station owners. 

Tap small companies 
It is not enough to attempt to sell air¬ 

time to McDonald’s, Coca-Cola, Sprint, 
major banks, corporations and so forth. 
Those clients are helpful, provide income 
and often are willing to pay inflated 
prices. But small and indigenous compa¬ 
nies, which stations believe will not or 
cannot afford to advertise, go untouched 
in each market. 
Furthermore, because all station owners 

want major and Western corporations 
advertising on their stations, the corpora¬ 
tions are able to pick and choose with 
whom they will advertise. Being well 
versed in market competition, these com¬ 
panies select only those stations that can 
deliver, at a reasonable price, a large or 
stable audience of consumers likely to 
purchase their products. 
With the realization that the market sat¬ 

uration effect is artificial, a complex 
series of education plans is needed to 
remedy the problems of revenue genera¬ 
tion for private radio and television sta¬ 
tions in Central Europe. 

Market transition 
When these nations began their transi¬ 

tions to market-based economies, 
experts, consultants and academics 
from the West immediately began to 
develop programs to encourage the 
development of free and independent 
media. Free and independent media was 
viewed as essential to the success of 
each country’s transition. 
Often forgotten in the rush to develop 

Western journalistic practices was the 
fact that a free and independent media 
that did not know how to survive in a 
market situation is an economically 
doomed media. 
The West missed the boat. 
Often, seminars and workshops on the 

revenue side of media were one-shot, 
piecemeal events, with little to no follow 
up and no sustained support. Only recent¬ 
ly have Western organizations focused on 
sound business practices and continuing 
support and follow up with the develop¬ 
ing private stations. 
The end result is that private stations have 

had to struggle to develop economically. 
To address these problems — and to 

ensure the development of a free, inde¬ 
pendent and successful media — an edu¬ 
cational program must be developed to 
train radio station personnel in the mar¬ 
ket-economy survival skills they need. 
Station personnel need immediate 

education in selling and advertising. It 
is not enough to be order-takers; the 
sales force of private radio stations 
must be aggressive. 
They must understand the basics of 

making sales calls, closing sales and 
overcoming client objections — proba¬ 
bly the most important aspect for the 
average radio salesperson. Station per¬ 
sonnel also must understand the impor¬ 
tance of radio to the community and to 
their clients. 
Furthermore, sales personnel must 

understand exactly what advertising on 
their radio stations can mean to potential 
clients. Potential clients in Central 
Europe are inexperienced in using adver¬ 
tising to increase store traffic and sales. 
Sales personnel must be prepared to 
explain in detail the advantages of adver¬ 
tising and of advertising on their station 
in particular. 
Finally, salespeople must understand 

how to “service” a client, being the liai¬ 
son between station and client and pro¬ 
viding clients a face and a name they can 
trust. 

Educate sales team 
Sales managers must be educated in mak¬ 
ing a sales force productive. 
Unfortunately, many station owners are 
also sales managers and they are so over¬ 
burdened with trying to keep revenues 
and expenses at least equal that little time 
is left to guide their sales team. 
Also, stations often have adjunct sales 

personnel, free-lance salespeople who 
make occasional sales for the station in 
exchange for a commission. While such 
adjuncts can lower costs, the practice 
does nothing to build a stable sales force, 
one that clients come to know and trust. 
Furthermore, free-lance salespeople 

often know little more about the station 
they are working for than the average lis¬ 
tener. Therefore, the free-lance salesper¬ 
son is not in a position to address the 
concerns of potential clients or to counsel 
them as to the importance of advertising 
on a particular radio station. 
Finally, there is no one liaison between 

the station and client in the event of a 
problem. The ultimate result of relying 
on free-lance salespeople can be the sta¬ 
tion’s loss of reputation and clients. 
Sales managers also must set prices for 

advertisements that ensure station prof¬ 
itability and these prices must be used 
when salespeople meet with clients. The 
sales initiative must be regained from the 
clients. 

Good product 
Radio stations have a product to sell — 

a good product — and, except in very 
unusual circumstances, they should not 
lower the prestige of a station by accept¬ 
ing whatever a client will offer just to 
make a sale. Leadership is key for sales 
managers. 
Both sales managers and salespeople 

must be creative in developing revenue 
for the station. Salespeople should be 
encouraged to develop new ideas, includ¬ 
ing marketing and promotional ideas that 
combine with advertising. Often, for sta¬ 
tions with the capability, outside broad¬ 
casts from the client’s location are good 
for both the station and the client. 
Finally, salespeople should be encour¬ 

aged to seek out new clients among busi¬ 
nesses that do not ordinarily advertise. 
The constant development of new rev¬ 
enue sources is critical to newly formed 
stations. 
Stations should work to provide oppor¬ 

tunities for new and small businesses to 
advertise. New businesses can become 
long-time, supportive clients to attentive 
stations that help them become estab¬ 
lished in a community. Likewise, small 
businesses can become major businesses 

continued on page 48 ► 
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Simple Measurements 
► continued from page 36 

The term “line balancing” was really a 
misnomer; there was nothing at all bal¬ 
anced about the transmission line. I sup¬ 
pose because the input and output cur¬ 
rents were in balance, the name was 
coined and stuck. 

Take your best guess 
In my travels, I still see many old phasors 
that have RF ammeters for each of the 
transmission lines. At each ATU or LTU, 
there are usually two RF ammeters — 
one for line output current and another 
for base current. With those meters 
always in place, the engineers that kept 
watch over such arrays could keep a 
close eye on the transmission line match. 
There was one other method used in the 

pre-OIB days, one that was used perhaps 
more than any other. I call it the “best 
guess” method, and that is just what it 
was — a guess. The driving point imped¬ 
ance was not exactly known, but some 
assumption about its value was made and 
the ATU or LTU network values were set 
using this assumed driving point imped¬ 
ance. This is, incidentally, the same thing 
we do today as the first step in an array 
setup, although, with the help of 
moment-method analyses, our guesses 
may be a lot closer than they were back 
when. 
Often, nothing beyond the adjustments 

necessary to produce the proper direc¬ 
tional pattern was done to try and match 

the transmission lines to the loads. 
Engineers of that day knew there were 
sometimes horrendous mismatches on the 
transmission lines, and to ensure that the 
lines would not arc over and fail, the size 
and type of lines used was selected to 
provide a large safety margin. 
At MW frequencies, the mismatches 

themselves resulted in very little loss, so 
in a sense the mismatches were accept¬ 
able. There was, no doubt, a negative 
effect on bandwidth, and reactive loads at 
the phasor output surely made the phasor 
controls have unpredictable results. I 
have seen a lot of old phasors where the 

over time, and they do not forget attentive 
stations. But it is not enough to educate 
only the station sales force. Clients them¬ 
selves must also learn the importance and 
benefits of advertising. 
Many business people in Central and 

Eastern Europe do not see the need for 
advertising, do not understand advertising, 
consider advertising a waste of hard-earned 
income or even find the effect of successful 
advertising a fearful proposition. 
In the confusing business regulatory 

climate of Central Europe, small business 
owners may view growth and expansion 

label on the phasor controls had little rela¬ 
tionship to what the control actually did! 
In light of the primitive tools available, 

it is amazing that engineers in the pre-
OIB days were able to make some of the 
complex directional arrays of that era 
work at all! The reality is that many of 
the “old masters” were truly that: masters 
of the antenna art. Some of the best 
working, most stable and best sounding 
directional arrays ever built were suc¬ 
cessfully tuned up and commissioned 
without any means of accurately measur¬ 
ing impedances under operating condi¬ 
tions. This is a real credit to those engi¬ 
neers, and my hat is truly off to them. I 
wish I had even a sprinkling of their 
knowledge and skill. 
Today, we have all kinds of tools at 

in their businesses with a certain amount 
of trepidation. Advertising increases 
store traffic. To stay apace of increased 
traffic, more inventory must be pur¬ 
chased. Increased floor space is needed 
for the increasing inventory and traffic. A 
new building may need to be built. All of 
this means additional costs. 
Why should a person want to take such 

a big risk when a change in the govern¬ 
ment — local, regional or national — 
could suddenly shut a business down, 
leaving large bills and no means to pay 
them, all because the entrepreneur 
appeared too prosperous and a possible 
threat to someone in the government? 

our disposal that the old masters never 
dreamed of. We have the OIB, which, 
perhaps, has made the biggest change 
in AM antenna work to date. We also 
have vector impedance meters, frequen¬ 
cy synthesizers that don’t drift, com¬ 
puters that can very accurately model 
antennas, and digital, direct-ratio 
antenna monitors. 
Makes me wonder what one of those 

antenna wizards could do with all these 
tools at his disposal. Who knows? He 
might chuck ‘em all and hook up three 
ammeters! 

□ □□ 
Cris Alexander is director of engineering 

for Crawford Broadcasting in Dallas. He 
can be reached at (214) 445-1713 or by e-
mai! at 76440.1670@compuserve.com 

This notion may be incomprehensible to 
Western businessmen, however, it is 
within the realm of possibility in some 
parts of Central Europe. 
Successful radio station salespeople 

must overcome these situations. The fears 
and misgivings of potential clients must 
be alleviated, and they must be counter¬ 
balanced by the advantages of business. 
Private radio in Central and Eastern 
Europe is at a critical stage in its develop¬ 
ment. The nations of the region need free 
speech and free media. But free speech 
and free media are only theories when 
private, independent media outlets cannot 
afford to operate. 

□ □ □ 
Frank A. Aycock is associate professor 

of journalism and mass communications 
at the American University in Bulgaria. 

Selling Ads in Europe 
► continued from page 46 

The more you need 
to configure, the 
more you'll figure 
AudioVAULT®. 
Today's radio is changing. You 

need to operate more stations in 
one place, provide for multi¬ 
tasking, manage more studios, 
and do it all while driving costs 
down. You need to reconfigure 
the way you operate, and that's a 
challenge. 
AudioVAULT from Broadcast 

Electronics was designed for 
such a challenge. Unlike other 
digital studio systems, 
AudioVAULT is more. With 
AudioVAULT you can configure 
a custom system that works the 
way you want it to. No 
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predetermined configurations here. 
With AudioVAULT you can 
configure for multiple-workstations, 
reconfigure for live assist, automated, 
completely live formats or a 
combination. No matter how you 
figure it, AudioVAULT fits the way 
you want to operate. 
Figuring out which system is most 

reliable is easy too. AudioVAULT was 
designed by radio professionals at 
Broadcast Electronics. And our 
Customer Service Center will be 
there for you 24 hours a day, 365 
days each year to help you figure 
solutions to your operational 
problems. AudioVAULT was the first 
Windows™-based studio system, so 
it’s the easiest solution for your staff 
to figure out. 
So, if you're trying to figure how 

to reconfigure and save money, 
figure on AudioVAULT. Call a 
Broadcast Electronics digital expert 
today at 217-224-9600, or visit 
AudioVAULT on the web at 
http://www.bdcast.com 
(e-mail: future@bdcast.com). 
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KEYBOARD CONNECTION 

Organize Business Cards on Computer 
by Barry Mishkind 

TUCSON, Ariz. Right now, do me a 
favor and look in your desk drawer. 
What do you see? 

If you are like me, chances are you 
found a bunch of business cards there. 
Try another drawer. More cards? 1 under¬ 
stand. They seem to come from all direc¬ 
tions. And worse yet. I have four cards 
from some folks, and no idea which 
address and phone number is current. 

Get organized 
1 have tried sorting the cards into piles. 

There is one for broadcasting, one for 
computers, one for friends and one for ... 
well, for those I can’t figure out where 
they belong! 
It is all very frustrating, and by the time 

you read this, I will have acquired anoth¬ 
er pile of cards from the NAB show. 
A solution presented itself at last fall’s 

COMDEX computer show. It is the Seiko 
Smart Business Card Reader. This little 
desktop unit plugs right into your parallel 
port (the one your printer uses); there is 
no card to be inserted into your PC. 
The software scans in each business 

card in a couple of seconds. Better yet, an 
OCR (Optical Character Recognition) 
module kicks in and reads the cards, and 
then adds the information to a database 
ready for you to export to most popular 
PIMs (Personal Information Managers). 
Like any OCR system, the Smart 

Business Card Reader is not perfect. A 
sheet packed with the unit explains that 
reversed, angled or curved text, or cards 
with very low contrast will yield poor 
results. However, I found that on well 
over 90 percent of the cards I fed to the 
SBCR, it delivered useable text to the 
database. That last statement bears a bit 
further explanation. 

Minimal typing 
It is one thing to do OCR. The SBCR 

system does more. The software is pro¬ 
grammed to recognize patterns of words 
and numbers. This means the phone 
number is automatically put in the phone 
number field; the address is separated 
into street, city, state and ZIP. In other 
words, you have little typing to do. 
Of course, with so many variations in 

business cards and what is on them, 
sometimes the SBCR is unsure of where 
to put some information. In this instance, 
the user can drag and drop text from one 
field to another while viewing the origi¬ 
nal business card in a window. It is even 
possible to zoom in and double check 
information. 
Among the database features, each card 

can be marked into any of several differ¬ 
ent categories. With them, the search 
function and a set of lettered tabs allow 
you to jump to a section of your card 
stack in an instant. 
The SBCR installation was quick and 

easy, once I figured out that long parallel 
cables are as bad for SBCR scanning as 
long runs of unshielded audio are in your 
studio. Avoid problems by keeping the 
cable attached to the computer port to six 
feet or less. 
Adding a switch box is no problem, and 

allows you to use both card reader and 
printer easily. Seiko also makes a nice 
label printer that allows use of the database 
directly. The printer plugs into a serial port 

on the computer, so there is no interaction 
between it and the card reader. As a result, 
making address labels is a snap. 
There were two software matters that 

caught my attention. As I scanned more 
and more, I noticed many cards used text 
in all capitals. However, the software did 
not have an option to set each word with 

an initial capital and then lower case let¬ 
ters. Perhaps this will be added later. 
Also, I found that once I started scan¬ 

ning cards, the SBCR kept my processor 

usage (as reported under Windows 95) at 
100 percent until I closed the program. 
Using it only to read the database was no 
problem, but you won’t want to leave the 

program in the background all day after 
scanning. 
Are there scams and ripoffs in the on¬ 

line world? Certainly. 
As more and more people go on line 

with the different e-mail and Internet ser¬ 
vices, it becomes important to learn 
about those who pose potential dangers 
to your data, as well as to your privacy or 
financial security. 

“Bandits on the Information 
Superhighway,” by Daniel Barrett 
(O’Reilly & Associates) points out the 
simple precautions that will save you 
from problems with hackers and others 
who might intercept your password or e-
mail, or might try to trick you into help¬ 
ing them gain access to your computer 
account. 
Real life examples and anecdotes will 

continued on page 50 ► 
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Computerize Your Business Cards 
► continued from page 49 

help keep those of you new to the 
Internet from falling victim to the “Make 
Money Now” posts, as well as many of 
the “in” jokes that persist and are played 
on each newbie. 
Knowing how the Internet services 

work will demystify a system that is both 
arcane and simple at the same time. 
You have likely heard about Yahoo and 

infoseek. 

Riders Publishing). 
The directory has over 15,000 

Internet resources, including web sites 
and e-mail lists. 
Each site is eval¬ 

uated and rated, 
to give you a clear 
idea of what is 
available and how 
to get there fast. If 
you pay by the 

izes in the needs of professional broad¬ 
casters. Recent additions include the dai¬ 
ly FCC filings courtesy of Mike Elliott. 

Many SBE Chapters 
can be found there, as 
well as State Broadcast 
Associations. There 
are even e-mail discus¬ 
sion lists for profes¬ 
sionals only. 
The news department I Finding something on the Internet is 

not always easy. 

However, searching for something spe¬ 
cific on the Internet is not always easy, 
especially for those still on a 2,400 baud 
connection. 
One solution is the “McKinley Internet 

Directory and Yellow Pages” (New 

hour for Internet access, this book will 
quickly pay for itself. 
Speaking of Internet resources, I would be 

remiss if I did not mention two resources of 
particular interest to broadcasters. 
First, http://www.broadcast.net special¬ 

will want to know about a new book from 
the RTNDF. 
“Wired Journalist: Newsroom Guide to 

the Internet” is a tutorial on how broad¬ 
casters with limited time can get on the 
Internet and quickly locate material of 

Moseley 
Moseley Associates Inc. 
in Castilian Drive 
Santa Barbara. CA 93117 

The strength of any chain is always determined by its weakest link. 
Same is true of your Airchain. You may have the finest format, talent, 
tudio facilities and audio processing, but if your link to the transmitter 
isn’t a Moseley, you could be in for some tough breaks. Sonic clarity 
and reliability are what you and your listeners demand. Nothing fits 

the bill like a Moseley Digital STL System. The DSP 
_ 6000 virtually eliminates the problems associated 
UPWS3?! with conventional analog transmission systems 

1 such as noise due to signal fades, birdies from 
- _ * intermod interference, and lack of spectrum 

: for multiple audio feeds to LMA and Duopoly 
HHHpl sites. The DSP 6000 digital encoder/ 

uz,? MMo decotder Ms Aóh Moseley 
composite system to give your link the digital 
upgrade necessary for todays audio purity. 

value to the newsroom. (For information 
call RTNDF at 202-659-6510.) 
Finally, for those of you who adminis¬ 

ter the computer systems and Internet 
connections at your site, “Managing 
Internet Information Services” by Liu, 
Peek, Buss, and Nye (O'Reilly & 
Associates) is an indispensable guide to 
everything from uucp to setting up 
secure web sites. 
Clearly written, “Managing Internet 

Information Services” walks you through 
the steps in setting up configuration files 
and links so the information you wish to 
disperse is accessible to others, while 
your private material stays private. 

□ □ □ 
Barry Mishkind can be reached at 520-

296-3797, or barry@broadcast.net via 
the Internet. Check out his home page at 
http://www. broadcast. net/~barry/ 

Baseball 
On the Air 

continued from page 44 

Whether the baseball games were 
live, or telegraphic, they went off 
the air at 5:15, no matter what was 
happening. “Superman" prevailed. 

Bright idea 
Then somebody had a bright idea. 

It was decided, at 5:15, that the 
baseball game would be switched to 
WMEX, another Boston station. It 
was located in Kenmore Square, 
and only had power enough to send 
its message to the other side of the 
street. 
Greater Boston followers of the 

sport twisted their dials all over the 
place, until they heard WMEX 
whispering the games. That way, if 
they were lucky, they found out 
how the game ended. 
WMEX was a classical music sta¬ 

tion, and at six o’clock some 
announcer with a nasal condition 
played recordings of the great 
music of yesteryear. 
He would talk about Mozart or 

Brahms, or some other great com¬ 
poser for five minutes, and then fill 
you in on the symphony about to be 
played, after which he put the 
record on. 
If the baseball game lasted beyond 

six o’clock you had to listen to clas¬ 
sical music — if you were able to 
pick up WMEX. You may not have 
heard the final score, but at least 
you were blessed with a slice of 
culture. 
After the second world war, they 

started broadcasting the road games 
live. 

This meant another station, 
WHDH. got in on the act. Curt 
Gowdy was brought in to broadcast 
the Sox games on that station, and 
Jim Britt remained with the Braves 
on WNAC, which had become 
WAAB by then. Poor Britt! The 
Braves left town shortly after that, 
and he didn’t have a team to talk 
about. 
Baseball, as it is done on radio, 

has definitely changed. They even 
broadcast spring training games 
now. 
It is all over the airwaves — that 

is, when the players are not on 
strike. 
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Stations Can Be Found in Unusual Places 
by Lee Harris 

NEW YORK Despite their varied for¬ 
mats, facilities and ownerships, 
America’s 12,000-plus radio stations 
tend to be found in the same kinds of 
buildings. 
Big city stations are usually located in 

office buildings, while smaller market 
stations are frequently found in their own 
buildings, often at the transmitter site. 
There are exceptions to this rule of 
course, and sometimes they seem inap¬ 
propriate to the point of hilarity. 

Cheesy rocker 
1 had the misfortune of working for a 

station located in a cheese factory, and 
you’ll never guess the state (right). This 
was WYXE-FM, Sun Prairie (Madison), 
Wis., circa 1976. 
While this location actually didn’t pre¬ 

sent any operational problems, it was 
embarrassing to tell my friends that the 
really cool rocker where I held down the 
coveted night shift had studios inside 
“The Wisconsin Cheeseman.” 
More problematic was the temporary 

location of WLIX in Islip, N.Y., a couple 
of years earlier. 
For about three months, the station 

operated from a trailer at the transmitter 
site, directly across the street from “Islip 
International Speedway.” 
Somewhere I have an aircheck in which 

I’m attempting to read a newscast while 
being drowned out by 50 or 60 muffler-
less stock cars. 
Silly station locations proved a popu¬ 

lar topic on the Internet’s Airwaves 
Radio Journal recently. George Carden 
of the WAY-FM Network in Nashville, 
Tenn., shared the story of WHRT in 
Hartselle, Ala., which had studios in a 
bowling alley. 

Long before Sprint, this station had 
audio so good you could hear a pin 
fall, or if somebody was having a good 
night, 10 pins. 
Sometimes extraneous noise isn’t com¬ 

pletely inappropriate. 
When I was the co-owner of WIBU in 

Poynette, Wise., we had 60 head of Red-
Poll cattle grazing the 29 acres behind 
our scenically located studios. 

a farmhouse) burned down. 
As it turns out, the station’s owner had 

no intention of building new studios. 
WOKG was sold to a crosstown rival 
later that year, and now operates from 
that station’s studios in Niles, Ohio. 
Security is often a problem at radio sta¬ 

tions, but not at the old WEFA-FM in 
Waukegan, Ill. This station had its air 
studio in a unused vault in the basement 

Folks can stop in, buy some of 
that fine Wisconsin Cheddar and 
request the new George Strait record. 

The jocks tended to keep the windows 
open during warmer months, so it was 
not unusual to hear the not-too-distant 
lowing of cows during breaks. 
Because the station programmed a lot of 

farm news, it sort of enhanced our credi¬ 
bility. 
The crashing of pots and pans might be 

a problem at WEBK-FM in the ski resort 
of Killington, Vt. 
WBZ Boston’s Scott Fybush reports that 

the K-105 studios are located above a 
restaurant in a small strip mall. You have 
to go through the kitchen to get to the 
station. 

Radio to go 
Also on the food and beverage beat, 
KFBK Sacramento, Calif., newsman 
Mike Ward tells us that he spent about 
four months in 1990 broadcasting from a 
pizza concession trailer, the kind used at 
county fairs. 
This was at WOKG(AM) in Warren. 

Ohio, after the station’s actual studios (in 

of a large bank building. 
More creative than silly, but still weird 

is the studio complex of WCCN-AM-FM 
in Neilsville. Wis. 
The station and colocated gift shop are 

housed in the Wisconsin pavilion from 
the 1964-65 New York World’s Fair. 
When the fair was over, the owners had 
the pavilion reassembled in Neilsville, 
where folks can now stop in, buy some of 
that fine Wisconsin cheddar and request 
the new George Strait record. 
There are countless jokes about the 

questionable mental health of people who 
work in radio (most are circulated by 
people in the biz), and WCNX(AM) in 
Middletown, Conn., proves the point. 
Paul Borque informs us that this station 
is located on the grounds of Connecticut 
Valley Hospital, which is, you guessed it, 
dedicated to the treatment of mental dis¬ 
orders. 
You have to drive through the heart of 

the institution’s campus to reach the 
studios. 

But the prize (if we were awarding one) 
for the most bizarre station location 
would have to go to WNOP(AM), 
Newport, Ky. (Cincinnati), which is 
housed in three upright gasoline tanks 
welded together into a multistory three-
pod ark of offices and studios floating on 
the Ohio River and tied up at the 
Covington Marina. 
Visitor Lee Kent reports that WNOP 

played LP jazz and called itself the “Jazz 
Ark.” 
“Now that was an interesting permanent 

location for a station. I was promised that 
my family could sit on the top of the 
great Jazz Ark to watch the Labor Day 
fireworks on the river, and 1 up and left 
town before it could happen,” Lee said. 

Mark Howell, news director of 
KUZZ/KCWR, Bakersfield, Calif., 
reported that he too had the peculiar 
experience of visiting WNOP shortly 
before they moved. 
Mark said in “rough weather you'd 

occasionally hear a tone arm skitter 
across a record, even though the jocks 
would weight them down. CDs were a 
godsend to that station.” 
There are no doubt many other exam¬ 

ples as we look back through the history 
of broadcasting (didn’t pioneer KDKA 
start out with studios in a restroom?), but 
such oddities are fading as the industry 
matures. 
Still, for the listeners, the physical loca¬ 

tion of these stations was probably never 
important. 
As all broadcasters know, good radio 

(and maybe bad radio, too) has always 
been theater of the mind. 

□ □ □ 
Lee Harris, former station owner/man-

ager, is currently morning anchor at all¬ 
news WINS(AM) in New York. Reach him 
by e-mail at lee@harrisnet.comnab-dab 
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The following is a sampling of product 
information from NAB '96. Look for com¬ 
plete product coverage of NAB 96 in the 
May 29 issue. 

APT-Q ISDN Audio Codec 

The apt-Q ISDN audio coding system 
from Audio Processing Technology 
(APT) is the result of a technology coop¬ 
eration with AT&T. The apt-Q system is 
designed to deliver high-quality stereo at 
low bit rates over a single, direct dial 
ISDN or Switched 56 channel. 
The apt-Q complements the company’s 

apt-X 4:1 compression incorporated 
within the WorldNet product range of 
codecs and peripherals. 

BE AudioVAULT 
Now in Windows '95 

Broadcast Electronics (BE) introduced 
AudioVAULT for Windows ‘95. 
According to the company, the new soft¬ 
ware is backed by a more stable and reli¬ 
able 32-bit operating system. 
BE also announced the addition of the 

AV-Schedule to the AudioVAULT digital 
audio application suite as part of the 
Windows applications. The application 
imports traffic and music data from a 
scheduler, merges the two and allows the 

LAS VEGAS A number of customers of Intraplex Inc., were awarded plaques 
and recognized as “Digital Broadcast Pioneers" at NAB ’96. 
The Westford. Mass., company acknowledged customers that were among the 

first to realize the advantages of T1 broadcasting technology and to implement it 
for their stations. 
Christine Doyle of Intraplex marketing communications explained the Intraplex 

Digital Broadcast Pioneer award recognized “the vision of individuals in the 
broadcast market for being the first to usher in this new technology.” 
The first awards were presented at NAB to (top, 1-r) Andy Laird. Heritage 

Broadcasting Corp.; Bill Ruck. KNBR(AM)-KFOG(FM); Mike Kirk. National 
Public Radio and Peter Kingslien of Wisconsin Public Radio. Shown in front: 
Jack Kelly and Christine Doyle of Intraplex Inc. 
Other recipients received their awards after the show. 

microphone, the RE200 True Condenser enhances the overtones of an instrument 
resulting playlist to be modified. 
In addition to playlist control, the AV-

Schedule allows for a number of report¬ 
ing functions such as automatic produc¬ 
tion orders and discrepancy reports. 

EV Releases Several 
New Products 

Electro-Voice introduced several new 
products this year, including a new 635L 

studio instrument microphone and the 
RE 1000 True Condenser Microphone for 
the home. The Electro-Voice 635L 
extended, interview-length handle allows 
for carrying a mic flag while leaving 
room for the reporter’s hand. 
The RE200 condenser microphone is an 

externally biased, high-voltage condenser 
microphone that lowers noise and distor¬ 
tion while increasing sensitivity, the com¬ 
pany said. A continuous presence rise 
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to maintain definition in dense mixes. 
In addition, the RE 1000 studio micro¬ 

phone has a self-noise floor of less than -
14 dB which is ideal for digital recording, 
the company said. The RE 1000 has a low-
frequency roll-off switch that engages a 12 
dB per octave filter at 130 Hz. 

Eneo Adds Pentium/PCI 
Computer Hardware 

Eneo expanded the DAD486x audio 
delivery and storage system to include 
Pentium/PCI computer hardware and 
renamed the unit the DADpro to reflect 
the additional support. 
DADpro is DOS-based software that 

provides production, library management 
and multiple-output audio for live mode 
or automated on-air playback. The DAD 
system is non-proprietary and uses com¬ 
monly available off-the-shelf computer 
components and network architecture. 
Additional developments from Eneo 

include new software drivers allowing 
implementation of fully networked linear 
(uncompressed) PCM audio and the 
DADjr lower-cost workstation for non¬ 
staffed downlink sites. Also included is 
RAID Level 7 data storage technology 
that allows hot-swapping of hard drives. 

Broadcast Verification Debuts 

The AudioAudit independent electronic 
audio broadcast verification system is in 
operation and ready for use in Los 
Angeles and New York. 

Burton Greenberg, president of 
AudioAudit, expects a nationwide rollout 
of the technology by summer. Eventually 
225 radio, television and cable markets 
will be covered by the system. 
During NAB, the AudioAudit system 

was shown at the Westwood One Radio 

stand. For the past year. Westwood One 
has been testing the system successfully. 
The system uses a proprietary method, 

called Electronic Audio Receivers 
(EAR), that can tune into any broadcast 
frequency in a local market. 
It functions as a national computer net¬ 

work. The basic unit, the encoder, tags all 
broadcast material at the source, distribu¬ 
tion point or local site. A national server 
collects the files from regional servers 
and local sites to compile daily or weekly 
reports that, in turn, are sent to data links 
at end users’ offices. 

Gentner ET10 Desktop 
Teleconferencer 

The ET 10 Teleconferencer from Gentner 
is a teleconferencing unit that connects to 
most digital or analog telephones used in 
business and is compact enough to fit dis¬ 
creetly on top of a desk. The ET10 fea¬ 
tures full duplex audio that, unlike speak¬ 
er phones, does not cut off caller audio 
when local participants speak. 
The ET I0 also is portable, making it easy 

to take along on business trips or to set up 
for conferences in any location. A headset 
port and tape recorder jack are included. 

ITC Windows Software 
Controller 

The International Tapetronics Corp. 
(ITC) WIN-ARM2 is developed to con¬ 
trol the company’s Audio Routing 
Switcher product. WIN-ARM2 improves 
the programmability of the switcher by 
allowing interactive editing of configura¬ 
tion and control files on a PC 
computer via serial links with the 
Switcher Master Controller. 
New features include executable schedules 

of time-driven events, increased SALVO 
capacity, configuration editing features, a 
matrix map display and on-screen logging 
with selectable printer and file logging. 

RCS Highlights 
All-digital Console 

An all-new, all-digital console from 
Klotz Digital Audio Communications is 
available from Radio Computing 
Services (RCS). 
RCS is customizing the Klotz Digital 

board for radio stations interested in 
adding a digital interface to their studios. 
With rapid pace of digitization — and 

the impending widespread introduction 
of Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) in 
much of the world — RCS expects more 
and more stations to upgrade their facili¬ 
ties in the coming years. 
The console can be equipped with up to 

48 input channels, each outfitted with 
five-band parametric EQ and level-con¬ 
trol functions. An IBM-compatible PC is 
also connected for graphical display. 

Pioneer Intros DJ Series 

Pioneer New Media Technologies intro¬ 
duces its new Pro DJ Series for the 
broadcast industry. System components 
include the Pioneer CDJ-500II CD player 
and the DJM-500 mixing board. 

continued on page 56 ► 
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• RS-232 controllable 
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Imagine... a telephone hybrid 
with two+nic inputs, tape in and out, and 
a headphone amp.priced at $595.00. 

RemoteMix C+ 
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Polishing Salvages Scratched CDs 
Speaking of the “bench,” next time you 

decide to air out the inside of your 
Auditronics 200 series console, take a 
couple of minutes to mark the location of 
the little nuts that the modules screw into 

by John Bisset 

SPRINGFIELD, Va. Feedback sug¬ 
gests that salvaging scratched CDs by 
coloring the scratch with a black Sharpie 
marker seems to have mixed results. 
Craig Rogers is the production director 

at WHO/KLYF in Des Moines, Iowa. His 
program director was generous enough to 
donate some CD singles that stiffed, and 
Craig tried his hand at scratching the 
disks with a pocketknife and his thumb¬ 
nail. Some of the smallest scratches 
seemed to skip less after being colored-in 
using the black marker, but none were 
repaired fully. 
Keep the Sharpie in the production room 

with the cart labels, Craig, and read on ... 
Nick Kratz worked in a stereo shop and, 

during his time there, serviced over 1.100 
CD players. He has a trick of his own to 
pass on to Workbench readers. 
He has found Meguiar’s Mirror Glaze 17 

Professional Plastic Cleaner, sometimes 
followed by the company’s Mirror Glaze 
10 Professional Plastic Polish, makes all 
but the severest of scratches disappear. 
The fluids are applied sparingly, with a 

very soft cloth — Nick recommended old, 
but clean, cotton shorts or t-shirt material 
— and rubbed on the disk in a radial 
direction. The compound sometimes adds 

(see Figure 1). Using a blank panel and 
that infamous Sharpie permanent marker, 
mark the center of each module on the 
little brass lip as shown (Figure 2). 
As you remove and reinsert modules, 

it’s easy to line up the little nut so the 
retaining screw will thread properly, 
using the black mark as a guide. If you 
really want to get creative, grab a tube of 
“super glue” and glue just a corner of the 
nut into the brass channel. The nuts stay 
put, and if you use the glue sparingly, 
you’ll avoid the devastation of getting 
glue in the threaded nut hole. Thanks to 
both Jon Banks and Nick Martinelli for 
sharing these ideas. 

By the way, opening up 
a console like this can 
be enlightening. In addi¬ 
tion to the cannabis 
seeds and white powder, 
a variety of things may 
be encountered. If you 
have a minute, share 
with your fellow engi¬ 
neers your most unusual 
console “find”! Fax or e-
mail your response to 
the numbers at the end 
of the column and let me 
know if you want to 
remain anonymous. 

a number of smaller “micro-scratches,” 
but even old, poor tracking machines 
seem to have no trouble with these. 
Keep in mind not to use excessive force, 

and/or excessive cleaner and, finally, 
make sure to remove all of the compound 
to avoid leaving a haze on the CD sur¬ 
face. Nick’s suggestions assume that the 
scratches are on the readout (thick pro¬ 
tective layer) side. If the scratch is on the 
label (the thin layer, next to the pits) side, 
give up. The disk is trashed. If held up. 

\ 
\ 

you will probably see light through the ★ ★★ 

scratch. With good weather on the way and 

Taxers -

Craig, if you still have those “stiffs” 
the PD gave you. it would be interest¬ 
ing to see if the Meguir’s treatment 
works. 
In addition to "polishing” CDs, Nick 

wrote that it’s not a bad idea to check 
before and after waveforms off the CD, 
to ensure one is not sitting on the edge 
of the digital go/no go cliff. With this 
in mind, Nick keeps an old working 
player opened up and available for the 
sole purpose of evaluating disk prob¬ 
lems. 
Look for the test point marked “RF,” 

“Eye” or “HF” and dial in 0.5v/div 
(50mv if you’re using a xlO probe); 
and about 50()uS/div for checking 
scratches, or 2uS/div for checking disk 
quality. 
Although you’d expect your favorite 

test-tone disk to serve as an exemplary 
optical/servo reference, don't count on 
it! Grab a couple dozen disks and 
measure them all. You are looking for 
the disk that gives you the largest 
amplitude and clearest, most stable 
“eye” pattern to make as your refer¬ 
ence disk. 
At the beginning of each test session, 

pop this CD in to verify proper player 
operation and scope adjustment. As 
you compare waveforms, you’ll be 
amazed at how bad some disks look, 
while they play just fine. 
If possible, pick an early-generation 

player, as these tend to have less AGC 
at the “eye” test point, which makes 
comparisons easier. The Yamaha 
CDX I or CD2 are two good choices. 
Given the extreme variability of disk 

quality, keeping a machine hooked up 
in the shop is an excellent tool for 
avoiding endless arguments about CD 
players not working correctly on the 
air. but testing perfectly on the bench. 

thoughts of painting your towers in your 
head, here is another resource to add to 
your RW Workbench resource card file: 
the number of your local Sherwin-
Williams Paint store. John DiMarco is an 
industrial paint specialist at the Sherwin-
Williams store in Springfield, Va. His 
number is (703) 644-6555. Specialists 
such as John are based out of many of the 
Sherwin-Williams stores across the coun¬ 
try. Call your local Sherwin-Williams for 
more information. 
What makes this service so special is 

that in addition to evaluating your tower, 
the specialist will prepare a bidding spec 
for painting your tower, recommend sev¬ 
eral reliable painting contractors in your 
area who can paint the tower and even 
come back to measure the thickness of 
the paint, to ensure the bid spec was met. 
This service is free from Sherwin-
Williams, and guards against getting 
ripped off by unscrupulous painters. 

★ ★★ 

While we’re on the subject of mainte¬ 
nance, high fives to the UPS folks at 
BEST. Bet you wondered why you filled 
out those warranty registration cards when 
you got your BEST Uninterruptible Power 
Supply. The answer is so BEST can send 
you a reminder after your batteries are 
three years old and ready for replacement. 
If you’d like more information on battery 
replacement, contact the BEST Battery 
Specialists at (800) 356-5737. 

□ □ □ 
John Bisset is a principal in Multiphase, 

a broadcast engineering technical ser¬ 
vices company located in Washington, 
D.C. He can be reached by fax at (703) 
764-0751 or via e-mail at 
wrwbench @ aol. com 
Useful engineering tips are encouraged, 

and published submissions qualify for 
SBE recertification credit. 
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CAN YOUR RADIO AUTOMATION 
PLAY 6 CUTS 

AT THE SAME TIME? 

a 
Approaching to Digital Radio Univers: 

TS35 Digital Studio 
Radio Automation UVE - AUTOMATED -
Sat Automation 

Data Analysis: 
Identified: 

Mains: 

Technology: Hard Disk Recording - PC compatible 
Hard Disk Play Back 

Record Channels: IB stereo independent simultaneous (B4 mono’ 
Powered by: D6 digital audio board - linear and compressed 
Compatibility: All digital audio formats - linear and compressed 

Inputs Outputs: 
Hard Disk Editing: 

Multi Auto Recording 
of external inputs: 

Long Time Recording: 

External Sources capability: 

Configuration: 
Advanced Functions: 

Advanced Functions: 

Advanced Functions: 

Advanced Functions: 

Data Import Export: 

Human Interface: 

Modem supported: 
Expandable: 

Price: 
Distributors & Service: 

Digital AES-EBU + Analog 
B + IB tracks - all functions 

Affirmative 
Affirmative - on additional 
DAT drive 
Multi CD - DAT - MD -
MIKE - TEL - SAT - etc 
Networking or Stand Alone 
Time Announce - Multi 
Voice Track - Auto Programs 
Pop up texts - News -
Integrated Cart Replacement 
Multi Dj Instant play" 
overlayed jingle machine 
Music + Traffic + Program 
scheduler incl. - Many Others 
Affirmative - from the 
most popular softwares 
Touch Screen or Keyboard 
+ Mouse - MS WINDOWS™ 
Affirmative B4 hours a day 
From Now to Eternity 
For Everyone 
World Wide - ask for 

NOBODY ELSE HAS THIS DIGITAL POWER 
GE Inc Head Office: Viale Europa, 13 - 21100 Varese - Italy 

Tel+39.332.289 J 64 /+39.332.289177 ■ Fax +39.332.831281 
Fax on demand +39.332.830487 • Internet www.vol.lt/tiesseci 
E-Mail: tiesseci9mbox.vol.it 
Ask for NEW free Demo Tape & Brochure 
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► continued from page 52 

The CDJ-500II has been specifically 
designed to complement the DJM-500 
for optimal fit and performance. The CD-
500II’s new digital features include its 
Master Tempo Control, which locks in 
the music’s pitch even when the music is 
changed. 

Nagra ARES-C Digital 
Recorder/Editor 

The ARES-C from Nagra is a digital 
audio field recorder/player that uses stan¬ 
dard PCMCIA cards instead of tape or 
disc as a storage medium. A single 64MB 
PCMCIA card holds more than two hours 
of mono recording, and by using multiple 
cards and a standard double battery “D” 
cell pack, the ARES-C has the capability 
to record for 10 continuous hours. 
The ARES-C features built-in editing 

LMA/DUOPOLY 
CONTOUR MAPS 

The d a I a w o p I (3 
LMA/DUOPOLY Contour Analysis is 
a precise electronic verification of 
overlapping and intersecting contours. 

AM and I’M City Grade contours 
are shown in full color, including 
transmitter site indicator. The map is 
supported with a printout showing all 
of the stations which appear on the 
map. 

Daily updating of dalSWOPld’S 
AM and I’M databases ensures the 
latest information. 

OTHER MAPPING OPTIONS 
• Shadowing (Terrain Shielding) 
• Contour Coverage 
• Population Density 
• Zip Code Boundaries 
• Received Signal Level 
• Custom Displays 

WHO ARE YOUR LISTENERS ? 

Others give you 1990 Census Data. 
Only OataWOPlC gives you 
CURRENT year data and FIVE year 
projections! 

• Comprehensive Ethnic and 
Demographic Data 

• Ethnic/Demographic Data Available 
for Each Zip Code Within Coverage 
Area 

• Age Analysis by Ethnic Groups 
• Resolution Increased to Block Level 
• Percent of County Coverage Shown 
• Projections into the next century 

ETHNIC/DEMOGRAPHIC 
INFORMATION DISPLAYED 

USING MULTI-COLOR 
SHADING 

800-368-5754 FAX: 301-656-5341 
e-mail: info@dataworld.com 
WWW: http:Wdataworld.com 

NAB '96 Marketplace 
capabilities along with a standard two-
way analog telephone transmission port 
as well as ISDN built-in circuitry. 

Spike & Glide 
Combine Music, Comedy 

Network Music is offering a new 12-CD 
production library, “Spike & Glide.” 
The set includes elements, stagers and 

transitions, news, weather and traffic beds, 
and music. Four CDs are in a hard-edged, 
contemporary rock sound (Spike), and four 
in a soft, adult contemporary sound (Glide), 
as well as a four-CD comedy pack. 
Spike features 323 cuts with “big dog” 

production elements and an attitude that 
Network Music claims “growls out a 
heavy metal mood.” Glide features 302 
cuts that “purr,” with refined, fresh sounds. 
The Spike & Glide comedy pack contains 
more than 340 cuts of silly and wacky 
sounds, weird effects and comedy bits. 

Orban Takes Processing 
Internal with New 

DSE-7000 DSP Engine 

Offering the first major DSP upgrade in 
five years. The Orban DSE-7000 digital 
audio workstation now can feature multiple 
internal effects including Orban parametric 
EQ, Optimod compression, digital delay 
and Lexicon digital reverb. Previously, 
effects were externally routed to the DSE. 
The upgrade consists of a new DSP 

engine and version 6.0 software. Retail 
price will not increase. 

According to Orban, the DSP 
engine/software upgrade will be available 
free to existing DSE 7000 owners who 
purchased their units after Jan. I. Those 
with older DSEs will get the software 
upgrade for free, but will have to pur¬ 
chase the new DSP hardware. 
The upgrade is the first for the DSE-

7000 in five years and is based on a lot of 
customer input. About 500 DSE-7000s 
are now in use worldwide—with the 
majority in radio production. 

Digitally Controlled 
Status Otari Console 

Status from Otari boasts maximum flex¬ 
ibility to achieve a wide range of tasks 
with high audio quality. The console fea¬ 
tures programmable master switching, 
dual path input modules, fader grouping 
and recall of all input module faders, pots 
and switches. 
The digitally controlled system is man¬ 

aged by the Status Control System, an 
internal computer, and features a central¬ 
ly located master Module. The Master 
Module provides control of all routing 
functions for one, many or all modules. 

New Software Upgrades 
RE660 Audio Codecs 

New software for the RE 660 Series 
MPEG Layer II audio codecs allows the 
RS-232 interfaces on the units to operate 
in two further modes, including Astra 
Digital Radio (ADR) and Digital Audio 
Broadcasting (DAB). 
In the DAB mode, the RS-232 interface 

supports DAB program-associated data 
as specified by the 1RT. 
In addition, the software upgrades the 

RE 662/663 Layer II ISDN codecs to 
include additional features including mul¬ 
tiple subscriber number (MSN) support, 
remote control of ISDN-related functions, 
and a closed user-group function. 
MSN support allows the user to connect 

up to nine units with different ISDN 
numbers to share the same physical 
ISDN network connection. 
With the closed user-group function, the 

codec verifies that an incoming call is 
authorized to make a connection to the 
codec via the public ISDN network. 

Pioneer Introduces RDS Units 

Within the next six to eight months, 
Pioneer Electronics plans to bring to mar¬ 
ket a line of car audio single-play CD and 
cassette players equipped with RDS. 
According to the company, all of these 

units will support radio text “heavily.” 
Best Buy will be the first national retailer to 

offer the Pioneer DEH-P725R RDS receiver. 
Pioneer, along with Denon and Delco, 

supported the EIA RDS promotion last 
year, which equipped 210 U.S. radio sta¬ 
tions with RDS transmitters. 

Shure Introduces New 
Mies and Mixer 

Shure Brothers introduced a frequency 
agile, microprocessor-controlled UHF 
wireless microphone system, a third gen¬ 
eration upgrade of its popular stereo 
ENG mixer and several new models of its 
Beta family of dynamic microphones. 
The new Shure single rack space UHF 

diversity receivers — available in single 
and dual-channel models — use tone-key 
squelch and the manufacturer’s propri¬ 
etary MARCAD (Maximum Ratio 
Combining Audio Diversity) circuitry. 
The receivers and transmitters are each 
capable of selecting 191 separate fre¬ 
quencies throughout the system’s 782-
806 MHz operating range. As many as 20 
systems may be operated simultaneously. 
Handheld transmitters are offered with 

Shure microphone elements, including 
the new Beta 58A and Beta 87 models. 
Body-pack transmitters have an option of 
Tini QG or LEMO connectors. 
To monitor performance, the receivers 

provide RF and audio metering LEDS as 
well as headphone outputs. In addition, 
both receivers and transmitters include 
user-programmable LCD displays for set¬ 
up, information and control. A battery 
fuel gauge for the transmitter is located 
on both the transmitter and receiver. 

LPB Adds to Console Line 

The LPB 7000 series console features a 
solid front panel over modular input 
plug-in cards, gold contacts, two inputs 
per channel, three stereo output buses 
with independent tape outputs, standard 
mono-mixdown, programmable muting, 
remote starts, remote channel on and off 
and digital logic. The series is available 
in stereo 12- and 18-channel models. 
The LPB Signature III series consoles 

feature three inputs per channel, two out¬ 
put buses, plug-in output cards and a 
built-in 12 W monitor amplifier. LPB 
Signature III consoles are available in 6, 
8, 10 and 12 channels, stereo and mono. 

Studiophone Expands 
POTS Technology 

StudioFone, the rackmountable version 
of the MUSICAM USA FieldFone 
expands the utility of plain old telephone 
service (POTS). 
Like the FieldFone, StudioFone is a 

bidirectional POTS codec that sends 
quality audio over a single analog phone 
line. It achieves up to 6.7 kHz frequency 
response and includes a V.34 modem that 
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connects at rates between 19.2 and 28.8 
kbps. , 
Four remote relay contact closures 

allow the StudioFone to control other 
broadcast equipment, such as cart 
machines or automation units, from the 
field. It also includes two mixing inputs, 
each switchable for mic or line sensitivi¬ 
ty-
The StudioFone also includes a built-in 

talkback feature. Either the front-panel 
mic can be used in conjunction with a 
front-panel IFB button or a remote 
mic/IFB setup can be used. 
A front-panel speaker is automatically 

muted when headphones are used. 

Telex Debuts Intercom 
Master Station 

'j 
Telex Communications debuted the RTS 

803 TW intercom master station. Tire 
new RTS 803 is the successor to the 8QÙ. 
The TW unit offers new level controls 
and 12 channels for IFB and ISO support. 
A key feature of the new product is its 
reduced depth for easier installation in 
tight locations such as mobile trucks and 
cramped areas. 
The 803 is fully compatible with the 

entire RTS TW line of user stations, belt¬ 
packs, headsets and accessories. The 
product will be available for shipping in 
early summer. 
Telex also introduced the Windows 

Keypanel, a Windows-based PC program, 
designed to work with the RTS matrix 
intercom series of products. The 
Keypane] is designed for broadcast news 
directors, program directors and station 
managers who need point-to-point or par¬ 
ty line communications in their office bu¡ 
don’t want a large black box on their 
desk. The product is also designed for 
matrix intercom users who don’t want to 
leave the comfort of their office. 
The Keypanel is an application that 

appears as an intercom panel on a com¬ 
puter screen just like a word processing 
program would appear. There are buttons 
on the unit that allow the user to talk to 
any RTS matrix product. An interface 
card that can be inserted into the comput¬ 
er for connecting to the intercom matrix 
is included. 
The product also includes a speaker and 

a voice commander microphone. The 
Keypanel will be available in June. 

TM Century, EDS Put CoSTAR 
System on Display 

The CoSTAR system, from TM Century 
and EDS, is a digital audio and text man¬ 
agement program that offers critical mir¬ 
rored redundancy and centralizes expen¬ 
sive audio and text files ensuring that the 
costs associated with workstation expan¬ 
sion will be held to a minimum. 
The file server-based system also fea¬ 

tures the ability to edit compressed files 
without leaving the compressed domain, 
which eliminates the audio degradation 
of layered compression. 
Localized audio cards allow for eco¬ 

nomical expansion without the hidden 
costs associated with server-based cards. 

Dorrough Introduces Second 
Generation of Audio Meters 

Dorrough Electronics unveiled its new 
line of loudness meters at NAB ‘96. The 
new 40, 12, 10 and 400 series meters 
incorporate all the standard Dorrough 
features along with new circuitry 

continued on next page ► 
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enabling users greater flexibility. The 
new system interface incorporates XLR 
•?nd computer-style connections. 
These meters offer a peak-hold feature 

as standard and an alarm function alerts 
the user of undesirable operating parame¬ 
ters. A wide range of user-supplied visual 
and/or audible warning devices can be 
accommodated with a built-in relay. 
Inputs to these new features are accessi¬ 
ble via the computer-style connector. 
The Academy Award-winning DPS 

audio metering system is incorporated 
into this new series. 

Eventide Debuts Digital 
Talk Show Delay 

Eventide launched its next generation 
digital talk show delay for radio, the 
BD500. The stereo BD500 features an 
enhanced version of Eventide patented 
catch-up circuitry, as well as a host of 
new features. The new unit allows users 
to divide the total available delay time 
among several discrete segments. Other 
new features include a “sneeze” button 
that momentarily edits the audio entering 
the delay, and enhanced readouts that 
enable the user to instantly see the delay 
status at a glance. 
Available options for the BD500 include 

AES/EBU digital audio inputs and out¬ 
puts and additional field-installable delay 
memory. The unit can be fully remote 
controlled — both an RS-232 port and 
dry contact closures are provided. 

ATI Shows New Mixer 

ATI - Audio Technologies Inc. displayed 
its new Nanoamp Series, stereo mixer 
and input expanders. 
Nanoamps, a compact, convenient and 

rugged series of low-cost mixers and util¬ 
ity amplifiers are on display at the ATI 
booth. Nanoamps feature professional 
XLR type connectors; high- perfor¬ 
mance, low-noise circuitry; and quiet, UL 
and CE approved remote power modules. 
They are 5-5/8 inches wide and can be 
used free-standing, stacked, or rack¬ 
mounted one, two or three across in only 
1-3/4 inches of space. 
ATI also showcased the MXS100 mixer, 

a studio or portable, three-channel, 
switchable microphone/line mixer. The 
MSX100 features low noise balanced 
inputs; phantom power; pan pots; 
switched low cut filters; and a test tone 
oscillator driving stereo, metered, low 
distortion servo balanced outputs with 
switchable peak limiting. A stereo 100 
mW headphone output is switchable 
from normal stereo program to split L+R 
/ Q monitoring. The headphone Q feed is 
internally selectable from any input chan¬ 
nel and/or an external cue input jack. 
Input expanders for the MXS100 are on 

display. The XPS100 adds four additional 
microphone inputs with pan pots and the 
XPS200 adds two stereo line level inputs 
to the MSXI00. 

Miles Technology Powers Up 
With New Amplifier 

The MPR-450 six-channel power ampli¬ 
fier made its debut at the Miles 
Technology booth at NAB ‘96. 
Housed in a compact, two-rack-space 

chassis, the new power amp features six 
independent channels delivering total 
power in excess of 450 continuous watts 
with audiophile fidelity. 
Each pair of channels is bridgeable with 

the flip of a switch for higher power with 
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three, four or five channels, and indepen¬ 
dent gain controls allow the level of each 
channel to be individually tailored. 
The simple, straight-path design of the 

MPR-40 provides extremely accurate 
sound reproduction, according to the 
company. An R-Core power transformer, 
in combination with a proprietary design, 
automatically sends extra power to chan¬ 
nels where it’s most needed. With inde¬ 
pendent, active current limiting and SOA 
protection, each output stage easily dri¬ 
ves any load impedance (even a short) 
without adverse effects. 

Nustar Console Digital, 
Affordable 

The Auditronics NuStar 3000 Series 
broadcast digital audio console combines 
usability with affordability. 

It looks, feels and acts just like familiar 
analog consoles, but includes digital 
capabilities throughout. 
It is a drop-in style control surface with 

wooden end panels and features 22 uni¬ 
versal module positions and a four-meter 
bridge with four VU meters. Both analog 
and digital I/O are supported. 
Standard modules include the 3000-

CPU console control computer module, 
the 3000-CRM control room monitor 
module and the 3000-HPC headphone¬ 
cue control module. 
Module options include the 3000-LI 

line input module, the 3000-LIB line 
input module with pan/balance, the 
3000-TEL telephone interface module, 
the 3000-CSM communications/studio 
monitor module, the 3000-SEL meter 
select module, the 3000-RC14 remote 
control 14-switch module and the 
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3000-RC6 remote control six-switch 
module. 
A rack-mountable version can be outfit¬ 

ted with a full array of digital signal pro¬ 
cessing electronics. Analog input A-to-D 
conversion is 16 bit; analog output D-to-
A conversion in 18 bit. 
Standard modules for the DSP engine 

include the 3000-DSP control computer 
card, the 3000-MON monitor card and 
the 3000-OUT output card. 
Optional cards for the DSP rack include 

the 3000-KI digital input interface card, 
the 3000-AI analog input interface card, 
the 3000-TLR telephone interface and 
the 3000-CSR communications/studio 
monitor card. 
The NuStar console measures 23 3/16 

inches (589 millimeters) front to back 
and 36 inches (914 millimeters) left to 
right. 

222 Asymmetrical AM Low-Pass Processor 
Guarantees US “NRSC” compliance, or is available in several versions 
for international medium- and short-wave service. Combines 
compression, peak control and adaptive pre emphasis. 

530 Off-Air FM Modulation Monitor 
Tunable Mod-Monitor gives accurate measurement of total mod., 
pilot injection, stereo separation, etc. The peak flasher, metering and 
alarms may be remotely located. 

710 PROM-Based RDS/RBDS Encoder 
Easiest, fastest and least-expensive Radio-Data implementation. 
“Static" mode permits selective transmission of 15 separate frames 
of data (IDs, flags, messages, etc.) with no computer or user¬ 
programming required. “Dynamic" mode allows optional on-line 
operation for song titles, contests, etc. 

510 RDS/RBDS Decoder-Reader 
Connects to any Mod-Monitor to give accurate subcarrier injection 
measurements, and to decode and read all the common RDS/RBDS data 
groups. Features an 80-character LCD display, simple, menu-driven 
operation, and an auxiliary RS-232 output port for data archiving. 

“TVU” On-Screen Audio Level Display 
Our unique “TVU" places stereo audio level metering on the TV monitor 
screen. Indispensible for teleproduction, cable head-ends, video 
duplicators. May be switched between between VU and PPM 
measurement characteristics; image may be positioned anywhere in 
the picture. 
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star cqs  products

Call today for complete technical information on these items, plus our line of 
FM air-chain products. 

Inovonics, Inc. 
1305 Fair Avenue TEL: (408)458-0552 FAX: (408) 458-0554 
Santa Cruz, CA 95060 U.S.A. E-iviaii: inovonics@aol.com 
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Broadcast Equipment Exchange 
"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers. 

AMPLIFIERS 

Want To Sell 

Phase Linear 300 Series II. 
stereo 300 watts, $450. D 
Jackson, WNBX, 203-762-9425. 

700W FM MODULES 

Broadband. 8“-108 MHz In stock. 
300W and 500W also available 

Silicon Valiev 
P O W E R 

°” 1-800-986-9700 

FAX 1-408-986-1438 

Micro-Trak HE-1 stereo head¬ 
phone amp, $50. T Devine, 
WVLK, POB 1559, Lexington KY 
40592. 606-253-5900. 

ANTENNAS/ 
TOWERS/CABLES 

Want To Sell 

Andrew 3 1/8" rigid line, 300', on 
tower. T Nelson, WCAL-FM, 507-
646-8618. 

i" HELIAX STANDARD 
COAXIAL CABLE 

50-Ohm, unused, cut to length. Priced 
below market. Shipped instantly. 
Call Basic Wire & Cable 

(NANCY) 800-227-4292 
FAX: 312-539-3500 

Antenna, 4 bay tuned to 104.3 
FM, 5 yrs old, vgc. R Hughes, 
WGNL-FM, 601-453-1646. 

ERI 3 1/8" rigid transmission line. 
360’ in good condition, O-rings 
and bullets incl. $2000/Best Offer. 
C Marker, 906-249-1423. 

Andrew 1-5/8” 200' w/connec-
tors, $1100: 100', $500: med pwr 
rototiller 2 bay, 97.7, $1400. Ron, 
KPIK, 1206 N Main. Beebe AR 
72012. 501-882-1015. 

Rohn 45G tower sections, 
$125/BO. Rick. KBZO, Lubbock 
TX. 806-763-6051. 

FM ANTENNAS 
MANUFACTURED TO 
SUIT YOUR NEEDS 

CIRCULAR ■ VERTICAL - HORIZONTAL 
HI & LOW POWER 

STARTING © $469 PER BAY 
QUALITY BAYS INC. 

516-681-0878 

New Andrew connectors for 3” 
heliax at bargain prices. We have 
quantity of Andrew 78ARM and 
Andrew 78ARF connectors at 
$150/each. Contact Energy-Onix 
at 518-828-1690 or FAX 518-828-
8476. 

Andrew LDF7, 200’ w/hangers, no 
connectors, $1000; Scala CA5-FM 
(4), 5 element yagi, rear mount, 9.0 
dB gain, $200 ea; Scala PD4, 4-
way power divider, $100. D 
Magnuson, 423-525-6358. 

NEW & USED: 1-5/8 & 7/8" coax 
cable, on spools, will cut to length, 
guaranteed. Goodrich Ent, 11435 
Manderson St, Omaha NE 68164. 
402-493-1886. 

Want To Buy 

6, 8 or 10 bay high pwr antenna 
near 99.7, 300 to 400’, 1 5/8” 
coax line. B Michaels, 409-244-
4170. 

Celwave or Cablewave ECFM or 
CP1000, any freq or number bays. 
D Davis, KRZN, 1217 Valencia 
NE. Albuquerque NM 87110. 505-
255-2431. 

Tower, 450-500'. Leave mes¬ 
sage, 501-223-0482. 

Motorized coaxial antenna 
switch for 3” line. Howard. 601-
832-5111. 

Yagi antennas. TV chnl 4. 66-72 
MHz, 5-10 element, two needed; 
Rohn SSV, sections 6N - 16N. D 
Magnuson. 423-525-6358. 

ADVERTISE! 
1-800-336-3045 

& call now! 

AUDIO PRODUCTION 

Want To Sell 

Orban 245E stereo synthesizer. 
$225. J Gelo, 941-642-6890. 

Ampex AG-500 2 trk stereo 
recorder, 7.5 & 15 ips, needs 
belts, $250; Ampex 2160 4 trk 
stereo recorder, auto reverse 
w/speakers, $150: Ampex AG-
350 R/P electr, $150; Ampex AG-
350 play electr, $100; Crown IC-
150 pre amp, $150; Thorens TD-
126 MK II TT, needs belt, $100; 
Altec 128B tube pwr amp, needs 
pwr transformer, $50; Roberts 
6000 4 trk stereo battery recorder, 
NMR, $50; (2) 40 W outdoor horn 
speakers. EC. $30 ea; antique 
Berlant 2 trk mono recorder in 
portable case, $75; various 
antique radios. R Barwig, 5254 W 
Agatite Ave, Chicago IL 60630. 
312-283-2820 

Fostex T-10 regular phase stereo 
headphones, brand new, will 
swap for pair of AKG K-240 or K-
141 headphones, must be work¬ 
ing pair. J Roper, 812-877-2663. 

Pultec EQH-2 tube EQ; RCA 
BA-11 vintage mic; UREI 535 
stereo EQ, $350; White 4400 
EQ; Millennia media HV-3 mic; 
Altec 352-A mixer/amp, $150; 
Gates M-5576 vintage tube pro¬ 
gram amp; Allison Labs variable 
filters; Tannoy System 8 studio 
monitors. T Coffman. 619-571-
5031. 

Spectrasomes 1100, 6x1, 2 
space rack mount w/meter & head¬ 
phone jack, very quiet, exc cond, 
inputs balanced mic or line, bal¬ 
anced output, $199. Tom, 609-
222-0636. 

ADC patch bays, 1/4” 52 points, 
$169; ADC TT bays. $129 up: 
Furman 1/4" to 1/4", $95 ea; Rane 
ME15 graphic EQ, $150; Digitec 
3.6 sec delay. $150. W Gunn, 
619-320-0728. 

Auratone two way rack mount¬ 
able monitor speaker system, $50 
+ shipping. D Tonelli, 510-444-
1200 

EVENTIDE H-3000 1-616-782-
9258 

SAE 5000 pop & scratch fitter, 
mint cond. $150. R Links, Links 
Sound, 1656 California St, 
Berkeley CA 94703. 510-845-
5557. 

RCA BA-11 vintage mic pres; 
UREI 535 stereo EQ, $350; White 
4400 EQ. $350; Millennia Media 
HV-3 mic pres; Altec 352-A mixer 
amp, $150; Gates M-5576 vintage 
tube program amp; Allison Labs 
variable filters; Altec passive filters; 
Tannoy System 8 studio monitors; 
Altec pwr amps 1590-E, 1594-C, 
1593-C. T Coffman, 619-571-5031. 

Soundcraftsman SG2205-600 prof 
stereo graphic EQ, $50; Quad-Eight 
RV-10 variable decay reverb sys¬ 
tem. $95: Thomson CSF FM 
Volumax 4111, one chnl needs 
work, $150. D Vernier, KUNI, Cedar 
Falls IA 50614. 319-273-6400 ext 0. 

Want To Buy 

Neve, API, MXR. Lexicon mic, 
EQs, delays, compressors, 
Harmonizers, reverbs. T Coffman, 
619-571-5031. 

Volumax 4110 FM processor; 
Harris MSP-100 or MSP-95. D 
Davis, KRZN, 1217 Valencia NE, 
Albuquerque NM 87110. 505-255-
2431. 

JBL 4401 compact monitor, need 
another to make pair, needs to be 
cosmetically clean, working or not. 
will trade. Tom. 609-222-0636. 

Neve, API, MXR, Lexicon mic 
pres. EQs, delays, compressors. 
Harmonizers, reverbs. T Coffman, 
619-571-5031. 

AUTOMATION 
EQUIPMENT 

Want To Sell 

IGM EC w/2-24 Go-Carts, com¬ 
plete unit working, need to sell 
together. Best Offer. K Smith 
KYCN, 450 East Cole, Wheatland 
WY 82201.307-322-5926. 

Systemation X7 on air brain 
needs repair, prod fine, will sell 
for parts, Best Offer. P Wahl, 
WWIB, 5558 Hellie Rd, Chippewa 
Falls Wl 54729. 715-723-1037. 

HALL Want Great Automation that everyone 

Electronics can use? WE HAVE IT! 

706 Rose Hill Drive Charlottesville VA 22901 

CartWorks looks and works like traditional 
broadcast equipment. Experienced personal are able 
to operate it immediately. 

Live CartWorks is the ideal replacement for carts and 
many reel to reel tape machine functions but there's more. 

CartWorks is ready to work for your station 24 hours a 
day. A single CartWorks workstation can replace all the 
cart machines in your control room for live operations. 

The same workstation 
may be used for any 
combination of 
Production CD 
Satellite or music on 
hard drive automation 
at night and on 
weekends or fulltime. 

Your spots and jingles will sound great with CD 
quality digital audio. 

I Call HALLS for the BEST | 
answers & PRICES! I 

Let CartWorks put this powerful 
technology to work for your station. 

By: dbm Systems. Inc. 

(804) 984-HALL (4255) Fax: (804) 984-FAXX (3299) sales@halls.com 

Arrakis Digilink (2) Track Star 
production software & hardware 
w/network card, also Gemini soft-
ware/hardware w/network card & 
Gemini cart wall for live assist, all 
have latest software upgrades & 
have been in use 6 mths, $10500 
firm. L Zeve, 717-249-1717. 

CART MACHINES 

Want To Sell 

Audi-Cord TDS Series twin deck 
PB, gd cond, motors & pinch 
rollers in gd shape, $200 ea; BE 
5000 Series tri deck player, new 
front face, motor & recently refur¬ 
bished w/new pinch rollers, $400; 
Tapecaster 700-P player, gd 
cond, PB only, $50. R Chambers. 
KSUE, 3015 Johnstonville Rd, 
Susanville CA 96130. 916-257-
2121. 

Great Prices on original 
equipment tape heads for 
ITC. BE. Fidelipac. Otari. 
Tascam & others! 

(804) 984-4255 

HALL 
Electronics 

ITC Delta 3 decker, stereo, P/B, 
excel cond w/spare parts & manu¬ 
al, $700 +shpg. D Haley Smith, 
WMOD, 100 E Market St, Bolivar 
TN 38008. 901-658-7328. 

Heads Up! 

is JRF... 
Hands Down! 

201-579-5773 
Fax 201-579-6021 

Tapetronics RP-700. needs 
work, $95. D Jackson, WNBX, 
203-762-9425. 

ITC SP stereo play, 3 tones, 
$350; Tapecaster 701P mono 
play, $150, or both for $450. 
Guaranteed in excel cond 
w/manuals. K Lamson, 510-447-
7405. 

ITC Delta - new pinch rollers: 
Mono playback (2), record/play 
(2), stereo record/play (1). MOTI¬ 
VATED! Spotmaster series 2000 
record (1). Wes, 818-798-9128. 

ITC PDII mono PB (3). W 
Osenga. Pace Bdctg, 704-648-
3588 

ITC record amps, 3 tone, stereo, 
$250 or mono $150. W Gunn, 
619-320-0728. 

ITC 3D mono (3) w/rec amp, 
tones, parts, $650; (3) RP mono 
w/tones, parts, $500; ESL w/eras-
er, splicefinder, $400; blond solid 
oak Carousel cart rack. 384 slot & 
other cart racks & 100’s of carts, 
40s & 70s. P Wahl, WWIB. 5558 
Hellie Rd, Chippewa Falls Wl 
54729. 715-723-1037. 

Want To Buy 

ITC, BE, Fidelipac cart machines: 
single, triple, mono, stereo, play & 
record/play. Call M O’Drobinak @ 
619-758-0888. 

COMPUTERS 

Want To Sell 

Radio Shack TRS-80 mdl II, 1 
floppy, $25; Radio Shack TRS-
80 mdl II, dual 8.5" floppy drive, 
$25. D Vernier, KUNI, Cedar 
Falls IA 50614. 319-273-6400 
ext 0. 

Want To Buy 

Tandy 6000 HD with at least one 
floppy drive. Mel Crosby, 408-
363-1646. 

CONSOLES 

Want To Sell 

McMartin MX-5, 5 input mixer, 
excel cond, $125/BO. D Meyer, 
805-962-8273. 

Sony MX-20 8x4 chnl mixer/line 
mixing board, $175. D Meyer, 
805-962-8273. 

Tascam 3700 mixing console 
w/automation 32x8x2, $9974. 
615-292-9459. 

Fostex 2016 16 input, 4 output 
line mixer, rack mount, new in 
box, $100 + shipping. D Tonelli, 
510-444-1200. 

LPB Monogram II mdl M55 
board w/5 rotary faders, 12 
inputs, perfect cond, $650. T 
Hamilton, Mid Way Bdctg. 501-
367-6854. 

Pacific Recorders BMX-14 (2). 
just removed in excel cond, 17 
SLI 7 6 mic plus all other mod¬ 
ules. R Corcoran, WTEN Radio, 
419-227-2525. 

Ramko DC5AR 5 chnl mono. J 
Parsons, Parsons Sound, 2781 
Fayson Circle, Deltona FL 32738. 
904-532-0192. 

Gates 994-5136-002 dual mic 
mixer w/meter. miniature tube 
type in cabinet. BO. Mel Crosby. 
408-363-1646. 

LPB model M-5M-01 “Monogram 
II” 5-channel mono console. 12 
total inputs, built-in monitor amp. 
$300. 206-337-6695 leave mes¬ 
sage. 

Mackie 1604, $725; Tascam 
512, $950; Tascam 520. $1750; 
Allen & Heath SYNCON 28x24. 
$8000: Ramsa 820. $2200. W 
Gunn. 619-320-0728. 
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CONSOLES...WTS 

Mackie CR-1604 stereo audio 
mixer, 16 mic and line inputs with 
3 band EQ. E/C $550.00 H 
Jernegan, 804-628-5858. 

DISCO-PRO SOUND 
EQUIPMENT 

Want To Sell 

EV SH-1502ER 2-way stage 
speaker system for music PB/snd 
reinforcement, 15" woofer & 1" 
titanium compression driver on a 
CD horn, road carpet covered, 
steel corners & handles, 800 W 
peak power handling, excel cond. 
B Fisher, KPOK, POB 829, 
Bowman ND 58623. 701-523-
3883. 

LIMITERS 

Want To Sell 

Furman LC-2 mono comp/limiter 
w/adj ratio, attack, release, $275; 
Spectro Acoustics 210 stereo 
graphic EQ, 10 bands, $70; Teac 
AN-180 NR unit, $65; Realistic 
stereo graphic EQ, $29; Archer 
Video sound processor, 15-278, 
$29. D Jackson. WNBX, 203-762-
9425. 

Gregg Labs audio processors 
(2), $200/ea. T Nelson, WCAL-
FM, 507-646-8618. 

CBS 410 peak controller, $150. 
D Vernier, KUNI, Cedar Falls IA 
50614. 319-273-6400 ext 0. 

Large mobile disco sound & 
lighting system & 32' Ford truck 
w/2 ton lift gate, ready to roll, 
many extras & spares, loaded 
$10K, also many broadast items, 
consoles, McIntosh amps, etc. 
call for list. P Appleson, 954-587-
7900. 

Want To Buy 

Want To Buy 

Optimod 8100A Howard, 601-
832-5111. 

UREI LA2A, LA3A, LA4A 1176, 
Gates, RCA, Collins, Altec, 
DBX 160, 165, all types, work¬ 
ing or not. T Coffman, 619-571-
5031. 

FINANCIAL SERVICES 

□ 

FLEX LEASE, Inc. 

FINANCING 

□ 
□ 
□ 

To apply or request 
additional information 

call Jeff Wetter. 

WE 713-C HF driver, KS-12027 
bent sectoral horn, 757 monitor 
parts. Leif Blackman, MB Studio 
RQ, 25 Walpole Park South, 
Walpole MA 02062. 508-668-
8973. 

We finance all types of 
Broadcasting Equipment 

Flexible Credit Criteria 
Flexible Payment Plans 

No Down Payment. No Payments 

For 90-Days Available 

LOANS BY PHONE 

(800)699-FLEX 

Orban XT-2 for Optimod 8100A. 
R Scheibly, WLGC, POB 685, 
Greenup KY 41144. 606-473-
7377. 

UREI or Teletronix LA2A, LA3A, 
LA4A, 1176, Gates, RCA. Collins, 
Altec, dbx 160, 165, all types, 
working or not. T Coffman, 619-
571-5031. 

Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA-
3A's & LA-4's, Fairchild 660’s & 
670’s, any Pultec EQ's & any 
other old tube compressor/lim-
iters, call after 3PM CST, 214-
271-7625. 

MICROPHONES 

Want To Sell 

Neuman U-87 w/shock mount. T 
Coffman, 619-571-5031. 

DISTRIBUTOR 
DIRECTORY 

The following distributors serving the 
broadcast industry would be glad to 

help you with any of your requirements. 

...Some people get hooked on 
broadcast equipment big 
time...they think about it...dream 
about it...talk about it all the 
time...for example...us... 

RADIO! The beat goes on! 

CROUSE-KIMZEY 
OF ANNAPOLIS 
tops in broadcast equipment 

1-800-955-6800 
ask for Kathleen 

CORNELL-DUBILIER 
MICA CAPACITORS 

FROM STOCK 

JENNINGS VACUUM 
CAPACITORS 

FROM STOCK 

JENNINGS VACUUM 
RELAYS 

SURCOM ASSOCIATES 
2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A 
Carlsbad, California 92008 

(619) 438-4420 Fax: (619) 438-4759 

Lapel mies “condenser piezo-
electret" in pouch (3). $60; Shure 
444T magnetic desk mic, $20. D 
Jackson, WNBX, 203-762-
9425.Audio 

Technics AT-855 unipoint con¬ 
denser mic, new in box, $50 + 
shipping; Sennheiser MKH-405 
classic studio mic system w/all 
access, $250 + shipping; RCA 
44-B chrome & black bi-direction¬ 
al ribbon mic, $550/sell or trade 
for McMartin BBM-4500A monitor 
in clean working cond. D Tonelli, 
510-444-1200. 

Neumann U-87 w/shock mount. T 
Coffman. 619-571-5031. 

RCA 44BX w/stand, $1000; RCA 
77DX, mint, $1200; RCA ribbon, 
$250; (2) Altec/WE, $200 ea; (2) 
Cetec Vega Pro Plus R42 mic, 
systems w/Anvil cases. $1200 ea. 
F Spinetta, 415-306-4548. 

Want To Buy 

Neuman, Sennheiser. EV. Altec, 
RCA. Coles. T Coffman, 619-571-
5031. 

RCA 77 & 44; Neumann, 
Sennheiser, EV, Altec, Coles. T 
Coffman, 619-571-5031. 

Ring stand w/springs for Western 
Electric carbon mic, also Western 
Electric 387 mies. B Hunter, 103 
Forest Acres Drive, Greenville NC 
27834. 919-752-7181. 

RCA 77-DX’s & 44-BX s, any 
other RCA ribbon mies, on-air 
lights, call after 3PM CST. 214-
271-7625. 

RCA 77-DX’S, 44-BX’s, WE KU-
3A’s On-Air lights, recording 
lights. Top price paid. Fast 
response. Bill Bryant Mgmt, 2601 
Hillsboro Rd, G12, Nashville TN 
37212. 615-269-6131, FAX: 615-
292-3434. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Want To Sell 

Format Rock & Roll, 442 selec¬ 
tions of the 50’s & 60’s, 18 reels; 
MOR, 76 reels, excel cond. J 
Gelo, 941-642-6890. 

Rotron Blowers for Elcom, 
Harris, CCA, CSI, McMartin, rebuilt 
& new. Goodrich Enterprises Inc. 
11435 Manderson St. Omaha, NE 68164 

402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 682 1 

Large quantity silvered mica 
bypass capacitors, teflon spac¬ 
ers, plate blockers & socket parts 
for driver & 6166 final for RCA 
TT10-AL low band 10 kW TV 
transmitter. R Meyers, 305-995-
2115 or 305-264-5963. 

Hewlett-Packard 334A dist ana¬ 
lyzer; Hewlett-Packard 5245L freq 
counter; RCA BW75A FM monitor 
tuned to 100.3 MHz; RCA BW85A 
stereo monitor; 2 RCA BTE-15A 
FM exciters; Dictaphone 625 tele¬ 
phone announcement system 
w/mic & call counter, many extra 
tapes; Regency Executive scan¬ 
ner w/many extra crystals; Vega 
01-0003 wireless mic receiver; 
Gates single cart reproducer; 2 
Gates mono cart record amps, all 
items B/O. Jeff. 515-242-3500. 

CRL PMC 450; Tru-Fidelity reactor 
transformer for Gates BC5 xmtr; EF 
Johnson RF scissor switch; PBX 
system w/6 phones. W Osenga, 
Pace Bdctg, 704-648-3588. 

ESE ES-2657, BO; SMC PDC-4 
superclock, BO. J Mueller, 510-
568-6200 X.240. 

Records, 1100 LPs, Big Band, 
MOR, Rock & Roll; 45’s 
Contemporary, Big Band, MOR, 
Rock & Roll. J Gelo, 941-642-
6890 

Zetron DAPT-1000B dial access 
paging terminal, assorted Spaniel 
1004 SCA pagers, Marti SGC-8H 
subcarrier generator, BO.T Hamilton, 
Mid Way Bdctg, 501-367-6854. 

Custom 2-line call counter, good 
for call-in telephone polling; 2 
Gentner EFT-900 extended fre¬ 
quency transceiver telephone 
units w/rack mount kits; Gentner 
EFT-900A extended frequency 
tranceiver unit; older Ampex R-R 
transport w/lnovonics 370 rec amp 
electronics, boxes of various 
Ampex & Scully spare parts; Ford 
in-dash AM radio; old US Army 
Signal Corp field phones; various 
Lapp insulators, Johnny Balls, etc. 
some from early 30’s WHO-AM 
longwire days; vintage 1950’s 
RCA TV equip; Fairchild turntable 
assembly w/tonearm, all items 
B/O. Jeff, 515-242-3500. 

Shure SME 3009 pick up arm (2), 
$50 ea; Shure SME 3009 pick up 
arm, Stanton cartridge (2), $50 ea; 
Gates CB1200 TT w/Grey 
Research pick up arm, Stanton 
cartridge w/Opamp Labs preamp 
(2), $75 ea; Gates CB77 TT 
w/Grey Research pick up arm, 
Stanton cartridge, no preamp (2), 
$75 ea; Gates CB1200 TT, no pick 
up arm, $75; Technics SP-10 MK 
Il TT W/SH-10E pwr unit (2), $95 
ea. D Vernier, KUNI. Cedar Falls 
IA 50614. 319-273-6400 ext 0. 

Lyrec tape timers (3), $300 ea; (7) 
Seike/Spotmaster tape timers, 
$175 ea; (5) Spotmaster TP1B cart 
winders w/timer, $225 ea; (5) 
Spotmaster TP1B cart winders, no 
timer, $50 ea. Mel Crosby, 408-
363-1646. 

Want To Buy 

Jazz record collections, 10" 
LP/12" LP be-bop, swing, dixie, 
highest prices paid. B Rose, 
Program Recdgs, 228 East 10th, 
NYNY 10003. 212-674-3060. 

MONITORS 

Want To Sell 

Belar FMS-1 stereo FM monitor, 
$200. J Arzuaga. 809-895-2725, 
FAX 809-895-4198. 

Belar SCM-1 SCA monitor, $95: 
McMartin TBM-2000A SCA 
mod/freq monitor, adaptor has one 
defective transistor, $95. D 
Vernier, KUNI, Cedar Falls IA 
50614. 319-273-6400 ext 0. 

RECEIVERS & 
TRANSCEIVERS 

Want To Sell 

SCA RECEIVERS—ALL TYPES 
Wlill work to meet your receiver needs 

Professional / Table / Portable 
Field Strength Meters 

Reading Service / Ethnic / Data 

DAYTON INDUSTRIAL CORP. 

2237 Industrial Boulevard 
Sarasota, FL 34234-3119 

Tel: 941-351-4454 FAX: 351-6081 
E-Mail: SCARadio@aol.com 

RECORDERS 

Want To Sell 

Otari 5050MX 2-trk redr w/remote & 
extra record head, recently refur¬ 
bished, $1500; Fostex E-2 2-trk redr 
w/center time code, $2200; 
Technics head block RP-2422 1/4tk 
record, 2tk PB, compatible w/1515, 
1512, $125. 615-292-9459. 

Ampex, Sony 300-4; 630, Mod 2 
Ampex vintage 1/2”, 4 chnl redr 
w/tube electronics, $750; Sony 630, 
$75; Mod 2 Ampex, $75, no shpg, 
just come w/truck & $$. T Houston, 
805-324-0736. 

Approx 2900 carts, mostly music 
in various lengths. $1 ea +shpg. T 
Thompson, 318-445-1234. 

Revox PR-99 rcd/PB, excl cond, 
$1500; BE 5400C 3-stack stereo 
PB cart machine, 3 tones, excl 
cond, Iw hrs, $900; Revox R-R 
PR-99 pb w/25 Hz, gd cond, 
$250. J Arzuaga. 809-895-2725, 
FAX 809-895-4198. 

Tascam 32 mastering R-R deck, 
7.5-15 ips, excel cond, manuals, 
box, etc, $1050 +shpg. Globe 
Music, 540-344-3283. 

Teac Tascam 80-8 8-chnl 1/2" 
tape R-R. $1200; Ampex 1091 
stereo w/separate amp, $65; 
Dukane 28A18 (2) rcdr/pulser, 
Best Offer. D Jackson, WNBX, 
203-762-9425. 

Teac X2000M R-R, excel cond. 6 
yrs old, $399 +shpg. R Erak, 206-
839-9414. 

REVOX PARTS/SERVICE 

Cassette-CD-Open reel 
NOS PR99 repros. 

Capstan resurfacing, ALL BRANDS. 

JM TECHNICAL ARTS 
30 Music Sq. W. #156 

Nashville, TN 37203 (615)244-6892 

DO YOU NEED 
Long Life 
MEC 

Tape Heads? 
call 

SEQUOIA 
ELECTRONICS 

1-1408) 363-1646 
FAX 1-t4O8) 363-0957 

Ampex AG440B 1/4" half track 
w/ceramic capstan. 7.5-15 ips in 
console, heads good, Inovonics 
tentrol kit avail, still in box, $575. 
Tom, 609-222-0636. 

HEAD RELAPPING/ 
REPLACEMENT 

All tape and film formats 
30 years experience 

350 N. Eric Drive 
Palatine, IL 60067 
708-358-4622 

Ampex AG602, unmounted. 
$250; rackmount for 600 series, 
$30; (2) Samsonite cases, 600 
series, mono, brown, gr cond, $50 
ea; Samsonite case for 600 
series, stereo, grey, gr cond, $50; 
601 tube type in case. $200; (7) 
Ampex 7.5 ips alignment tapes, 
unused. $20 ea, BO; various used 
Ampex capstan & reel motors, 
working, as is, $50 ea; Microtran 
table top degausser, like new, 
$150; AL 500-2 recorder, as is, 
$100; (2) AG440A mono FT, as 
is, $150 ea; AG440 mono FT, 
play only, $100; Scully 282-4, 4 
trk 1/2" tape, $800. Mel Crosby, 
408-363-1646. 

MRL short test tapes 2”, $229. 
W Gunn, 619-320-0728. 

Otari MX70, $5950; MX70 video 
layback system, $900; gd used 
1/2"x2500' 456 tape, $20; 
1”x2500' 996 & 250, $35; Nagra 
III sync recorder w/SLO resolver, 
$695/both; Nakamichi 550 great 
port cassette. $250; W Gunn, 
619-320-0728. 

Scully ‘100’ recorders, 
record/play amplifiers, 8, 16, 24 
track heads. Sequoia Electronics, 
4646 Houndshaven Way, San 
Jose CA 95111. 408-363-1646. 

Tascam 424 1/4” 4-track, new, 
never used, $500. Cali 314-227-
5749. 

Tascam 32 and 34B Like new, 
$700/$100. 603-647-9491. 

Tascam ATR60, $2950; ATR60, 
$1250; Tascam AQ-85 locator for 
85-16, $395; Otari 5050BII, $800; 
Custom Locator, $495; Tascam 
DX-8 dbx for 80-8, $295. W 
Gunn, 619-320-0728. 

Want To Buy 

4-track digital recorder 1-616-
782-9258. 

Ampex ATR100 taperecorders 
for parts. Circuit cards, heads, 
motors, machine parts, or elec¬ 
tronic parts. Call 818-907-5161. 

REMOTE & 
MICROWAVE 
EQUIPMENT 

Want To Sell 

Moseley PCL-101 STL xmtr on 
951.375, needs work, BO. T 
Devine. 606-253-5900. 

Ampex AG440B, new heads, 
$550; Scully 280, gd heads, 
$550; Akai X355, $150; Teac-
Realistic X3, $300; ITC 750, 
$150; ITC 770 (2) record amps. 
$130/ea; Inovonics 370 (2), gd 
cond, $250/pair. J Parsons, 
Parsons Sound, 2781 Fayson 
Circle. Deltona FL 32738. 904-
532-0192. 

Tascam 32 R-R decks w/rack-
mounts & manuals, excel cond, 
$800 ea or all for $2000. Q 
Audio, FAX 208-736-7616. 

Moseley 505 xmtr plus Marti 
STL-8 revr, not matched, $975. D 
Jackson, WNBX, 203-762-9425. 

WE RENT 
TELOS ZEPHYR 

S^CCS “Prima” Codecs 
Frank 
Gnindstein 
Audio/Vidw 
Consultants 

COMREX 
3-line extender 

610-642-0978 

Comrex Codex Buddy digital 
audio codex, Adtran ISU125 2-
head sets w/mic, 2 mos old, 
$4000. B Rezny, 708-527-1897. 

Zephyr9 Rental 
NEED SOME EXTRA CODECS FOR THE OLYMPICS OR CONVENTIONS? 

The Telos Zephyr offers compatibility with the greatest 
number of Layer II, Layer III, and G.722 codecs, has a built-
in terminal adapter with NT-1, and is the easiest to use. 
Contact these rental agencies for special prices. 

INTERCOM SPECIALTIES 

SILVER LAKE AUDIO 

Phone +1.818.557.2650 • Fax +1.818.557.2659 
Phone +1.516.763.1776 • Fax +1.516.763.1750 
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REMOTE & MICRO...WTS 

Gentner VRC-2000 & Silent 
Sensor, $1500. KBNP, 811 SW 
Front St #430, Portland OR 
97204. 503-223-6769. 

Marti STL-8 stereo w/combiner, 
refurbished. $2800; Marti RPU 
171 MHz, exc, $1600; Marti dial 
up rems both ends, real deal for 
spares, $200. Ron, KPIK, 1206 N 
Main, Beebe AR 72012. 501-882-
1015. 

Moseley PCL-303 951 MHz, 
$250; Moseley PBR-15 for parts 
only, $95, +shpg. D Vernier, 
KUNI, Cedar Falls IA 50614. 319-
273-6400 ext 0. 

QEI Cat Link 400 digital STUTSL 
complete w/composite output 
module & chnl service unit, 
removed from service 3/15/96, 
$9999/BO.O Zarris, WEHR/ 
WXLN, POB 655, New Albany IN 
47151. 502-581-1570. 

Want To Buy 

Marti RPU-30 or RPU-40 xmtr, 
also matching rcvr. D Jackson, 
WNBX, 203-762-9425. 

Sine Systems RFC-1 B/RP-8. D 
Davis, KRZN, 1217 Valencia NE, 
Albuquerque NM 87110. 505-255-
2431. 

Telos Zepher or other codec. 
213-466-3595, FAX 213-466-
3596 Email oncue@earthlink.net. 

SATELLITE 
EQUIPMENT 

Want To Sell 

Avcom COM-20T high stability 
satellite video rcvr. J Mueller, 510-
568-6200 X.240 

SOFTWARE/ 
DATABASES 

Want To Sell 

Ron Ba Io n is' Broadcast 
Engineer’s COMPUTER 

TOOLBOX programs make 
the computer into a very 
smart technical assistant. 

For details, write COMPUTER 
TOOLBOXES, 118 Rice St., 

Trucksville, PA 18708. 

Affordable TRAFFIC & BILLING 

PC SOFTWARE for DIGILINK & other 

popular digital systems. Excellent 
for non-automated stations, too. 

Try it for 60 days. No obligation. 

For demo, call ABA Software 

(941) 643-3689 

Circle (123) On Reader Service Card 

STATIONS 

Want To Sell 

Florida Gulf Coast 6 kW FM CP. 
813-823-7771. 

Want To Buy 

Wife & I both retired, seek 
AM/FM combo w/R/E, dark ok, 
cash ready. 718-893-4328. 

STEREO 
GENERATORS 

Want To Buy 

Harris MS-15R. Moseley SCG-3, or 
SCG-9 or CCA SG-1D. D Davis. 
KRZN. 1217 Valencia NE, 
Albuquerque NM 87110. 505-255-
2431. 

In need of 
thorough, reliable 
repair service? 
Rely on... 

5757^15 
Satellite Systems is respected industry-wide for 
prompt, accurate service to radio stations and 
networks. 

Contact us for Ariel and Zephyrus 700 SCPC 
receivers. Upgrade your Fairchild Dart 384 and 
Scientific Atlanta 7300/7325 to LNB receivers— 
use existing equipment as trade-in. 

Pre-and post-service technical support 
along with a 6-month warrranty. 

Turn to the leader in repair, upgrades, new 
equipment, used equipment and accessories. 
We can answer all of your questions. 

Satellite Systems 

Satellite Equipment for Radio 

615 East Brookside 
Colorado Springs, CO 

80906 
Ph: (719) 634-6319 
Fx: (719) 635-8151 

Universal SCPC XE-1000 

p o 

SCPC BROADCAST AUDIO RECEIVER 
New, affordable, frequency-agile receiver, direct channel entry by keyboard, selectable 

companding 1:1, 2:1, 3:1, wide/narrow bandwidth, dc-emphasis selectable. 950-1450 
MHz. line output 600 ohms, muting, transponder agile. LNB power supply. 50-channel 
memory, full baseband output, high-quality audio. Every needed feature at a sensible 
price (lowest in the industry). Write or call for full information on this quality receiver— 
the answer for your station. Networks call for prices. 

Phone:(614)866-4605 Fax:(614)866-1201 

I I ELECTRONICS, INC. 4555 Groves Road. Suite 12 Columbus. OH 43232 
UNIVtriOAL Communauté Spaia^ Phone:(614)866-4605 Fax:(614)866-1201 

TAPES/CARTS/REELS 
& CD s 

Want To Sell 

Alignment tape, 1". $95. 615-
292-9459. 

Large quantity radio commer¬ 
cials, PSA’s and promos from 
local market in 3” & 5” reels from 
1960’s & 70’s, BO. R Meyers, 
305-995-2115 or 305-264-5963. 

Scotch 206 & Ampex Grand 
Master on 7" reels, $2 ea in 
groups of 40. Globe Music, 540-
344-3283. 

Scotch radio production facility 
deleting classic rock library on 7 & 
10.5" reels, $250 +s/h; empty EIA 
7.0 & 10.5" reels, $35 +s/h. 703-
578-3014. 

Otari CB-127-S remote control 
for MX55 redr, never used, $25; 
Spotmaster 400A PB, $195; 
Spotmaster 500C R/P, $225; 
Spotmaster 500C PB designed 
w/o VU meter, $195; Spotmaster 
505D PB, $195; Ampex AG-440C 
R-R roll around console 
recorder/reproducer (3), $495 ea; 
Scully 280 R-R. roll around con¬ 
sole recorder/reproducer 
w/remote control box, $295. D 
Vernier. KUNI, Cedar Falls IA 
50614. 319-273-6400 ext 0. 

Pams Jingles reference tapes 
from the years of 1951-1976. 
avail from every radio market in 
the US, Canada & Europe, call 
after 3PM CST, 214-271-7625. 

Want To Buy 

L.A. AirForce cheap radio thrills, 
3 CD set. D Smart, 206-242-
7845. 

TAX DEDUCTIBLE 

Non-profit organization seeks 
STL/TSL, audio prod & satellite 
interface computer equip, dona¬ 
tions only, we pay shipping. R 
Walterscheid, KAMQ, Carlsbad 
NM 505-887-5323. 

TEST EQUIPMENT 

Want To Sell 

Bird digital wattmeter panel. T 
Nelson, WCAL-FM, 507-646-
8618. 

HP 330D distortion analyzer, 
$100. James, 405-265-4496. 

RCA WV98C senior Voltohmsyst, 
missing probe, $25. D Vernier, 
KUNI, Cedar Falls IA 50614. 319-
273-6400 ext 0. 

TRANSMITTERS 

Want To Sell 

Cetec/Sparta 1.5 kW FM xmtr 
w/exciter & stereo gen, excl cond, 
$4500. J Arzuaga, 809-895-2725, 
FAX 809-895-4198. 

NEW 
McMARTIN 

BF-5K 
Lowest priced 

tube replacements 

5500 W FM, broadband grounded 
grid output circuit, VSWR protec¬ 

tion, excellent efficiency 75-80% 
automatic recycling & overload 

status. Fully remote controlled. 
FCC approved to 5500 watts. 

Goodrich 
Enterprises, Inc. 

11435 Manderson Street 

Omaha, NE 68164 

402-493-1886 

FAX: 402-493-6821 

Cunningham CM 30-50 AM xmtr 
adjusts 0-50 W (tube type) w/solid 
state modulator & pwr sply, type 
approved, $750. J Cunningham, 
405-265-4496. 

CONTACTORS 
BY 

» GELECO « 
Ph: (416) 421-5631 
Fax: (416) 421-3880 

CSI T1A 1000 W. used as 500 W. 
includes spare modulation trans¬ 
former power upgraded. $4000. K 
Crosthwait, 423-690-8807. 

Electro Impulse 25 kW air¬ 
cooled dummy load, 3 1/8" flange, 
$2000; Bird Thru-Line w/forward 
& reflected pwr slugs. T Nelson, 
WCAL-FM, 507-646-8618. 

LPB AM-30 30 watt solid state 
AM for PSSA, etc, $650; LPB 
TCU-30 (2) 30 watt carrier current 
coupling units, $175/ea. D 
Jackson, WNBX, 203-762-9425. 

LPB 60 W AM 1460 on air less 
than 30 mins, like new, $1500, 
replaced w/larger xmtr. R Swan. 
WROY, 618-382-4161. 

Collins 831-D 2 kW w/Collins 
310Z-2FM exciter, 2 spare 
5CX1500B tubes, very clean, 
upgraded. $4000. T Hamilton, Mid 
Way Bdctg, 501-367-6854. 

Continental 814R-2 1 kW. 
presently on air, exciter, spare 
controller cards & semiconductor 
kit, very good cond, $9750. C 
Dreibelbis, 717-436-2135. 

Gates BC1-F, in working order. 
$2000 or B/O, you pick up. R 
Shelar, 710 Columbia Street. 
Leetonia OH 44431. 330-427-
2303, 6-7 PM weeknights. 

New M< Marlin 20 W. BFM-8000 FM 
exciters. New McMartin TBM1005D FM 
relay/rebroadcast revrs; also some 
used Me Marlin B910 exciters 15W. 
Goodrich Enter., 1 1435 Manderson 
SI.. Omaha. NE 68164. 
402-493-1886 fax 402-493-6821 

Harris UHF exciter; Harrris rcvr 
EQ’s & notch diplexer EQ; 
Townsend visual & aural exciter, 
10 W amp; Townsend ICPM dual 
corrector chassis; Andrew splice 
87A, 1-5/8"; Andrew 1861 adaptor 
1-5/8” to 3-1/8"; HCC 158-50 con¬ 
nector 1-5/8" EIA flang; A91N 
connector 3-1/8” EIA flang. G 
Kenny, KCL-TV, POB 932, 
Neosho MO 64850. 417-451-
1440. 

D E C P H World Leader 
□ COLU mAM-FM 
Internacional Transmitters 

'Woo. in out 30 th tfeaJi ” 

91 AM & FM 
Pre-Owned Units 

in Stock 
/ ALL - Powers 
/ ALL - Manufacturers 
/ ALL - Instruction Books 
/ ALL - Complete 
/ ALL - Spares 

Call and take advantage of 
our liberal trade-in plan. 
Tune and test on your fre¬ 
quency, available on site. 
Complete inventory on 
request. 

Phone: 214-630-3600 
Fax: 214-226-9416 

Continental 802a exciter, $2900. 
Ron, KPIK, 1206 N Main, Beebe 
AR 72012. 501-882-1015. 

BE FX-50 exciter, latest version, 
$4800. 1-800-736-9264. 

McMartin BA-1K 250, 500, 1000 
Watt AM xmtr, ready to work, 
$7000. L Rodriguez, 809-835-3130. 
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Collins 831C-2 

Harris FM2.5K 

Harris FM3.5K 

RCA BTF 5D 

RCA BTF 10D 

Collins 830F-1B 

Collins 831G2/Cont 

816R2 

RCA BTF20E 

Harris SX1 

RCA BTA 5L 

Continental 315-F 

CCA AM 10.000D 

CSI T-10-A 

CSI T-25-A 

Harris MW50C3 

(1100 KHZ) 

IF YOU WISH TO CONTACT OUR HOME PAGE, 

we are at www voicenet.eom/~transcom 
if you wish to e-mail us, we are at transcom@ voicenet.com 

1077 Rydal Road #101, Rydal PA 19046 

800-441-8454 • 215-884-0888 • FAX No. 215-884-0738 

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters and Also New Equipment 
For the best deals on Celwave products, 
Andrew cable and Shively antennas. 

TRANSCOM CORP. 
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978 

Services 
> Terrain 

Analysis 
> FM Studies 
> Population 

Studies 
> FCC/FAA 

Databases 
> Contours 

Communications 

Data Services, Inc. 

800-441-0034 
fax 703-532-5497 

http://www.comm-data.com 

6105-E Arlington Blvd. 
Falls Church, VA 22044 

HARRIS 
PARTS AND 
TECHNICAL 
SUPPORT 

we can be •. 
reached online via e-maily 
TSUPPORT@HARRIS.COM 

For your parts needs 
or with any technical 

problems you're having. 

REMOTE BROADCASTS IN 
THE U.K. AND EUROPE 

Planning remotes from 
the U.K. or Europe? 
we offer a one-stop service 

• we organize venues for your shows 
• we provide temporary equipment 
. live links via ISDN/Switched 56 

• experienced radio engineers 
• we help you line-up guests 

Contact London (44) 181 442 89(X) 
Wired for Sound Ltd.. London U.K. 

Tower Sales & Erection 
Turnkey Site Development 
Installation & Maintenance 
AM/FM Broadcast. TV 
Microwave Systems, 
Antennas & Towers 

6017 Tnangle Dr 
Raleigh. NC 27613 

(919)781-3496 
Fax (919)781-6454 

Ben Wall 
President 
Gen Contractor »25891 

OMM 
Communications Specialists 

REMOTE EQUIPMENT 
RENTALS 

COMREX and GENTNER 
1,2 & 3-Line Extender Systems 
Now With The New TELOS ZEPHYR 
MARTI VHF/UHF RPU Systems 
ISDN & Switched-56 Systems 
Call or FAX Dwight Weller 

WELLER AUDIO-VISUAL ENGINEERING 
Baltimore, Maryland 

Phone: (410 or 800) 252-8351 
FAX: (410)252-4261 
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INCREDIBLE 
TRANSMITTERS 

TV TRANSMITTERS 

IWatt 
2Watt 
4 Watt 
20 Watt 
40 Watt 
100 Watt 
200 Watt 
400 Watt 
800 Watt 
IKWatt 

$1,114 
$1.664 
$2,138 
$3,880 
$5,046 
$6,206 
$9,874 

$13,171 
$18,295 
$22,900 

FM RADIO 
TRANSMITTERS 
Including Stereo Encoder 

IWatt 
30Watt 
300 Watt 
600 Watt 
1K Watt 
2K Watt 
4K Watt 

$1,138 
$1,499 
$3.174 
$5.960 
$8.716 

$11.905 
$20.741 

TAYLOR 
The Transmitter People 

Harris 1982 FM 1K, exc cond; 
Collins 310Z-2 FM exciter, factory 
rebuilt, exc cond. R Scheibly, 
WLGC, FOB 685, Greenup KY 
41144. 606-473-7377. 

Harris BT 52H twin 25 kW high-
band VHF xmtrs, excel cond, 
$30,000. J Proctor, KVCT TV, 
980 FM 1746, Woodville TX 
75979. 409-429-3679. 

Used equipment for sale: Belar 
SCM-1, Belar RFA-1, Belar FMS-
1, Belar FMM-1, Moseley MRC 
1600 system, TFT EBS receiver/ 
gen, Gentner patch panel, and 
Harris racks. Call Transcom Corp 
800-441-8454 or 215-884-0888. 

QEI amplifiers, exciters and 
stereo generators. All are 
reconditioned and are tuned 
and tested on your frequency. 6 
month warranty is included. If 
you want quality used equip¬ 
ment, call or fax 609-232-1625 
and ask for Bob Brown. 

LPB 60 W AM on 1460, like new, 
$1500, on air less than 30 min, 
replaced by larger xmtr. R Swan, 
WROY, POB 400, Carmi IL 
62821.618-382-4161 

Consultants 
e»«i»ievA/^s Consulting 

Communications 
Engineers 

FCC Applications, Design, Field Engineering &Tower Detuning 

Vldeo/Data/Volce « Statewide Networks « Wide-Area Networks 

EXPERTS IN: 
TV • AM • FM • ITFS • MICROWAVE • PCS • FIBER 

210 S. Main St., Thiensville, Wl 53092 (414) 242-6000 FAX (414) 242-6045 

Internet: http://www.evansassoc.com MemberAFCCE 

X 

for successful 
FM TRANSLATORS.. 

z 
E 
X 

Talk with Howard Enstrom 
(904) 383-FMTA (3682) 

Feasibility studies 
Changes ■ upgrading 
Frequency searches 
Engineering 
FCC application work 

FM Technology Associates 
<r. 30925 Vista View 
• Mount Dora, FL 32757 

North America RF Ä Audio 

Mirkwood Engineering 
Services 

Broadcast and Telecommunications 

Consultants 

Multidiscipline Engineering and Planning Firm 
including • Application & Allocation Services 

• Project. Engineering & Construction 
Management • Site Acquisition 

• Rural & Remote Site Installations 
• Field Service • Studio Design & Installation 

50 Park Ave. Claremont, NH 03743 
_ (603) 542-6784 

E. HAROLD MUNN. JR. 
& ASSOCIATES, INC. 

Broadcast Engineering 

Consultants 

AM - FM - TV 

Wayne S. Reese 
President 

Box 220,100 Airport Rd. 
Coldwater, Ml 49036 

517-278-7339 

W. LEE SIMMONS & 
ASSOC., INC. 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
CONSULTANTS 

Allocation Studies ▼ AM, FM, 
TV, LPTV ▼ Applications ▼ 

Appraisals ▼ Inspections ▼ Local 
& Wide Area Computer Network 
Microwave Design ▼ Specialized 

Computer System Designs 
44 Bow Circle #B, Hilton Head Is, SC 29928 
803-785-4445 fax803-842-3371 

e-mail:wlsimm@IBM.net 

Graham Brock, Inc. 
Broadcast Technical Consultants 

Full Service From 
Allocation to Operation 

AM FM/TV AIX Services; 
Field Work; Antenna and 

Facilities Design 
Over j 5 years engineering 
and consulting experience 
912-638-8028 
202-393-5133 

MLJ 
Moffet, Larson & Johnson, Inc. 
Consulting Télécommunications 

Engineers 

1110 North Glebe Red, #800 
Arlington, VA 22201 

(703) 741-3500 
FAX: (703)741-0312 

Member AFCCE 

MULLANEY ENGINEERING. INC. 
Consulting Engineers 

•Design & Optimization of 
AM Directional Arrays 

•Analysis for New Allocation, 
Site Relocation, And Upgrades 

AM-FM TV LPTV 
Wireless Cable 

(MDS/MMDS/ITFS/OFS) 
•Environmental Radiation Analysis 

•Field Work 
•Expert Testimony 

9049 Shady Grove Court 
Gaithersburg. MD 20877 
Phone: (301)921-0115 
Fax: (301)590-9757 

email: mullengr@aol.com 

Consulting Communications Engineers 
• Station improvement and modernization 

• FCC Applications and Field Engineering 
• Frequency Searches and Coordination 

• AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV 

OWL ENGINEERING, INC. 
E-mail: Owleng19@skypoint.com 1-800-797-1338 
1306 W. County Road. F, St. Paul, MN 55112 (612)631-1338 Member AFCCE' 

T Z. Sawyer Technical Consultants 
AM-FM-TV-LPTV 

• FCC Applications & Exhibits 
• Experimental Authorizations 
• AM Directional Antennas 
• High Power Antenna Arrays 

• Frequency Studies 
• Class Upgrades 
• STL Applications 
• Station Inspections 

s 1-800-255-2632 
FAX: <301) 913-5799 • 6204 Highland Dr • Chevy Chase. MD 20H15 

PC - Software 
AM FM TV Search Programs 
Signal Mapping—STL Paths 
RFHAZ—US Census PopCount 
FAA Tower—Draw Tower 

Doug Vernier 
Engineering Consultant 
1600 Picturesque Drive 
Cedar Falls IA 50613 

B00-743-D0UC 

McMartin 5 kW 3 phase FM 
w/8000 exciter, all current models 
recently refurbished by PE, vgc, 
pick up in Arkansas. $10,000/B0. 
Ron, KPIK, 1206 N Main, Beebe 
AR 72012. 501-882-1015. 

Harris MW 5 xmtr, 1410 freq, flood 
damaged, must sell, BO. KBNP, 
811 SW Front St #430, Portland 
OR 97204. 503-223-6769. 

Want To Buy 

1 kW FM with or without exciter. 
D Davis, KRZN, 1217 Valencia 
NE, Albuquerque NM 87110. 505-
255-2431. 
McMartin AM/FM xmtr, any 
model, exciter or stereo modules. 
Goodrich Ent., 11435 Manderson, 
Omaha NE 68164. 402-493-1886. 

TUBES 

Want To Sell 

FOR THE BEST PRICE 
& 24 Hr service on transmitting tubes 

call Goodrich Ent Inc al 402-493-1886 
day or night, FAX 402-493-6821 

EIMAC, AMPEREX, RCA 
4CX250B, 4-400, 4-1000, 
4CX300, 4CX350A, 807, 833, 
3CX400A7. Westgate 800-213-
4563. 

Buy Factory Fresh 
New Tubes 

y EIMAC, BURLE, 
SIEMENS, AMPEREX, 
NATIONAL, and more 

/ Off-the-shelf delivery 
/ 24-hour emergency 

service 

Jk Richardson 
a+7 Electronics, Ltd. 

1-800-348-5580 
FAX: (708) 208-2550 

Svetlana 
ELECTRON DEVICES 

Quality* Power Tubes 
3CX2500A3 
3CX2500F3 
3CX2500H3 
3CX3000A7 
3CX3000F7 
3CX10.000A3 
3CX10.000A7 
3CX10.000H3 
3CX15.000A3 
3CX15.000A7 
3CX15,000H3 
4CX250B 
4CX250BC 
4CX250BM 
4CX250R 
4CX350A 
4CX350AC 
4CX400A 
4CX800A 
4CPX800A 
4CX1500A 
4CX1600B 
4CX1600U 
4CX3500A 
4CX5000A 
4CX10.000D 

4CX15.000A 
4CX15.000J 
4X150A 
5CX1500A 
5CX1500B 

572B 
5U4G 
6550B 
6550C 
6AS7G 
6BM8 
811A 
833A 
833C 
EL34 

SV811-3 
SV811-10 
TH5-4 
TH5-6 
TH6-3 
TH6-3A 

YC130/9019 
8560AS 
SK300A 
SKI300 
SK1320 

Watch this list grow. 
Shipment from USA stock. 
Manufactured in Russia's 
largest power tube factory. 
Generous* warranty based 
on high quality. 
Honest prices based on 
quality at low cost. 

Broadcasters 
Phone: 800-239 6900 

205-882 1344 
FAX: 205-880-8077 
OEMs, Distributors 

Phone US: 800-578 3852 
Int’l & US. 415-233-0429 

FAX: 415-233-0439 

Circle (119) On Reader Service Card 

Have Your Power Tubes 

Remanufactured 
by the 

Original Manufacturer 

• Factory Processing 
• Factory Testing 
• Original Specifications 
• New-Tube Warranty 

Worldwide Availability Through 

Richardson Electronics, Ltd. 

(708)208-2200 

Call 800-414-8823 
Int’l. (41 5) 592-1221 
or Fax 415-592-9988 

Communications A Power Industries 

Eimac division 

Circle (117) On Render Service Card 

TURNTABLES 

Want To Sell 

Panasonic Technics SP-10 MKII 
(2) TT's, $300/both. J Arzuaga. 
809-895-2725, FAX 809-895-4198. 

General Industries R-90 2-speed 
vintage TT w/2 tonearms for 78 
playback, $25 + shipping. D 
Tonelli, 510-444-1200. 

Technics SP-25 TT, 2 speed, 
Audio Technica ATP-12T tonearm 
& Ortofon cartridge, w/pro-base 
mounting board, complete, $225 
+shpg. R Links, Links Sound, 
1656 California St, Berkeley CA 
94703. 510-845-5557. 

518-828-1690 
FAX: 518-828-8476 

“The Transmitter People” 

EnergyOnix 
752 Warren Street, Hudson NY 12534 

In Powers to 11 KW The " ECO Series 
has ARRIVED! 

[uality 
is 

expensive««. 
Think Again! 

Solid state Design

v̂SWR FoJdb

r Automatic Power Out^"011 

Built-in Line Su Contro1

Fæld Proven s rge Protection 
BUDGET PRlc^ rd Paris I 

think a new, top 
FM transmitter 

Circle (1 IS) On Reader Service Cord 
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C Electronics Co. I) 

Lowest Price on Tubes 
including: 

4-1000A/3-1000Z/ 
8877/4CX25OB/833A 
4-500/5-500/4-400/ 
4CX 35OO/5CX15OO 

and much more! 
Factory Warranty! 

1-800-881-2374 
(352) 688-2374 

Se habla Español 
FAX: (352) 683-9595 

ECONCO 

Quality 
Rebuilt Tubes 
Approximately the 

Cost of New 

Call for Our Price List 

800-532-6626 
916-662-7553 

FAX 916-666-7760 
Circle (120) On Reader Service Card 

(2) 6DX8; (4) 6SU7; (10) 6SL7; 
(2) 6J5; (10) 6AL5; (4) 6C4; (2) 
12AT7 & (4) 12BY7. W Osenga, 
Pace Bdctg, 704-648-3588. 

Where In 
The World 
Are You? 

Reach radio professionals 
worldwide by advertising in 

Radio World's 
international edition. 

Call Simone for more information. 

1-800-336-3045 

EMPLOYMENT 
To place ads in this section, use the ActionGram form. To respond to box numbers write 

Radio World, PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041. Attn:_ 

POSITIONS WANTED 

Chief engineer wants full-time 
stable position w/over 17 yrs 
exper in FM, AM, directional and 
studio work plus construction, well 
organized, well qualified and hard 
working, will get the job done, 
prefer KS, CO. NE, MO, IA, OK, 
TX, SD, IL, AR, ND, and will con¬ 
sider other areas. Larry, 319-386-
9835 or 913-425-6509. 

Christian broadcaster w/16 yrs 
exper as PD, newsman & music 
dir seeks immediate employment 
at religious/christian radio station. 
Roy, 305-584-2218. 

Chief Engineer of 20+ years, 
seeks stable CE or DE position 
preferrably in the southwest. I 
have extensive radio engineering 
experience including, 50kW direc¬ 
tional AM, high power 100 kW FM 
combiners, great department/pro-
ject organization, FCC regula¬ 
tions, audio and applications. 
Engineer, 520-579-8473. 

Friendly, funny, expd AT seek¬ 
ing new home, A/C, adult rock, 
oldies, East Coast preferred, 
Mass to Virginia, ready to roll. 
Mike. 603-543-3022. 

Producer AM News/Talk 6 yrs, 
also part-time FM-AOR personali¬ 
ty, part-time talkhost, Miami mar¬ 
ket seeking airstaff, voice or pro¬ 
ducer position, hometown 
Pittsburg area, references, 
resume, demos available. 
Charles, 954-469-0108. 

Looking for a hard working, 
enthusiastic employee? Ready to 
roll w/a career in radio, broadcast¬ 
ing school grad, on-air, produc¬ 
tion, willing to relocate. Tony, 
405-672-7008. 

Studio & transmitter plant con¬ 
struction, directional antenna 
repairs, construction and proofs. 
412-942-4054. 

Voice to let on DAT or cassette, 
Dallas TX narrator/announcer 
unaccented American male voice 
overs & liners. FAX 214-726-
8841. 

30-yr+ pro seeks small market 
mgmt opportunity in SE. Broad 
knowledge, creative, organized, 
high integrity. Send inquiries to: 
Radio World, POB 1214, Falls 
Church VA 22041. Attn: Box # 96-
3-20-1RW. 

Wanted: FM in trouble. I will GM 
¡tout. Gerry. FAX: 610-378-4780. 

Chief Engineer wants full-time 
stable position, over 17 yrs exp in 
FM, AM, directional & studio work 
plus construction, well organized, 
qualified & hard working, looking 
for KS, NE, CO, IA but will consid¬ 
er other surrounding areas. 
Larry, 319-386-9835 or 913-425-
6509. 

Chief Engineer, 30+ yrs AM/FM, 
FCC general, RF & digital audio, 
computer-literate, AM D/ND 
antenna systems, seeks CE/DE 
position SE or NW prefered. 
Bruce, 904-734-1729. 

Custom weather on dally basis, 
also watches & warnings, differ¬ 
ent from all the rest in price & 
style. Bill Brown, 217-465-5968. 

Southeastern radio stations, hire 
seasoned broadcaster, casualty 
of Voice of America facilities clos¬ 
ings, 30 yrs announcing, prod & 
engr, tape & resume: Alex 513-
777-8423. 

What I lack in exp is made up for 
w/enthusiasm, trained & looking 
forward to my on-air, sports, news 
career at your station. Barbara, 
405-360-3522. 

Trained in broadcasting, on-air, 
production, news, sales, inter¬ 
viewing skills, mature, knowledge¬ 
able, dependable, able to lead, 
willing to follow, ready to join your 
broadcasting team. Floyd, 405-
288-6036. 

Young, energetic, creative pro¬ 
duction guy w/radio/TV program & 
spot production exper & full album 
& demo project studio exper, will¬ 
ing to relocate. M Gilliland, 806-
364-3119. 

HELP WANTED 

Station Manager 
position open for a non-commer¬ 

cial FM station. listener supported, 
volunteer announcers and small 

paid staff. We need a manager who 
is comfortable with fund raising 
and computers, and committed to 
continuing our format of easy lis¬ 

tening music (75%) combined with 
a Christian emphasis (25%). Send 
resume (education, work history & 

references) by 5/50/96 to KCMR, 

Manager Search. POB. 979- Mason 

city, IA 50402. E.O.E 

Broadcast Console/ 
Sales Engineer 

Expanding sales team looking for 
self nMtth’ated individual Individual 
will have experience in o|>eratioi> of 
and understanding of the technical 
side of audio consoles. Experience in 
the manufacturing end of audk> con¬ 
soles lK*lpfut Candidate sliould also 
have direct end user sales experi¬ 
ence, computer experience and a 
thorough knowledge of audio. Pk-ase 
send cover letter with resume and 
salary requirements to: Radio Workt 
POB 1214, Falls Church. VA 22041. 
Attn Box # 96-5-15-1 RW. 

HELP WANTED 

GENERAL MANAGER/GENER-
AL SALES MANAGER: 
American Communications 
Company/WJLW-FM, Green 
Bay's Original FM Country, is 
building a new 25 kW FM in 
Green Bay; Interviewing for FM 
with proven experience selling at 
all levels and managing top rated, 
top billing station in comparable 
market. Needs 10 to 15 years 
experience hiring/managing all 
station staff with sales, budget 
success history. Successful man¬ 
ager could expand opportunity of 
managing additional station(s). 
E.O.E. Mail resume with particu¬ 
lars in confidence to temporary 
construction address: Jack Le 
Duc, President, 909 Kepler Drive, 
Green Bay Wl 54311. 

PROGRAM/OPERATIONS 
DIRECTOR: Seasoned pro with 
minimum 10 to 15 years experi¬ 
ence to work with equally suc¬ 
cessful GM in creating full pro¬ 
gram, news, production copy staff 
for new Green Bay Country sta¬ 
tion for Green Bay and Appleton 
market. E.O.E. Mail resume and 
tape in confidence to temporary 
construction address: Jack Le 
Duc, President,American 
Communications Co, 909 Kepler 
Drive, Green Bay Wl 54311. 

TRAFFIC/ACCOUNTING COOR¬ 
DINATOR: New Green Bay FM 
station interviewing for experi¬ 
enced traffic, billing, payroll per¬ 
son. Candidate must have experi¬ 
ence with some formal accounting 
background and experience with 
some formal accounting back¬ 
ground and experience to set up 
new traffic and scheduling sys¬ 
tem. Training on system provided 
in-house by Computer Concepts. 
Station will use networked 
Computer Concepts Traffic/billing 
system. Resume in confidence to 
temporary construction address: 
Jack Le Duc, President, 909 
Kepler Drive, Green Bay Wl 
54311. 

Assistant Engineer 
wMi PC «d RF experience wanted 
far SFX stations in Greenville, SC 
market. Send resume and salary 
requvemenb to. Chse4 br^pneer, SFX 
Broadcasting, POBox 100, Greenvdk», 
SC29602. LOI M/F/H/V/. 

Sales - Technical 
Incentivized sales and technical 
support on new products from 
established manufacturer for 
broadcasting and cable TV. 
Excellent working environment 
in a fast-growing, high-tech 
company. Earn up to S100K 
annually, depending on skills 
and experience. Full employ¬ 
ment benefits, 401 (k) and 
bonus. 
Send resume to: 
ATTN: Human Resources 
530 Lawrence Expressway 
Suite 531 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 
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ATTENTION 
ADVERTISERS! 

Take note of these 

UPCOMING 
DEADLINES 

Deadline for May 29 issue is: 
May 3 

Deadline for June 12 issue is: 
May 17 

Deadline for June 26 issue is: 
May 31 

Deadline for July 10 issue is: 
June 14 

Deadline for July 24 issue is: 
June 28 



DIGITAL IS HERE! 
❖ FIRST USABLE < FIRST AFFORDABLE 

DSP with ANALOG and DIGITAL INPUTS and OUTPUTS 
❖ SAMPLE RATE CONVERSION Standard on DIGITAL INPUTS 
❖ Optional SAMPLE RATE CONVERSION on DIGITAL OUTPUTS 
< 16 BIT CD QUALITY ; 24 BIT READY 
❖ UNIVERSAL “CONTROL SURFACE” and RACK MAINFRAMES 
O FULLY MODULAR and UPGRADE READY 

GET YOUR BROADCAST DIGITAL AUDIO CONSOLE TODAY! 

1UDITRONICS 3750 Old Getwell Road, Memphis, TN USA (901) 362-1350 FAX (901) 365-8629 
Circle (97) On Reader Service Card 
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F A’600°,s 

A  °Pen archi-
/ JBKsf lecture frame 

lets you change 
module locations 

w '^ NO restrictions, 
giving layout top priority 

and ^How’n9 easy recon-
figuration as format needs 

p change. And while Wheatstone 
is well known for superior tech-

■ nical performance, the A-6000 
surpasses even our own previous 

consoles in virtually every measure-
ÿ-ÿ ment category! The WHEATSTONE 

A-6000 has the appearance, features and 
q| power to satisfy the most demanding program 
r and production staff. Its engineering, perform¬ 

ance and thoughtful design will help your personnel 
achieve broadcasting excellence. 

We've taken all we know, all you've asked for, 
and the very best of today's technology to 

bring you our Finest Audio Console 

A-6000 Broadcast Console 
7305 Performance Drive, Syracuse, NY. 13212 
(tel 315-452-5000/fax 315-452-0160) BWheot/tone Corporation 

Circle (96) On Render Service Cord 




